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AI3STRACT

1:1,13 t)IeIlent woik Is mainly concerned with the commercial

relations I)etweon the Arab world and India In the 3rd and 4th / 9th

and 10th centurIes.

The thesis consists of an Introduction and five chapters.

The lntwdiictloit contains a brief survey of the historical background

to the A,iih-Iiidkin trade links In the period prior to the period of the

research. lt also Includes the reasons for choosing the subject,

and the t1I[ficiiltles with which the research was faced. The

intro(1(I(II Iin niso conta his the methods of the research and a study

of the ma lit S ( 3LIt (iCS

(1iipter One deals with the Arab provinces, the main kingdoms

of India, Iho political situation in the Arab world and India, and its

effecis iiii the Enhliject. It also deals with the main economic products

in the c3uIiiitt [Cs colicerno(l. Moreover, the chapter focuses on the

factors which eiicotiragod the Arab-Indian trade.

Chapter Two deals with the trade routes (Land and Sea routes),

the caravans, ships, the sea ports and the commercial cities in the

Arab WOt ki aiid India.

(1iapLnr Three deals with the trade procedures between the

Arab world and India. It also deals with the taxes levied in ports

and sonic laud posts. The chapter ends by giving some details of the

prices (31 iiouc l s iii 1)0th cotuitrles



(ha1ez l'otir gives a detailed account of goods exported

and tmiui led by both sides, and the real causes behind the export
p
and lrnpnl of those goods. The chapter also gives an account of

how sometimes goods are imported by one side from the other in

order to meet the local demands or to be exported in a process of

trading nn a world wide scale.

Chapter lIve deals with a conclusion of what has been

discussed earlier, in addition to some cultural aspects which have

not boon noah wIth in the chapters above.
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INTRODUCTION
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In ordor to point out the main aspects of the subject

"Commercial relations between the Arab world and India in the

3rd and 41I/9Lh and 10th centuries", to define its historical

background and to support the arguments we have put forward

when dealing with the main aspects of It, the following will be

referred to:

1 • Introduction.

2. The reasons for choosing the subject and its importance.

a.	 rh irticular difficulties involved.

4. Methods of research.

5. Sources.,

1.	 IntroductIon

II. Is known to us that commercial relations between different

nations irn the oldest and by far the most important means of human

contact heiween them.	 It is natural that commercial relations or

indeed any oLhier form of contact between more than one ethnic group

should 1n accompanied by an exchange of ideas, customs, traditions

and various forms and ways of life, to varying degrees depending on

whether the exchange takes place among primitive human communities

or when these communities evolve into distinct races and nations and

reach a certain level of development In their way of life.

Suuh social ties and relationships, Irrespective of the period in

which they are forged, and their immediate economic motives, fall within
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the catn(;nry of human relations, past and present. It would be

extremely difficult to understand them in a narrow sense based on a
p

convciilhiiuil view of coiirinercial relations between nations as simply

the exchiiiçje of yoods.

Commercial relations between the Arabs and Indians have, in

fact, fatten within the general human and cultural framework to which

we have already referred. The significance of these relations lies

not Jusi Iii the fact that the two nations benefited by them in an

economic sense, by the exchange of commodities to meet the immediate

needs of their respective populations, but also in the fact that their

relations were accompanied by the exchange of ideas and knowledge,

beliefs iiiid social customs. Moreover, the positive results of that

cultural Interaction between the two nations were by no means confined

to the,,i lint formed one of the sources of cultural interaction in human

civil iza I h n in qeneral

i'ti qive l:hc research Its historical background, we shall refer

briefly to the main aspects which demonstrate the close commercial

relations between the Arabs, and their predecessors and the Indians.

We shall also çjivo exampies of Imports and exports of goods, which

took place pi [or to the period under review and during it.

1'iie Arabs and their predecessors In the Middle East have always

traded with India - before the Christian era and during it - using

internationally known trade routes. These were "the land route, which

starts hour passes on the north-western borders of India, to Balkh,
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which Is situated on the caravan route to the north of the Kirman

desert to Madn'ln and Antioch and neighbouring ports. Then the sea

route froiri t.lio west coast of India to the coasts of Oman and Yemen.

From them Oii I:hie.y proceeded either along the Red Sea or via the caravan

route wlih'li (,onnncts whim the ports of Syria and Palestine. The third

route also ran from the west coast of India to the Arabian Gulf, then

up the Jiiphrates, and then connects with a land route to Antioch and

neighiimomii lug potts. (2)

l v arid large, the main routes remained unchanged throughout,

with the exception of some minor routes, sometimes the approaches to

the land routes, and some new routes and harbours which later

developed along the coasts of the Indian Ocean and the Gulf.

'ilumno name routes may have been used by the Sumerians - In

Iraq - In limeir trading with India which took place from 3000 B. C.

onwards.

I'II( Iii(iinhmn' chief lii1t)orts from Sumer were chariots. (3)
	 Around

2400 B.(. immigration from some parts of the Arab region and their

predecennums to some pails of India seemsto have taken place.	 At

around thai time, time Indians adopted from the Arabs and their

predoconnois the concept of writing when it was still in the form of

picture-willing, before 11 developed into cuneiform. 	 Mesopotamia

exported Jewellery to the Iwlus people before the latter knew how to make

it locally. There were also similarities between the deities worshipped

by both the Zrabs and their predecessors and the Indians, as well as
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similarities In the planning of cIties. (5)

India, on the other hand, was living through its own

civilization known as the Mohenjo-Daro, and exported to Iraq pottery

and cylinder seals.	 It also exported cotton fabrics to Pharaonic

Egypt diii liiq ilie 26th dynasty. (7)

All Iliese examples confirm the existence of close trade and

cultural ties between the Arabs and their predecessors and the

Inhabitants of India at a time when centres of civilization were confined

to Mosopulainki and the Nile valley on the one hand and the banks of

the Indus lUver on the other, hence the belief that the Sumerians were

immigrants from the Sind regIon. (8)

During the Babylonian period, commercial relations with India

flourished, especially in the period 1820-1 817 B.C.	 Precious stones

and porfiiiiiis were Imported from India. Furthermore, the discovery in

the Palace of Nebuchadnezzar (604-562 B.C.) of teak, an Indian wood,

in the temple of the God of the Moon which Nebuchadnezzar had re-built

In Ur, Is liii ihier evidence of Ihe existence of trade links with Indfa; so

is the widespread use of ninny Indian goods by the Greeks, trading in

which took place via Babylon, whose trade with India contributed in an

important way to Its economic prosperity. As a result, the Pharaoh of

Egypt, Neimo (612-596 B.C.), looked at the Babylonia prosperity with

envious eyes. (9)	 During LinEs period, the Indians are thought to have

adopted mom 13ibylon the system of the phases of the moon, the system

of deallnq In silver weights that was used by the Babylonians, and also
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other wnliihtn su1i as Maurins (10) 
(1 manna, a weight of 2 rati).

-5

(lIuIu(r(n with India was not confined to the Babylonian period.

The l011 'dninLry fl.C. w!Liiosed such trading as took place in the

time of flnloiiion, who encouraged Phoenician trade from the port of

CAkI wil Ii the port of Ophnir which is situated on the north-west

coast of India, In order to secure the import of rare Indian goods such

as ivory, ittonkoys, peacocks, silver and gold.

It Is possible to give three examples from the Ass yrian period

in Meso;iutainla to prove continued trading with India. Indian Bukhti

camels niiI nInphiints are depicted on the obelisk of Shalmaneser

(858-824 u C.).	 Then IndIan cotton mentioned in the period of

Ashurbannipal (668-626 13. C. 
) (1 2)	

They are believed to have been

trans)uII(uI 1)y lund through line irnith-western boundaries of India.

'Ihn afnn--,,nentloiied trade links between the Arabs and their

predece!lrs and India FieOInI to have stagnated during the Persian

dominatloni of I3aIjylon and Line rest of south-west Asia from the 6th

century PLC. onwards, Thnit situation continued until the emergence

in the '1ii eiiIuiy 13.C. on the world political scene of Alexander the

Great, winon commercial aclivity reached its pre-Persian invasion level

and even ecceodod IL. The stagnation in trade during the Persian

domination is attributable to the political strife which marked their rule

of those wide regions, and to the fact that the Persians had destroyed

the porLn of Pa b yloni and oppressed Its population. (13?
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lizospoctive of the political motives behind Alexander's

campaign In the second half of the 4th century B.C. it is certain
P

that the ainpnIgn had positive effects on trade and, ultimately, on

cultural links not just between the Arabs and their predecessors in

the Middle East and Indians but also on a world-wide scale.

Alexander Invaded and controlled the Middle East and parts of India

and attempted to unify the flast and West.

Tim SeLemcId period in Iraq and the Ptolemaic period in gyp(1S)

witnessed an Increase In trade between the Arabs and their predecessors,

(16)
the Indians and the West, via land routes and sea routes.	 In

addition In the Increase In the volume of international trade, Alexander's

campaign resulted In the emergence of the Hellenistic civilization which

was a mixitire of the cultures of nations from the East and West. (17)

Under the rule of the Ptolemies and the Seleucids - 323 B. C.

onwards, and during the political influence of the ByzantineS and the

Sassaniniin In the Middle Iast in first centuries A.D, who encouraged

trade with Iraq, Syria, Egypt, India and the West, there were some

cities - iii Iraq, Syr1a and the Arabian peninsula - which played a part in

bring tiiq aln)ut prosperity of trade with India. In the forefront of these

cities w'tn Peira, Tyre, Alexandria, Maysan 1 and Gerrha, in addition to the

area of tho Mudhirs and lime land pf 	 assn. 
(18) 

The types of Indian exports to

the Arabs and their predecessors and the West during those periods

remained vim timally unchamiqed, elephants, rhinoceroses, peacocks, other

birds, Lrimu'utud, coconuts, bananas, swords, Fantdh - sugar-cane -
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arrows, spices , precious stones, paints, etc. (19)	
Many of these

goods were re-exported by the Arabs and their predecessors to the

Romans and the Greeks who thought they were of Arabian origin.

The Arabs and their predecessors, however, exported to India at that

time - first centuries A.D. - corals, Ivory, horses, oil, dates, pearls

and coarse cloths. 
(21)	

During the first centuries A.D. period, the

Arabs and Iheir predecessors had their own markets and harbours. (22)

(23)
The Indinii; I.00 had harbours.	 The monsoon had been used by the

Arabs arid their predecessors for sailing to and from India. (24)

1}in commercial activity continued until the emergence of the

Islamic faith In the Arabian p&nlnsuia.Commercial activity between the

Arabs aiid I.helr predecessors and India resulted not only In meeting

the Imnied Into needs of their population but also in the assimilation

into Arabic of many names of Indian goods. (25)

Commercial links under Islam were an extension of those which

preceded II., as has already been pointed out. What was new, however,

the Arabs became the masters of the whole region politically as well as

militarily. They opp1ed the Sassanlan empire 
(26) 

and annexed Its

territories. l3yznntine political Influence was terminated in North Africa

as well as En Syria. The Arabs, therefore, became solely responsible

for the piulcetloti of trade routes. They now had their own tax legislation

as dictalnd by the teachings of Islam. 
(27)	

Some merchants would, at

times, accompany the conquerors. 
(28) 

Now they were not confined to

the conve,iI.lonal methods of trading. Commerce, under Islam, had
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acquhed a new purpose. It had become one of the means of

propagatlnq the new faith outside the caliphate, in India and

(29)
elsewhere.

1\iunuq the [actors that assisted trade between the Arabs and

India uiidni Inlam was the conquest of Sind inA.H. 92-93 /A.D. 711-

712 durlinj the reign of ai-WalId b. CAbd al-Malik.

'JIin Atabs and their predecessors had known India fairly well

before is lain and had been waiting for the right opportunity to conquer

it since the period of the Orthodox caliphs, when several attempts were

(30)made to achieve that end.	 However, the opportunity did not

arrive until the Umayyad period when the Arab commander, Muhammad

b. al-Kaslin ni-Thakafi succeeded in conquering it.

Tue conquest of Sind and the start of direct Arab rule over it

that was to last for a long time, 
(31) 

the migration of many Arab merchants

who settled there, and th fact that Sind had become one of the

provinces iC the caliphate, all these were bound to have a positive

effect on Ii ado between the Arabs and India because of increased

contacts hotween the two sides. The downfall of the Umayyad

caliphate and the adoption of Baghdad as a capital of the cAbbaSid

caliphate further Improved trade with India. That improvement could be

attributable to the fact that Baghdad, the new capital,was located on the

crossroads of International river and land trade routes which connected

with sea lanes, to its proximity to India 
(32) 

and to the fact that the

ids were more inclined to trade with the East, including India
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than wein their predecessors. (33)

oine sources mention the existence of official ties between

the early CAbbasid caliphs and the Kings of India which were marked

with the exchange of delegations, men of science and gifts. (34)

Some Indian kings responded favourably to calls , by the CAbbsid

caliphs to embrace Islam. (35)

The circumstances which prevailed in the period under

investigation clearly favoured continued and improved trade links

between time two sides. (36)
	

CAbbsjd civilization began to experience

cultural revival In several domains. Campaigns of conquest had come

(37)
to a hail •	 1.ridia was the most suitable country to deal with the

Arabs because of its economic potential In agriculture, livestock,

human resources, and its low prices. (38)

'I'imnse and other factors contributed to the emergence of many

works iii geography which appeared during the period under review.

Those works served to familiarise both sides with the political,

economic and ocial circumstances which prevailed in both India and

(3 )
the Arab world.

Ii Is true That during the period under review, the

caliphate could be politically dominant or militarily strong, 
(40) 

and

India continued to be considered enemy territory. 
(41) 

However, we

notice that: trade links were not necessarily governed by the political

or the immilliary situation. After all, trade with Byzaxtium,also enemy

territory,cunLinued nevertlieles s.
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Iii l.hc light of the background to the trade links between the

Arabs and ltidit prior to the period under review and in order to

clarify sniun points related lo this period, we shall now deal with

the impoitniice of the subject and the reasons why we chose it.

2. The reasons for choosing the subject and its importance.

When I was studying for the Master's Degree, I came across

some slgtillicniit texts related to trade links between the Arabs and

Indians duilny the CAbbsid period.	 The Importance of these texts

lies in thn fact that they date back to that period. They are scattered

in many hilntorlcal, geographical, and literary works. It is possible

to point otil. Sp(ClfIC reasons for choosing the subject and to highlight

its s Ig iii I h i ncr an follows

1. To the best of my knowledge, this subject has not been

thoroughly dealt with. No one has ever dealt with the subject in all

its aspects. Some articles on the subject have appeared but they fall

short of coveiing the subject in a detailed manner. These articles did,

however, encourage me to follow the subject. For instance, I

disagree with Le Strange who, in his book "The lands of the eastern

caliphate" !nnlntains that the Arab geographers were not concerned

with desci Ihing india in a comprehensive way and that they were hardly

familiar wlLh indian ports beyond the eastern coast of the Gulf except

Daybul poit. 
(42) 

We shall prove that the opposite was true.

U	 -	 C •
Aliui Muhammad Yosuf s article 	 lakat al- Arab ai-Tijariyya bi-

1-Hind Miiitdliu Akdam nlCUsur 1l 'l-Karn al_RabiC al-Hijrt," (43)
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despite un significance, since It makes direct reference to the

subject and points to its Importance, It would, in my opinion, be

unrecitsilo to claim that an 'article' could cover the subject of trade

links "sIn!e ilie earliest times . . 	 .	 In addition to that, the

article fniin In some instances to mention the sources on which it is

presumaHy baned. Moieovor, It mentions only a few imports and

exports ciii I Ing back to various periods.

Tim same applies to the article "Commercial relations of

India with Ihe J\ab world (1000 B.C. up to modern times)", 	 which

is no IHOIC than a brief review. Athong recent works that have dealt

with sonic aspects of the subject are: "A history of Persian navigation

in the Indian Ocean," 
(45) 

"Arab Seafaring In the Indian Ocean, ,,(46)

,,(47)
and "Arab navigation.

Skjmiiflcaut though those works may be, they deal with

navigation In various periods without focusing on any specific period

or region. Lyon ni-Dud., in his	 book "Tarikh al_Clrak al-Iktisadt

ft 'l-Karmi 
11_11)1C 

al-Hun," barely touches upon the question of

(48)
trade whim India.

Thin goes ,to show that previous work which has dealt directly

or indlreclly with aspects of the subject has not yet exhausted the

possibilihles of the subject.

2. The period under review witnessed the emergence of

(49)
geography as a discipline in its own right at the hand of the Arabs.

The new discipline focussed on illustrating natural and cultural
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phenoineiu throughout the caliphate and also neighbouring countries

including Itidin. It also described trade routes, cities, prices, the

nature of agricultural and animal products, costumes and eating

habits, climates of various regions, types of currency used, etc.

Some geoq,apliers went as far as making maps of various regions

defining Ihmeir boundaries, and projecting their natural features. This

important new discipline characterised the period being researched,

and, as a mesult, enriched the research with a good deal of information

and formed a basis for it. One of the main reasons for the composition

of such works was to serve merchants and facilitate trade. Some works

were colmgn)sed by merchants themselves, others by those responsible

for the mails of the caliphate. 
(50)	 It is, therefore, not difficult to

conclude that merchants must have taken great interest in these works

and bonef filed enormously by them. It is worth mentioning that the

trend towntds this type of litorature was not known prior

to the ictiod being researched. Not surprisingly, the earlier works

served as a basis for later works.

In other words trade itself contributed to stimulating research

which dealt not only with the Arab world and India, but with many

other counimios in the East and West. Several of these works give

details about European and African countries, about China and Russia,

- --	 (51)
and mention Russian, Slav, Byzantine, Radhani and Andalusian merchants.

3. The cultural significance of the research lies in the fact

that it contributes, in our opinion, to reviving an important part of the
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Arab iul(1 indIan heritage from the period concerned. It is a part

of their heritage not well known to the people of the two regions
r

today. on the other hand, those Arabs and Indians who are familiar

with it, have constantly drawn attention to Its significance. Some

have ntt.empted to deal with some of its aspects In the form of brief
jr 2

articles.	 / We take the view that discovering ties between the

Arabs and Indians and some of their cultural Interaction which

accompuiied their trade with each other during the period with which

we nie here concerned could form a basis on which both nations could

build new and solid ties with each other. The Indians, who were

known lot their commercial activity and their continuous relations with

the Arahn, Kliurnsan, Atidalusia, and North Africa, 3 and the Arabs,

whose merchants were known for their spirit of adventure, their trading

with 1tI(t as welt as wllh other parts of the world during that perIod, (54)

ought: to preserve those old trade and some cultural links especially

as they itow live under similar circumstances. Facilities made

possible hy modern developments in all fields should help Improve and

consoli(htle their relations in the present time.

'F lie Arab world ,whlch In the past demonstrated its unity In

various iorms	 now lives through circumstances similar

to those experienced by the Indian sub-continent. The ancient

traditions of both nations should be invoked to serve their peoples today.

4. As for choosing the period of time to be researched, the

third/ninth and fourth/tenth centuries, It Is a fact commercial ties
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between the Arabs and Indians did not start In the thIrd/ninth century,

nor did they stop by the end of the fourth/tenth century. As we have

seen, they date back to ancient times and they continued to the

present day. It would, therefore, be difficult to consider the period

being researched as crucial on Its own in the history of Arab-Indian

commercial relations. But as the research is primarily concerned

with the CAbbsId period, most texts at our disposal, which are

relevant to the subject throughout the CAbbsid period have been

studied. The period being researched is distinct from the period

that preceded It and those that followed it in terms of the availability

and suitability of texts and reference works which deal with it.

Mookerjl, R., said "from the 9th century we get notices of India by

the Arabs. The commerce of the Arabs was at Its highest activity

under the caliphs of Baghdad 	 (56)	 Margollouth, D.S., said

"the 3rd/9th century produced revolution, and in the 4th/i 0th the

wealthy tradesman has become the carrier of civilization, which by

then had, from the material point of view, become very pretentious ... ,"

and added "Muhammadan commerce In the 4th/i 0th century was a proud

spectacle. It had become master in its own house, i ships and

caravans moved ii all directions, It had taken over the lead in world

trade; Baghdad and Alexandria fixed the prices at any rate for the

luxuries of the contemporary world ..." . 	 Tibbetts, G.R. said

"It is possible that the tenth century saw the peak of the Arab trade

with south east Asia. ,,(5 8) 	 Verma, H. C. said: "Before the

establishment of the Turkish in India, India's trade with China and
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Europe between the 8th-lith centuries, was in the hands of the

,(59)Arab.	 Another modern historian considered the period

under review to be the golden age of Indian-Arab trading relations. (60)

Making a comparison between availability of sources and

their significance In the period being researched and periods prior to

It and those which followed It will show that the period being researched

Is unique and extremely attractive to research. The period of the

research was further enriched by the Introduction of the banking system

In the Arab world and IndIa. (61)

If we examine the political situation which prevailed in the

Arab world (since we decided that the end of the 4th /the end of the

10th century Is the end of the period covered by the research), we will

find that the cAbbasids and Buwayhids lost their control in the Arab

world. Their political weaknesses Increased and their rule was

marked with trade caravans being looted while on Internal routes Inside

Arab terrItories. (62)	
The Fatimid caliphate was In its zenith in terms

of power, political leverage and extravagance. (63)

If we looked at the political situation in the eastern parts of

the	 caliphate at the time, we would find political anarchy

and strife among various petty states and Amirates situated on overland

trade routes to India. (64)	 In addition to the above aspects, lawlessness

was so sex ious that pilgrimages from the East to Mecca were disrupted.(65)

Between A.H. 3 90-417 Mahmud al-Ghaznawi began his seventeenth

expedition against India, which brought about a change in the character
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(66)of Indian demography,	 and finally, the Sljuk period was about

to begin at the heartland of the CAbbsjd caliphate. All the above

reasons leads us to believe that trade, too, must have been disrupted

or affected at about the end of the 4th / the end of the 10th century.

The overland trade route and sea route with Iraq and India

may have suffered as a result of unfavourable political circumstances,

there is no evidence, however, that the important sea trade route with

the Arabian coasts, Egypt and India had suffered a similar fate.

There is no evidence of any decline in Arab-Indian relations or any

development inside India Itself which could have had an adverse

effect on India's relation with the Arabs.

Some historians and travellers have observed that Baghdad

and other Important Iraqi cities had, by the end of the 4th / end of the

10th century onward, lost their earlier position as important centres of

trade. (67)	 In our opinion, this is a particular account of the political

situation in tlte CAbbsId caliphate and Iraq. There is no evidence to

indicate a similar deterioration in the other Arab provinces or commercial

centres. All thi supports our argument at the beginning of this section

that the period of the research, despite its significance, falls short of

being crucial on its own positive aspects. The period which followed

witnessed even strong trade links as, for example, the papers of the

(68)
Cairo Geniza reveal.

3. The particular difficulties involved

In spite of the many advantages this subject has, and the value
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of the sources the research has been based on as an original record,

some difficulties relating to sources and to the nature of the subject

have been encountered.

Difficulties relating to the sources can be summarized as

follows:

1. Our sources are not consistent with regard to the borders

of India, although they generally agree on the borders of the Arab

world. There is a tendency to extend the term India to cover many

(69)islands of South East Asia.

2. Our sources do not give details about Arab and Indian ships,

(70)their type, size, and sails.	 The unavailability of such details is

very unfortunate since we know that the role of ships in trade was far

more important than that of land routes.

3. With regard to the prices of goods, our sources do not give

sufficient details of the prices of exported and imported goods. As a

result, we have not been able to ascertain the price at which exported

goods were re-sold in order to determine the amount of profit made in

the process. For instance, sources mention that in Sind, goods were

cheap. (71) This; of course, is insufficient. The sources give no

detail of the prices of goods in other parts of India. The same is true

of the prices of goods in the Arab world. Although some texts do give

details of prices of some goods, as has already been mentIoned, (72)

the details are insufficient and some of the goods refetred to, important

though they are, fall within inter-Arab trading and are therefore irrelevant
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since we are concerned primarily with Arab-Indian trade relations.

4. The coins used within the Arab world are accurately

described by some sources. Although coins were an Important means

of commercial exchange between the Arabs and India, we have found

very little information about Arab coins discovered In India. (73)

5. Information about Indian taxation, especially in Indian

ports, is not as clear and substantial as Information about Arab taxation.

As a result, we know very little about taxes levied from Arab and Indian

merchants when entering and Ieavthg some ports sin Inthan Yingàoms.

Difficulties related to the nature of the research can be

summarized as follows:

1. The nature of the subject and the importance of the interaction

between the two nations In Intellectual, cultural and human terms means

that our approach to the subject should go beyond mere trade relations

between two nations. The subject is concerned with economic, political,

cultural and even social circumstances as well as it is concerned with

trade. That Is where the difficulties lie. We had to study various

basic sources; historical, geographical, literary, written accounts of

journeys, etc. in'order to obtain some direct or indirect texts.

2. There is obviously an important link between the subject of

trade relations and other economic aspects such as agriculture, industry,

prices, etc. in both India and the Arab world. However, findings of

recent studies on this particular aspect are far from being sufficient.
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It is true that some recent studies and articles have dealt with

economic aspects of parts of the CAbbsld period. These works have

(75)dealt with specific periods and regions of the Arab world 	 or they

have singled out one economic phenomenon. (76) These works are

insufficient since they do not deal with the situation in India. Their

failure to deal with India could be attributed to lack of information about

the subject and to the fact that to attempt to give a clear impression of

the economic life of those periods would prove extremely difficult.

This contrasts with later periods about which we know more thanks to

a certain amount of commercial correspondence that has survived. (77)

3. Other difficulties are related to the nature of the political

situation which prevailed in India and the Arab world at the time.

For instance, during the period of the research, the Province of Sind

formed a part of the cAbbasid caliphate. It also witnessed political

- .	 (78)and ideological activity in support of the Fatimid caliphate. 	 But

from a geographical and cultural viewpoint, Sind was part of India. Further-

more, some basic sources go as far as to describe various islands In

the Indian Ocean,as part of Indian territory without mentioning whether

this is bised on any similarities between the beliefs and religions of

the Inhabitants of those is lands and the inhabitants of mainland India,

on linguistic grounds or because royal families which ruled those Islands

were Indian In their origin and customs.

The same problem is encountered when dealing with the Arab

world in the period of the Fatimid caliphate, for instance. The problem
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is related to whether we should regard it as a caliphate confined to

Egypt alone or use the term 'province' when referring to Egypt and

its boundaries. Such matters have been dealt with within 'Methods

of research'. (80) As to the attitude of the Indians towards the

CAbbsjd caliphate and the Ftimid caliphate, and as far as relations

between them are concerned, it would appear that CAbbsid_Indtan

relations - including the exchange of delegations, gifts, etc. - were

-	 (81)different from Fatimid-Indian relations. 	 However, if we look at

C -	-the lives of the Abbasid as well as 	 Fatimid caliphs in Baghdad

and Cairo, we would conclude that extravagance, the lavishing of

money and the consumption of Indian goods were common to all of

(82)them.

4. Methods of research.	 Having drawn up a suitable plan for the

research - in the light of the information we have been able to obtain -

and divided the subject into chapters and sections, it is necessary to

explain the method of research which we have adopted. We shall also

explain the foundations on which we have based our research in view

of the special natUre and characteristics of the subject. The subject

Is full of ramifications because it transcends mere commercial relations

between two nations in the conventional sense and attempts to identify

some causes and effects as well.

As the title suggests, the subject is concerned with the Arabs

and Indians. These terms, too, need to be clearly defined. How, for

instance, should we define "the Arabs"? Should we restrict our
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definition to include only those who were racially Arabs? Should

the research be confined to the Arabs who lived under the caliphate

or should it concern itself with others, the Arabs of Andulusia, for

Instance, who had their own state at the time? What attitude should

the research adopt towards non-Arabs such as Jews, Magians, Indians,

etc. who then lived In the Arab world? What other names of

provinces should we recognise, especially after the emergence on

the scene of the Fatimid caliphate?

The same applies to the Indians. How should we treat the

province of Sind which was Indian from the geographical and cultural

viewpoint but which nevertheless formed a part of the caliphate and was

ruled by the Arabs who formed a sizable proportion of the population of

its major cities? What about the large numbers of Arabs who lived in

other parts of India? How should we treat the inhabitants of kingdoms

and islands in the Indian Ocean who are regarded by many sources as

Indians, without stating the grounds, if any, for classifying them in

this category?

In our opinlon, raising such questions and pointing to the way

the research has approached them Is Important in the sense that this

provides an outline of the subject.

For the purposes of this research, the following definitions have

been adopted:

1 - Arabs' refers to the Arabic-speaking Inhabitants of the

six Arab provinces which were part of the caliphate. (83)
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2 - S lndiansi refers to the Inhabitants of India as defined

(84'
by reference works on the islands of the Indian Ocean and Indian subcontinent.

We have chosen this method despite the fact that there were

Arabs InAndalusla, India, Sind, Khurasan, etc. who must have had

some influence on Arab-Indian relations. But they must have formed

only a minority of the total population of these countries.

In our opinion, it would be counterproductive to adopt race or

religion as a criterion for studying the Arabs who lived in the Arab

provinces without taking account of the economic circumstances which

prevailed at the time, or indeed the question of commercial relations.

On the contrary, dealing with these aspects as a whole is bound to

enrich the subject. We can give many examples to support this

proposition. Slaves from Sind played a very Important role in the

money markets of Iraq. (85) Jews, especially the Radhant merchants

known for their worldwide trading, were active in more than one Arab

country.

The same approach has been adopted with regard to India. We

have disregarded the then prevailing political situation and considered

the province of S.ind as part of Indian territory on geographical and

cultural grounds. (86)	 In fact, a parallel could be drawn between the

position of Sind and that of Andalusia. Even if we take account of the

spread of Islam there, we still arrive at the same conclusion.

After all, Islam was to be found In other Indign kingdoms.

Furthermore, Arabs in Sind and in other parts of India could only have
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formed a tiny minority of the total population. (87) The research

concurs with many primary sources (88) that geographically, islands

off the coast of India were Indian territories. The research will,

therefore, focus on the Arabs and the Indians as two nations living

within historically known boundaries, and will attempt to avoid getting

entangled in racial, religious, sectarian or even political details.

3 - The term province has been used in this thesis when

referring to the different parts of the Arab world. This is a translation

of the terni 'ikiErn' used by some primary sources when referring to the

known provinces of the Arab world. (89) For the sake of consistency

we have not used new terms which take account of political changes

in the Arab world. For example, we have continued to use the term

'province' to refer to Egypt even after it had become the centre of the

Fatimid caliphate in the second stage of the period of the research,

while the term 'Fatimid' is used only when absolutely necessary. The

main aim has been to identify an Arab character without getting enmeshed

in political events or terminology.

We have i'ised the term 'Kingdom' when referring to different

Indian states. This is the same term used by sources when referring

to individual Indian kingdoms. (90) We use the two terms 'Arab world'

and 'India' to draw attention to the fact that the research is concerned

with treating them as two nations each of which has a distinct character

and history.	 *
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4 - Chapter five has two parts: Conclusion and discussion

of some cultural effects of Arab-Indian commercial relations.

5 - The majority of main sources on which the research is

based are in Arabic. Therefore, Arabic proper names have been

transliterated according to the system adopted by the Encyclopaedia

of Is lam for this purpose. (91)

6 - In addition to the important primary sources that have been

used we have also made use of relevant opinions and analyses contained

in modern studies In both Arabic and English. Acknowledgements of

these woiks are contained in footnotes, and the bibliography.

5. Sources.	 Two kinds of sources have been made use of in the

preparation of this research, primary sources which date back to the

period Investigated, and secondary sources such as modern books and

articles. Before describing the main sources, the methods adopted

in their preparation and their significance to our research, we should

like to point out some general features which characterise the sources

and expl1n the causes which gave rise to them.

A number of reasons have caused the research to rely heavily

on Arabic primary sources. The period covered by the research is

undoubtedly a very long one. The research attempts to investigate

not just commercial links between the two nations but also some effects

of these links on both societies.

The research covers an extremely wide geographical area which
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has been the scene of deep political contradictions not just among

the Arabs themselves but also between the Indians. There is a

connection between the subject of the research and the economic

level of the Arabs and the Indians, and the economic potentials of

the two nations differed.

As we have stated In the section "The reasons for choosing

the subject, and Its Importance" many of these sources date back to

the period that has been investigated. Some sources were written at

a later stage. However, that does not make them any less important.

In fact, we have attempted to consider certain aspects of the subject

during the period of the research and follow them up at a later stage

in order to establish the significance of the period of the research.

The primary sources derive their importance from their being

authoritative as well as comprehensive in their dealing with the subject.

Some authors may have drawn on the knowledge of their predecessors in

certain aspects, but this was natural on account of time differences

and the diversity of the sources; historical, geographical, literary,

(92)sociological, sciertiftc, theological, etc.	 Although the research

is as much concerned with the Indians as it is with the Arabs, we have

been unable to trace any primary Indian source that dates back to the

period of the research. The following discussion supports this point:

A - Some of the Arabic sources talk in detail about India which

had been visited by some Arab authors. 
(93)	 Other sources however,

refer to some Indian works which talk about either science or literature.

(94)All these Indian works are translated into Arabic.
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B - Al-Birunl, who lived in India for a long time and

translated some of his Information from the Sans krtt language, gives

Important Information about some aspects of the subject under

Investigation. Unfortunately, neither al-BIruni nor the Arab authors

mention any Indian source which deals with the Arab-Indian trade in

the period of the present research.

C - Some modern Indian writers 	 who dealt with some

aspects of our subject, mostly used the Arabic and al-Biruni's works

as well as some general modern works. However, other Indian modern

writers mentioned the Indian Inscriptions in their talking about India

In various periods as original sources for their subject,(96)or used

some sources which belong to a later period In addition to the Arabic

sources. (97)

D - In his book "The history of India as told by its own

historians" Professor John Dowson points out that "there is no native

Indian Historian." He adds "Of domestic history also we have in our

Indian Annalists absolutely nothing." However, Professor John

Dowson used some Arabic sources for the period of the present research

In addition to other sources which belong to a later period. (98)

E - ln his article "Sources for the economic history of the Middle

East" (99) Bernard Lewis mentioned the importance of some Arabic

sources for the period under consideration. However, he did not

mention any Indian source. We have also been unable to trace some

Important nnd much quoted primary sources such as al -Jayhani's work
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and others. (100)

The research has made use of several modern works in Arabic,

English, and Arabic translations. Articles and research work which

deal with some aspects of the subject directly or indirectly fall within

this category. The Importance of these sources lies in the fact that

they draw attention to the significance of the subject and in the

opinions and comment they contain.

We shall try to examine the main sources, their nature, the

lives of their authors and the methods adopted by them. We prefer to

divide them into categories according to the general nature of every

source and each group of sources without ignoring the special

characteristics of each source.

Geographical sources and written accounts of voyages are the

most important and Informative. Ibn Khurdadhba, Abu 'l-Kasim

CUbd Allah b. CAbd Allah (d. in A.H. 300 /A. D. 912) who worked for the

postal service of the CAbb5jd caliphate was one of the authors of those

sources. His book 'al-Masalik wa'l-Marnallk' was apparently

commissioned (101) by the caliphate. Ibn Khurdadhba was on cordial

terms with the cAbbS Id caliph al_Muctamid in Samarra'.	 Ibn

Khurdadhba claimed to have read Ptolemy's findings. He made Iraq

(al-Sawd) the focus of his work and then he described countries, Arab

and non-Arab, situated to the east and west of Iraq. He followed land

routes, rivers, and sea routes, and described provinces, towns, ports,

and products of different countries including the Arab world and some

parts of India.
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Occasionally Ibn Khurdadhba used such terms as province

'lklim' when referring to parts of the Arab world, IKuwars when

referring to towns or districts within a province and 'Mamlaka' to

refer to the cAbbSId caliphìate. (102)

lie considers Andalusia as an extension of al-Mag_hrib. When

referring to lengths and distances of roads he alternates between

'parasang' and 'sikka' - Road.	 Although he devotes whole titles

and sections to India his most important contribution results from his

tracing of land and sea commercial routes. For instance, he provides

some most valuable information on India by tracing, stage by stage,

the coastal route from Iraq via India to China. (103)	 Ibn Khurdadhba

mentions some international merchants from his time such as Jewish

Radhanis and Russian merchants. He also mentions land routes and

sea routes those merchants used when trading with the Arab world and

India.

Ibn Rusta, Ab cAlIAh d b. cU	 (d. around A.H. 300 /

AD. 912) describes in his book ,al_Aclakl_Nafisa,, towns and land

routes inside the Arab and non-Arab provinces of the caliphate and other

countries, including some Indian Kingdoms. He reports that Arab

merchants were treated very well. He explains the currencies in

circulation in some Indian Kingdoms. He describes the important

rivers of the world including the Arab world and India and their use for

navigation. In this book the author starts by focussing on Mecca and

Medina then he moves on to describe other regions, such as Iraq. He
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alternates between the parasang and the mile to measure distances

of roads. Although he pays attention to overland routes to the east

and west - via Iraq - he virtually ignores sea routes.

'Al-Kharaj wa-sanhtal-Kitaba' by Kudama Abu 'l-Faraj b.

JaCfar al-Katib al-Baghdadi cd.. in A..H.320/A.D4932) does not differ greatly

from Its predecessors. In his book he considers the caliphate and Its

capital Baghdad as a starting-point from which he then moves on to

deal with other Arab regions and the rest of the caliphate using land

routes which branched off from Baghdad in various directions. 	 He

measures the distances of these routes by 'parasang' or mile. 	 This

book Is characterised by the special importance the author attaches to

the mail service. It contains his theories as to how men should be

deployed to carry chart on these roads and it also states the duties

of those in charge of the mail service and its Diwan - administration.

It also examines the tax yield of various provinces of the caliphate like

-	 (104)Makran and its main cities.	 However, the subject of India is not

very well dealt with.

In 'al-Maslik wa-'l-Mamalik', al-Istakhrl, Abu Ishak Ibrahim b.

Muhammad (d. in the first half of the 4th century A.H./A.D.lOth century) provides

some very Important information on land commercial routes, towns, ways

of life, trade with various provinces and countries. A1-Istakhri's book

is remarkable In Its use of maps of individual countries. Furthermore,

the author does not use a starting-point but describes the routes of

countries separately and uses the 'parasang' to measure distances
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between towns. Al-Istakhrltreats the Arab regions and Persia with

greater detail. The same is true of his approach to Sind, its towns,

routes, wy of life and Its main products. He also describes India,

its coasts, towns and the circumstances which prevailed alongside

Sind.	 Al-Istikhrt was very specific in his defining of the boundaries

of Arab provinces. Although at the beginning of his book he often uses

terms such as 'iklim' - province' - when he deals with an Individual

region, however, he tends to dispense with the term and refers to the

region simply as Iraq, Egypt, the Peninsula, Khurasan, etc. He also

regards Andalusia as an extension of al-Maj-irib. As for its method,

the significance of the information contained In it and Its relevance to

our subject, al-Istakhrt's book does not differ greatly from ibn Hawkal's

'Suratal-Ard'. Like al-Istakhrl, ibn Hawkal Abu 'l-Kasim tbn Hawkal

al-Nasibi (d. in A.H. 367 /A.D. 977) tends to be specific when

dealing with the regions of the Abbasid caliphate and Andalusia, their'

boundaries and trade routes. He supports his findings with detailed

maps of these countries projecting their boundaries ; routes and physical

features. The Information contained in ibn Hawkal's book about the

Arab world and India is more reliable in view of the fact that he himself

was a merchant aiid explorer at the same time who had a first-hand

knowledge of several countries including India and who recorded his

observations of these countries while touring them.

Al--Makdis l's book 'Ahsan al-Takasim ft MaCrifat al-Akalim' has

contributed in an important way to the research. A1-Makdlsi - Shams
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al-Din Abu Abd Allah Muhammad, (d. in A.H, 387 /A.D, 997) - a

renowned explorer who toured many regions including Sind, was

thorough in his recording of the details of every aspect of activity in

the regions which he toured. His book contains detailed information

on taxes levied in some ports and taxes on the use of land routes,

and on imported and exported goods. He has information on currency,

weights used in the Arab world, his contacts with merchants and

ordinary people and the benefits of these contacts in terms of knowledge.

The book also contains his view that the Arab world comprised a number

of Akalim (Provinces) of the caliphate, and his justification for his use

of the term 'lkltm' (Province) and arguments in support of his vIews. (105)

There are other important sources relevant to the research such

as 'Hudud tl_CAlamI by an unknown author,	 compiled in A.H. 372 /

A.D. 982, (106) Mukhtasar Kitabl-Buldan' by Ibn al-Fakih al-Hamadhani,

(d. inA.H. 290/A.D. 903),andja'ibal-Hind' byBuzurk, ibn

Shahriyar al-Ramhurmuzl, 	 (d. in the 4th century A.H. / the 10th

centuryA.D.). Buzurk was renowned for his voyages between the ports

of Iraq, India nnd Qhlna, and derived some of his information from

merchants iind others whose names, ancestries and places of abode

are recorded in his book, which is important to maritime trade between

the Arabian and Indian coasts. So is Abu Zayd al-Sirafi's book 'Silsilat

al-Tawarlkli'.	 Al-Siraft set off from Siraf to China via India in A.H.264/A.D.

877). The findin of his journey complemented those arrived at earlier

by Sulaymanal-Tajir who was among the first to explore the coasts of

India in A.H. 237 /A.D. 851	 and who recorded his observations on the

spot.
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Important though these sources are, they tend to concentrate

on maritime trade and pay less attention to overland trade. ICAjahib

al-Hind' and 'Silsilat al-Tawartkh' are but two examples of sources

which belong to this category.

-
Information gathered by Abu Dulaf, Mis ar b. Muhalhil

al-Khazrnji on India is especially important because he gathered it

while using an overland route from the land of Nasr b. Ahmad al-

Samani C A.}I. 301-331 /A.D. 914-943)- to China then back to

Khurasan via India. (107) He may have been the first explorer to arrive

in India by land. He provides some of the most valuable Information

on the commercial route between Khurasan and Sind as well as on India

and its population. 'Risalat ibn Fadlan' provides some useful

information on the land route and on the expansion of trade. It gives

us an idea of the political situation which prevailed in the caliphate in

A.H. 309 /A.D. 921 when the caliph's delegation was sent to Turkish

central Asia, the Caspian region, Russia and the Slays. (108)

In fact the research has benefited not just from geographical

sources and writte'n accounts of journeys contemporary with it but also

from similar sources which appeared after the period of the research.

The aim has been to draw on any relevant information contained in them

and to compare it with information on a particular aspect - conditions

of roads, or the uninterrupted flow of goods between the Arab world and

India, for Instance - from the period of the research. We have also

attempted to follow up the progress of some phenomena from the period
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of the research, the spread of Islam in India for example.

Although the sources which appeared after the period of the

research are not strictly primary sources, they are still very important to

the research. These sources include 'Al-Masalik wa-'l-Mamalik'

byAbu cUbayd al-BakrT, (who d. inA.H. 487 /A.D. 1094), 'Rihiat

lbn Jubayr' by Ibn Jubayr,(who d. in A.H. 540 / A.D. 1184),

'Nuzhat al-Mushtak ft Ikhtirak al-Afak' by al-Idrist, Abu 	 Allah

Muhammad b. Muhammad, whod. inA.H. 560/A.D. 1164),

'Nukhbat al-Dahr ft	 lb al-Barr wa 'l-Bahr' by al-Ansarii-Dimashki,

Shams al-DIn Abu cA Allah Muhammad, (who d. In A.H. 795 /A.D.

1417), 'Takwlm al-Buldan' byAbu 'l-Fida', CImd al-Din IsmÜ b,

Muhammad b.. CUmar, (who d. lnA.H. 732 /A.D.1331), 'Atharl-Bilad

wa-Akhbar al_Cibadi by al-azwini, Zakarlyj b. Muhammad b. Mahmud,

(who d. in A,H. 682 /A.D. 1283), and 'Rihiat ibn Battua' by lbn

Battuta, Abu Abd Allah Muhammad b. Ibrahim, (who d. in A.H. 779 /

A.D. 1377).	 'Mu5am al-Buldan' by Yakutal-Hamawi, Shihab al-Din

Abu CAbdAllahal RumI , (whod. inA.H. 629/AD. 1229) provides

some very Interesting information on several Arab and Indian cities and

on trading among them.

The research has benefited from dozens of historical sources.

Naturally every historian has his own distinct method dictated by the

nature of his book or by the reasons behind writing it. Although these

sources do not at first sight strike us as relevant, the fact that they

begin to appear during the period of the research and deal with various
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aspects of life In the Arab world and elsewhere makes them important

to our subject. Fortunately, some of these sources contain texts

closely connected with our research and this has enabled us to

understand the then prevailing political situation. Comparing texts

has enabled us to draw several conclusions directly related to our

research. In the forefront of these sources are the works of al-

Mas C udi , Abu 'l-Hasan cAU b. al-Husayn (who d. inA.H.346/A.D.

957) whIch Include 'Muru) al-Dhahab wa_Macadin al-Jawhar', 'al-

Tanblh wn-'l-Ishraf', and 'Akhbar al-Zaman. • The significance of

al_ Mas Cud l is works to the research lies In the fact that he was not

only an hisiorlan but also an explorer at the same time who toured

most of the Arab regions of the caliphate before settling down.	 In

A.H.303-304/A.D.915-916 he toured India using a sea route and

recorded his observations of various aspects of Indian life such as

political relations between the Indian Kingdoms, their products, their

livestock, birds and plants. He reports on Arabs and Muslims living

In India, some as pects of trade, currency, treatment of visitors, etc.

He also refers to Indian exports to the Arab world and describes the

conditions which prevailed In various Arab regions at the time. Al-

Mas cudi. Is one of 'the most Informative contemporary authors on the

subject of the research. So Indeed is al-Ya ubi, Abmad b. AbtYaCkub

b. Wadlh, (who d. InA.H.292/A.D.904) who toured many countries In

the east arid west, and InA.H.260/A.D.873 visited Persia and Armenia,

(109)and also toured India, Syria and Andalusia.	 Therefore, the

information contained In his works, such as 	 Tarikh', 'a 1-Buldan,' and
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'Mushakalat al-Nas lia.Zamanihim' concerning many Indian exports,

the political situation in some Indian Kingdoms etc.. Is accurate

and reliable.

The research has used a great deal of information and texts

from general historical sources that record events in chronological

order, such as al-Tabari's 'Tarikh ãl-Rusul wa-'l-Muluk' the last

volumes of which proved useful to the research, (Al-.Tabari, Abi

jaCfar Muhammad b. Jarir, who d. InA.H. 310 /A.D. 922),

Miskawayh's book 'Ta)aribal-Umam', (Miskawayh, Abu Ali•Ahmad

b. Muhammad whod. InA.H. 421 /A.D.1030 ), 'Futuhal-Buldn'

by al-Baladhurl, Ahmad b. Yahy	 b. JaCfar (who d. in A.H. 279 /

A.D. 892), 'Tarlkh al-Islam', and tal_clbar ft Khabar man Ghabar' by

al-Dhahab[, Shams al-Din Muhammad b. Ahmad (who d. in A.H. 748 /

A. D. 1347).

Historical sources which deal with various subjects and various

periods of time and which contain some texts and information relevant

to our subject include 'Tarlkh Badad' by al-Khattb l-BaghdadI, Abu

BakrAhmad b. °Alf (who d. inA.H. 463 /A.D.1070), Ial_CThar wa-

Diwan al-Mubtada' wa .'l-Khabar' by ibn Khaldun, CAbd al-Rahman b

Muhammad ãl-Magiiribi, (who d. in A.H. 808 /A.D. 1404), 'Subh

alAia fjSinacat al-Insha' by al-Kalkashandt, Abu tI_cAbbas Ahmad

b. CAlf, (who d. in A.H. 821 /A.D. 1418). They also include books

written by earlier historians such as 'al-Futuh' by ibn°thamal-Kufi,

(who d. in !½.H. 314 /A.D. 926), 'Tartkh Khalifa ibn 1ayyat',- by
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Khalifa b. Khayyat, Abu	 Shabab alCAsfart (who d. in A.H.

240 /A.D. 854) and other well-known historians.

The research has also made use of other historical sources

written In a literary form and dealing with many aspects of life. These

sources Include 'al-Bayan wa'l-Tabyin t , 'al-Bukhala' ', 'al-Hayawan',

and even more important 'al-Tabassur bi 'l-Tijra', by al-. J ahiz, Abu

cUthmancAmr b. Bahr,(whod. inA.H. 255/A.D. 869), 'Nishwar

l-Muhadara', and 'al-Faraj baCd al-Shidda' by al-Tanukht, Abu

CAlTaiMlassi b. cAij b. Muhammad, (who d. in A.H. 384 /A.D.

994 ), 'Thimar al-Kulub' and 'Lata'if al_MaCarifi by al_ThaCalibi, Abu

Mansur, CAbd l-Malik b. Muhammad, (who d. in A.H. 429 /A.D.

1037), 'al-AQhanI' byAbu 'l-Faraj ál-Isfahant, (who was born inA0H.

284 /A.D. 897 ). The research has also made use of sources concerned

primarily with the history of India and Its vicinity. Such sources

include 'al-Jamahlr ft MaCrifat àl- Jawahir', 'PtTahkik ma li-'l-Hind',

'al-Kanun nlMas%dt', 'Pasa'il ál-Biruni' by al-BirunI, Abu 'l-Rayhan

Muhammad b. Ahmad, (who d. in A.H. 440 /A.D. 1048), who lived In

India for a long time.

In addition to the above-mentioned sources, we have found

particularly useful references which could be called speclalised since

each was written to deal with a specific field. 'Al-Khara)' by Abu

Yusuf Et_KadjYaCkub b. Ibrahim, whod. inA.H. 192/A.D. 798),

'al-Kharaj', by yahy b.Adamal-Kurashi, (whod. inA.H. 203/A,D.

818 ), 'al-Amwl', byAbu cUbd l-Kastm b.. Sallam, (who d. in
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A.H. 224 /A.D. 838), 'al-Mabsut' by al-Sarakhsi, Muhammad b.

Ahmad b. Sahl, (whod. inA.H. 483/A.D.1090) deal with taxation

in Islam from a theoretical point of view. 'Risala ftShtra' al-Rakik

wa-Takltb al_CAbid, by tbn l3utlan, Abu 'l-Hasan al-Mukhtar b. l-Hasan,

(who d. in A.H. 444 or 445 /A. D.1052-:3)glves details about Indian

slaves in some Arab regions. 'Al-Ishara ha Mahasin al-Tijara' by

Abu 'i-Fadi al-Dlmashkj, jaCfar b. Al j (who d. in A.H. 727 /A.D.

1326) is devoted to commerce and the needs of merchants and.is

superior to the above-mentioned book of al Jahlz.

We have already referred to the importance to the research of
I,

modern works in terms of encouraging us. Some of these works contain

valuable analyses of some aspects of the subject. The research has

made use of a lot of articles which have appeared in various journals.

It has also benefited from studies in Arabic and English, and

translations from other languages as is acknowledged In footnotes and

in the bibliography.



Footnotes to Introduction.

(1) See r. a1-SamIr,p.l-Usul_al-Tarikhiyya 11-'l-Hadara '1-
iR '1-Shark al-Aks, Baghdad, 1977,

p.61. WF. Oakeshott, Commerce and Societ y , Oxford,
1936, p.1, says: "Commerce is older than history. Modern
archaeological discoveries reach back into the past far beyond
the time of the earliest historians known to us and they have
shown the Immense quantity of trade." See also cA.M. at-
AhTsf, Tlj5rat al_clra.k al-Ba.hriyya MaCa Andunisiy Hatt
Awkhtr al-Karn al_SbiC a1-HijrT/Awkhir al-Karnal-Thalith
cAshara1_Mfld , Baghdad, 1984, p.7.	 -

(2) M. Yusuf, Cilkt al_ CArat al-Tijriyya bi -'1-Hind Mundhu
Akdam al_CUü Il '1-Karna1-Rãbi al-HUrT, Faculty of Arts
Jo'urnal, University of Fu'd I, Vol. 15, 1953, p.3. See also,
chapter two, pp. 88-90,	 J. Kennedy, The early commerce
of Babylon with India 700-300 B.Q,, JRAS, 1898, p.242.
8.8. Nadavl, The early relations between Arabia and India, IC,
Vol. XI, 1937, p.172, says, "the commercial relation was the
first link between them. For thousands of years Arab traders
came to the sea-coasts of India; they carried Indian products
to the marts of Europe by way of Egypt and Syria, and European
products to India, the Indian islands, and the Far East. The
customary trade route of the Arabs was as follows. Coming
from Egypt and Syria, they travelled by land along the eastern
coast of the Red Sea to the Yemen, where they embarked on
sailing boats. Some went to Africa. Others sailed past
Jlndramawt and Oman to Bahrein and then Iraq and thence to the
Persian coast of the Gulf. Then they went on and landed either
at Thez, a harbour In I3aluchistan, or at Daybul (Karachi), the
port of Sind; and farther on at Khambayat, the port of Gujarat."
See also, chapter two, pp. 97-1 00.

(3) The Sumerlans are known to have used chariots and sailing ships
since the 3rd mlllenlum B.C., see T. Bklr, Mukaddimafi
TirIkh al-Hadrt al-Kadirna, Vol. 1, (Trfkh al_CIr al-KadTm),
Baghdad,' 1955, pp. 155-6. Also, for export of chariots to_India,
see M. al-Nadawi, Trkhal-i1t bayn al-Hind wa-'l-Bilad_
al-ArabIyy, Beirut, not dated, p.7.

(4) Shuwayhat, Dawr al_CArab fTThakafat alAlam wa-Haaratih,
a1_CAz1zt, not dated, p.54. J. Kennedy, The eajy commerc
of Babylon with IndIa 700-300 B.C., JRAS, 1898, p.274, says,
"Indian merchants brought it from Babylon around the 7th century
B. C." S.S. Nadavi, The early relations beI:ween Arabia and
jj1a IC, Vol. XI, 1937, p.173, observes that "the Indian
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scripts like all other Aryan scripts are written from the left."
lie adds "The late Professor Btlhler has, however, made it
very probably that this alphabet was introduced Into India
by traders from Mesopotamia about 800 B, C."

-	 C	 -	 -	 C-	 -(5) Sliuwayhat, Dawr at- Arab ft Thakafat al- Alam wa-Hadaratih,
pp. 54-5, M. Yiisuf, Thkat at_ CArab ai-Iiartyya bi-'fHtnd,
p.9, M. al-Nadawr, Tri1cjh al-Silat, p.10, J. Hornell, Sea-
trade in early times, Antiquity, ed. O.G.S. Crawford and R.
Austin, Vol. XV, 1941, p.240.

(6) For the Importance of the trade of Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa
In the Punjab and their ties with Mesopotamta and Egypt, see
J.0 Van-Leur, Indonesian trade and society, Bandung, 1955,
p.63, A.L. Basham, The wonder that was India, London, 1954,
pp . 14-26, R. Dandekar, Some aspects of Indo-Mediterranean
p_ntact, Diogenes, Vol. 71, 1970, pp.18-38, M. Hammond,

The cit y in the ancient world, Harvard, 1972, pp.57-60.

(7) F. al-Samir, al-Usul al-Tarikhi yya, p. 20. For commercial
relations between Egypt and India about 2350 B.C., see J. C.
Van-Leur, Indonesian trade and society, p.63.

(8) 1'. Bikir, ..Mukaddima flTartkh al-Hadarat al-Kadima, Vol. 1,
p.63. He adds that this is untrue, since the ancient monuments
of the Sumerians in Iraq are older than the above date.

(9) M. Yusuf, Cllakat alArab al-Tijariyya bt-'l-Hind, p. 8. Also,
for an Indian wod, see J. Kennedy, The early commerce of
Libii_nw it h IndIa 700-300 B.C., JRAS, 1898, p.266,
G.R. Tibbetts, Aabnavtqion in the Indian Ocean before the
coming of thPortuguese, London, 1971, p.1, S.M. Ahmad,
n(_ C I1ãk5t a1 1 Arabiyya al-Hindiyya, tr. N1kila Ziyda, Beirut,
1974, p.13.	 Hosan, l-Tr[kh	 Cairo,
1963, p.491, refers to the existence of trade ties between the
Babyloniahs and Indians.

(10) M. Yusuf, c llakat al_cArab al-Tiiari yya bi-'l-Hiid, pp.9-10,
S.M. Ahrnad, al_dIti	 _ CArabiyya al-Hindiy, p.13. See
also, A.T. Wilson, The Persian Gulf, London, 1954, p.33.
For Phoenician trade with India, see W.S. Lindsay, History of
merchant shi pping ancLancient commerce, Vol. 1, London,
1874, pp.11, 27-31, and for their importance in trade, see
L. Mumford, The cityjn hiy, New York, 1961, p.71,
J. Somogy, A short htstor of Oriental trade, Hildeshelm, 1968,
pp.16,19, J. Kennedy,	 e_eary commerce of Babj,lon With
India 700-300	 JRAS, 1898, p.246. For the port of Ophir,
see J. Hornell, Sea-trade in early times, Vol. XV, 1941, p.244.
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He says: "This port, In my opinion, cannot well have been
other than one of the great marts on the west coast of India,
where the produce of the gold mines of Hudarabad (Deccan).
It has also furnished definite proof that no direct sea trade
with India had existed before 950 B. C."

(11) M. Yusuf, cllakatai_cArabal_Ttjariyya bi-'l-Hind, p.7,
S.M. Ahmad, al-Hlndiyya, pp.13-14,
J. Kennedy, The early commerce of Babylon with India 700-300
B.C. , JRAS, 1898, P. 245.

(12) J. Kennedy, The early commerce of Babylon with India 700-300
B.C., JRAS, 1898, pp.259-60, M. Yüsuf, CIlkat al_CArab al-
jjriyya bI-°l-Hin	 p.8, S.M. Ahmad, al-°I1kãt al_CArabiyya

al-Jlindiyya, p.15, A.L. Basham, The wQndçr that was India,
p.26.

(13) M. Yusuf, C k t al_CArab al-Tijariyya bi-'l-Hind, p.11.

(14) Alexander's conquest of the east was consolidated when he won
a clear victory over the army of Dr the 3rd inA.H. 333 B.C.
near the Gulf of Alexandretta. Afterwards, Alexander moved
to Syria and Egypt and then to Babylon and Transoxania and the
north-western regions of India. He then returned to Babylon
where he died at the palace of Nebuchadnezzar in 323 B. C. from
fever. See . BikIr, Mukaddima fLTrTkh ai-Hadrt al-Kadrrn,
Vol. 2 (1Iadrat Wgdi '1-Nil), Bag_hdad, 1955, pp.310-12.

(15) After Alexander's death and the partition of the Empire, Ptolemos,
the son of Lagus whose dynasty ruled In Egypt until 30 B.C. when
Augustus conquered Egypt and added it to Rome, the situation
remiined unchanged until the emergence of Islam. Seleucus and
his dynasty ruled Iraq arid Syria for over a century and a half.
The Parthl.ans emerged on the scene and were followed by the
Sassanlans who were in constant conflict with the Romans until
the emergetice of Is lam. See T. Bãktr, Mukdima ffTrtkh
al-Iladãr5tal-KadTma, Vol. 1, pp.318-19, Vol. 2, P.84.

(16) Ibid, Vol. 2, p.316. For the Importance of the trade links
between Egypt and the east around 115 B.C., see S. Mhtr,
a1-I3ahrtyyIsr a1-Is1rntyya wa-Ath gruh 'l-Bakiya, Cairo,
not dated, p.45.

(17) . l3akir, Mu1addma fiTarikh at-Hadarat al-Kadima, Vol. 1,
p.319, Vol. 2, p.84. Cultiiial contacts betveen east and west
continued for three centuries after Alexander's conquest.

(18) Before Islam, Iraq during the period of the Mundhirs came under
the political influence of the Sassanians, while the Byzantine
influence covered Syria during the Ghassnid period. North
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Africa came under the political influence 'of the Romans.
The Arabian Peninsula came under the political influence of
neither super-power and its trade with-the coasts and the
north continued. For the Importance o trade of cities, see
W.S. Lindsay, HistoryLrnerchant_shthntng, Vol. 1, p.58,
W.H. Schoff, The perjplus of the Erythrean Sea, Calcutta,
1912, pJi, SA. Huzayytn, Arabia and the Far East, Cairo,
1942, p.130, S. Mhir, al-Bahriyya Ii Mi 	 pp. 47,54.
Also, for the important trade of Gerrha, see C.AOW. Stifle,
Ancient trading centres of the Persian Gulf, JESHO, Vol. IX,
1897, p.311, JamIyyat aI-Mu'arrlkhtn wa-'1-Athr1yyTn 	 -
fr h i_c Ira , (ed.), al-Hudiid al-Sharkiyya li-'l-Waan al-'Arabi,
Dirsa Tarikhiyya, Baghdad, 1981, pp.19-20, T. Bãkir,
Mukaddima ftTrikh al-Hadrt al-Kadfma, Vol. 2, p.316.

(19) M. al-Nadawl, Tartkh al-SUaj, p.33, M. Yusuf, cllakat
al.. CArab al-Tij5rlyya bi-'I--Hlnd, pp. 25,30, E. H. Warmington,
The commerce between the Roman Empire and Indta, Cambridge,
1928, pp.145-260, J.1. Miller, The spice trade_othe Roman

Oxford, 1969, pp.40,41,47,65-86, A.L. Basham, The
wonder that was India, p.229, W. Vincent, The periplus of the
Eythrean	 part 1, London, 1800, pp.104,106.

(20) P. K. Hitti, History of the Arabs, London, 1951, pp. 48, 59.

(21) C. Cahen, TarikhalCArabw_Shutuba1_Is1amiyya, Vol. 1,
tr. Badr al-Din al-Kasim, Beirut, 1972, pp.222-27, AL. Basham,
The wonder that was India, p.231.

(22) Such as Apologus (Ubulla) and the ports along the coasts of the
Arabian Peninsula.

(23) Such as the port of Ophir, Baryzago (Broach) and Muzirs.

(24) The monsoon had been harnessed for sailing since 1400 B.C.
onwards by/the Phoenicians. See T. Bkir, Mu1addima ftTrtkh
al-Hadrtal-I(adima, Vol.1, pp.155-6, Vol.2, p.250. For
sailing by the monsoon in the first centuries AD. onwards, see
W,F. 03k'shott, Commerce and society, p.32, S. Mahir, al-
Bahrlyya ftMisral-Islmiyy, p.45.

(25) For details, see M. al-Nadawi, Tarikh al-Silat, pp.32-3,
M. Yisuf, C111 al_ CArab al-Tljrlyya bi-'l-Hlnd, pp.7-9,
58, Nadavi, Commercial relations of India with Arabia, tr.
Sayeed Ui Haq, IC, Vol. VII, 1933, pp.281-308.

(26) During the reign of CUmar b. al-Khattab, in the battle of al-
Kdistyya.
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(27) See chapter three, pp . 145-49.

(28) S A. al_cAli ,	anzrmal_Ijtim	 yya wa-'l-lktisadiyya
f 'l-Basra if 'l-Karn al-Awwal al-Hljrt, BeIrut, 1969, p. 269.

(29) M. B. Khaltd, The caravan of Isl.am on the Indo-Pakistan su_b-
continent. RCIJ, Vol. 6, Tehran, 1973, says, "It will be
recalled that Islam arrived on the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent
In three distinct phases; first through the Arab traders and
sailors, then towards the close of the first century A.H. with
the conquest of SInd and Multan by the Arabs and by the more
organized conquest cum-Immigration movement of the Turks
and Afghans." See also, H.C. Verma, Medlaeval routes to
Inj, Calcutta, 1978, p.231 J. Somogy, A short history of
Oriental trade, p.59.

(30) SInce the reign of Abu Bakr, the first caliph, attempts had been
made to conquer India, to no avail until the reign of al-Walfd,
see chapter one, p. 66.

(31) For direct Arab rule of Sind, see al-Tabart, TarTkh al-Rusul
wa-'l-Muluk, Leiden, 1964, Vol. 1 g , pp.138,139,309,360,
380,460-1, 470,491,501,505, Vol. 11, pp.649,1098, Ibn
Khayyt, Trfkh Khallfa ibn Khayyt, ed. Akram al_CUmart,
nI-Najaf, 1967, Vol. 1, pp.197,229,390, Vol. 2, pp.463,
484 ,	 538, 553,560,617,632, E. Zambaur, Mucjamal_
Ansb wa-'l-Usrt al-Hklma ft 'l-Tarikh ai-Isimf, tr. ZakT
Muhammad and others, Cairo, 1952, Vol. 2, pp.415,416,
T. al-Mubrakbiirf, al_CArab wa-'l-Hlnd f[cAhd al-Ris g la, tr.
â lzzat cAbd al-JalFI, Cairo, 1973, pp.137-8.

(32) For the commercial reasons behind choosing the site of Baghdad,
see chapter one, p.73.

(33) This may be attributed to the fact that the Umayyads controlled
the whol of 1brth Africa and Andalusia while the CAbbasids
lost control of these regions soon after their rule had started.
Also, when the Ftimid caliphate emerged on the scene It
controlled the whole of North Africa including Egypt.

(34) For the exchange of delegations and gifts between some Indian
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In this chapter, our aim is to mark the provincial and

international borders of the Arab world and India, to examine the

political situation which prevailed in each of them, to indicate their

main economic products and crops and also to point out factors which

contributed to encouraging trade between the two countries.

First: The Arab World. 1 -Provinces and boundaries. 	 Some of

main geographical sources give details on defining the Arab world, its

regional and international borders, its important trade cities, its

important trade roads and living ways, etc. Throughout the period of

the research, the Arab world consisted of six main provinces. (1)

These are:

A. The province of Iraq, including the middle and the southern

areas of present-day Iraq, in addition to some areas of Iran such as

CAbbdn and Hulwan.

B. The province of Jazira, including northern and western parts of

present-day Iraq, in addition to some parts of Syria such as Rakka.

C. The prcwince of Syria, including Syria, Jordan, Lebanon and

Palestine.

D. The province of the Arabian Peninsula, including Yemen,

Oman, Bahrein and the Hejaz.

E. The province of Egypt, including Egypt, Libya, parts of Sudan,

and the areas of cAyab and the Buja.
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F. The province of Marib includtr Tunisia, Algeria and

Morocco. (2)

The borders of the then Arab regions, therefore, roughly

correspond to the present-day borders of the Arab world.

It should be noted, however, that some states (3) were emergent

within some of the above provinces ,but their existence neither changes

the geographical status of their regions nor the names of the provinces in

question.

2. The political situation. This research is not intended to be a study

of the political situation which prevailed in the Arab world at the time.

However, in view of the effects which political circumstances had on

trade (for Instance, in the terms of stability or otherwise) we decided,

in the interest of the reader, to include a brief review of the political

situation In the Arab world.

Since its earliest days, the cAbbasid caliphate had encountered

difficult and complicated circumstances in the form of anti_CAbbaSid

revolutions and rebellions as follows:

1. As early a the reign of al-Mansur (A.H. 136-158 /A.D. 754-775),

theUids staged anticAbbasid revolts in Medina and Basra. (4) Although

the cAbbasids were able to suppress those revolts, one of theCAlids,

Idris, escaped to the Mayjirib where he established the Idrisi dynasty

which remained hostile to the cAbbasid caliphate. (5 It is worth

mentioning that even before the emerg ence of the Idrisiamirate, north west

c	 -	 15AAfrica was out of the Abbasid control.'
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2. The Idrisi dynasty was followed by the establishment in A.H.

184/A.D. 800, of the Aghlabid dynasty in Tunisia at the Instigation of

the CAbbsjd caliph al-Rashid (A.H. 170-1 93 /A.D. 786-809) who hoped

that it would check the Idrisi expansion in the Ma-trib. However,

the Aghlabid dynasty was brought down InA.H. 296 /A.D. 908 at the

hands of the Fatimlds. 6)

3. The emergence inA.H. 267 /A.D. 880 on the political scene of

the Fatimids posed the most serious threat to the CAbbsjd caliphs and

their regional governors. The Fatimids managed to extend their control

over the entire Marib. In A.H. 358 A.D. 968, they succeeded in

annexing Egypt to their caliphate whose new capital became Cairo, and

they were able to extend their rule to wide areas of Palestine, and some

parts of Syria, and had considerable political influence in Baghdad and

Mosul as well as In the Hejaz. (7)

4. The Hamdanid dynasty was established inA.H. 293-392 /A.D.

905-1001 In the north of Jazira and Syria. The Hamdanids first emerged

on the scene in the reign of the caliph al_MuCta1id (A.H. 279-2 89 /AD.

89 2-902) as anti_CAbbasid rebels In the Jazira alongside the Khawarij. (8)

5. In addition to the Faimid influence in the Hejaz, the Carmathian

movement emerged in Bahrein A.H. 260-295 /A.D. 873-907. The

Carmathians became an Influential political and military power not just in

the Arabian peninsula but also in Syria and Iraq. (9)

Other states were found in the Arabian Peninsula, such as Oman

Bahrein and the Yemen. (10)
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6. In Iraq, which was the centre of the CAbbs[d caliphate, the

political situation was as follows:

1. The Turkish soldiery are known to have appointed and

ousted caliphs, especially after the reign of the caliph al_MuCtasim

(l\H. 218-227 /A.D. 833-842).

2. In the south of Iraq, there were several cases of anti-

CAbbsjd movements, such as the Zutt rebellions In the area of al-

Bata'ih, (11) the Zanj revolution inA.H. 255 /A.D. 868 which lasted

(12)	 -	 (13)almost 14 years,	 and the Baridis In Basra.

3. In the reign of the caliph al-Radi A.H, 322-329 /A.D.

934-940), the cAbbasid caliphate was weakened and in the yearA.H.

325 /A.D. 936 the CAbbasid caliphate lost its control in Iraq, except

(14)Baghdad and some parts.

c-4. The decline of the Abbasid caliphate culminated in the

Buwayhids entering Baghdad In A.H. 334 /A.D. 945 and divesting the

caliph of 1is remaining powers. (15)

5. As a result of the difficult political situation of the

caliphate in the second half of the 10th century A. D., it is natural that

most of the commercial activity with India on the one hand and the

outside world on the other, had to be changed from Iraq to Egypt via

the coasts of the Arabian peninsula. (16)

On the eastern and western sides of the CAbbsid caliphate,

outside the Arab regions, the political situation was by no means better

than It was in the Arab provinces. 	 Some provinces were separated
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c	 -	 .	 (17)from the Abbasid caliphate and became petty states and dynasties.

It is worth mentioning that these dynasties became locked in constant

conflict among themselves to gain control and territories. 	 Their

relations with the CAbb5id caliphate ranged from nominal allegiance,

sending gifts with a view to obtaining CAbbsid official endorsement,

to declaring war on the caliphate. (18) Therefore, the appearance

of these Amirates reflected the growing weakness of the CAbbsid

caliphate although some of them had some cultural achievements.

3. Economic products. Having defined and examined the political

circumstances of the Arab world, it is important to consider its economic

resources at that time and the nature of its economic products,

agricultural, animal, mineral, etc. which were exported to India or

consumed inside the Arab world itself.

In his essay "The third century internal crisis of the Abbasids",

D. Waines discusses the decline of the CAbbsid caliphate's revenues

in general and in Iraq in particular in the third century A.H. 	 He

concludes, "the argument so far has shown that throughout the period

of declining CAbbsjd power, the caliphate was confronted by a

decreasing inflow 'of revenue to the central treasury. Two main

reasons were adduced: the rise of autonomous dynastics within the

empire and the decline of agricultural production in the very heartland

of CAbb Id domains." (19)
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However, we do not possess sufficient information about the

decline of agricultural and manufactured production in the other parts

of the Arab world during the A.H. 3rd and 4th /A.D. 9th and 10th

centuries. Also, we do not possess accurate information about how

many people there were in the Arab world, or their classification in terms

of their occupations, which would have enabled us to estimate the

national income as well as the income of the individual.

We can classify the main economic products as follows:

1. Manufactured goods. Most Arab povinceswere known for

their textile industry. Such Egyptian cities as Fayyum, Dimyat, Tinnis,

Shata and others were leading centres for the manufacture of linen

clothes, which were sold at high prices outside Egypt. (20) The town

of Kays was known for producing woollen clothes, the town of Bahnasa

was known for producing covers - Sutur - while Shata was known for its attire

called al-Bazz. (21) The Yemen was known for manufacturing the garments

called Burud(22) and clothes called SaCidi and CAdanf(23) while Zafar had

a reputation for silk and cotton wear. (24)

In Iraq, Baghdad was known as a manufacturer of silk and other

types of white clothes, 
(25) as well as silk and cotton clothes which were

c	 -	 (26)produced in al- Attabiyya quarter.	 Basra, on the other hand, had a

reputation for making silk - Khazz - and linen fabrics, Kufa was a centre

for producing silk - Khazz - fabrics and turbans, Was it was known for

manufacturing covers - Sutur - , Nucmaniyya for woollen wear, Ubulla

for linen wear and turbans, (27) 
while Maysari was known for its clothes
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(28)and cushions.

Among known products in other Arab regions were the Magrlbi

red felts - Lubud - , covers and hair cloth made In Mosul(29) and the

garments called Riyat (singular, Rayja) which were manufactured in yria.°

Apart from textiles, wine was produced in Iraq, Egypt, and Syria, (31)

swords were made in the Yemen, (32) soap and oils were produced In

Rakka, 3 rose water was produced in Syria and Basra, 	 henna was

produced in Basra, (35) and finally, some sources mention the Industries

of paper, glasswork and pottery(36) in several parts of the Arab world.

2. MInerals. Some Arab regions yielded significant amounts

of Iron. In the forefront of these regions were Mosul, the mountains of

Beirut and some parts of the Yemen. (37)

(38)Upper Egypt yielded emeralds and gold, 	 al-Mandiyya,

Tabarka, and Sabta in al-Maghrib yielded corals, (39) San° in the Yemen

yielded agate, Men and Oman on the coasts of the Arabian peninsula

and Basra yielded pearls. (40) Some Arab regions also yielded copper,

kohl and beads. (41)

3. Domestic animals. The Arabian thoroughbred was well known.

Arab regions known for their breeds of horses (42) included the province of

-	 (43)	 (44)	 (45)	 (46)a l-Jazlra ,	 Syria, Egypt,	 Barka,	 the Hejaz, Bahrein	 and

(47)Iraq.	 Arab horses had been favoured by the Indians and others from

ancient times, and during the period of the research they continued to be

(48)exported to India.
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Egyptian mules and donkeys were renowned for their speed

and endurance throughout the Islamic world and were known to have

fetched high prices. (49) Camels bred in Mahra and described as

Najib (excellent) were known for their speed and were therefore preferred

to other breeds of camel. (50)

4. Foodstuffs. Dates, cheap and plentiful in the Arab world,.

were widely consumed. Moreover, dates formed a great part of Arab

exports to India. (51) Basra has always been rich in dates; according

to al-Makdisi, there were 49 varieties of date there. (52) 
Other date-

producing Arab regions Included upper Egypt, (53) oman	 and

Medina. (55)

Mosul was known as a producer of grains, honey, oil, and

sumac. The town of Harran was known for producing honey, walnuts,

almonds and oil, (56) while upper Egypt was known for producing vinegar,

raisins and rice. (57)

5. Other commodities produced on a commercial scale included

leather, incense,, saffron, wirs(58) and ambergris. (59)

It Is to be noted that this description of economic activity In

the Arab world does not cover the entire economic life since we have

concentrated on items used in trade, with India as well as within the

Arab world itself.

Taxes levied in Arab ports and land customs points formed an

important source of the state's income. (60)
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Arab merchants . , moreover, played an important part in

promoting Indian merchandise In the Byzantine .Empire,and in Andalusia, and

African merchandise such as ivory in India and China. (61)

Second: India. In the following we shall attempt to define India's

external borders, its kingdoms, political circumstances and its main

economic products.

External borders. The majority of Arabic sources which deal with

the subject consider India to include not just what is known today as

the Indian subcontinent but also various regions in southeast Asia such

as Indonesia and other countries. (62) Moreover, these borders were

subject to political circumstances, as in the Ghaznavid period when

parts of India were annexed by the Ghaznavids. Therefore, extreme

caution is necessary when approaching the question of borders.

Since different primary sources give different accounts of the

Indian borders, a review of these accounts is, therefore, essential.

Al-Yaubi mentions that the Indians had several kingdoms and

kings because of the large geographical area India covered. He refers

in particular to IndIan kingdoms bordering China such as the kingdoms of

Tarsul and Musha. (63)

However, a1_YaCkibi fails to make any mention of India's

extension into the Indian Ocean, or the Islands of the Indian Ocean.

Moreover, he mentions al-Daybul, (64) which was part of the province
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of Sind, without making any reference to the western land borders

of Sind or to India's northern borders.

Al-Marwazi agrees with al_yaCkb10s account that some Indian

kingdoms had common borders with China. (65) He adds that India is

a great nation, it has a diversity of races, religions, creeds. The

Indians inhabit the southern part of the world; their country covers an

enormous area. (66) However, he fails to name the islands of the

Indian Ocean, or their kings, nor does he refer to its northern or

western borders.

Al-Mas%dI remarks that India has a wide area, and its land

joins with the land of the Zabaj (Java), the seat of the kingdom of

al-Mahraj, al-Mahraj being the king of the islands. This kingdom is

located between India and China and is also said to be part of India.

Beyond the mountains, India joins the land of Khurasan and Sind as far

as Tibet. (67)

It is clear from this text that al_MasCudi provides more information

on India than do al-Marwazi and al_YaCkubi. However, he merely refers

to the Kingdom of Java as part of the islands without giving further details

about those islands.

Al-Istakhrt, however, maintains that the Kingdom of India belongs

to the King whose official residence Is in Kinnawj (Kanuaj, Uttar Fradesh).

Its length from Makran in the land of Mansura (ruins of the town 47 miles

to the north-east of Hyderabad Sind) and Budha (moderh province of Kachh

Gandava), In the province of Sind to Kinnawj .The distance up to the land of
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Tibet can be crossed in four months, the width of the country from the

Persian Sea to the land of Ktnnawj can be crossed in three months. (68)

This is a broad definition of various Indian kingdoms. He does not

refer to the islands of the Indian Ocean nor does he mention all the

countries which bordered the Indian sub-continent.

It seems that there is no difference between al-Istakhrt's

account and Ibn Haal, who on the other hand, resorts to measuring

India's distance to point to its huge area. This approach necessarily

Includes references to the borders. He notes that India extends from

Makran In the west to beyond Kinnawj in the east, as far as Tibet, a

distance of four months' journey. Its width from the Arabian Sea to KinnawJ

(69)	 --Is a	 distance of three months journey.	 Al-Kazwini, on the

other hand, describes India as a wide country, full of'wonders, whose

length can be travelled in three months while its width can be travelled

(70)in two months.

India, according to Ibn Rusta, included Sarandib - Ceylon -

-	 (71)Kumar and other countries.

Al-Birunt, who lived in India for a while in the reign of the

Sultan Ivlahmud al-Ghaznawi describes India as a land bordered to the

south by the Indian Ocean, from other directions by high mountains. (72)

However, he makes no direct reference to India 's extension into the

Ocean nor indeed does he mention countries with common borders with

It. (73)

-	 C-	 -The author of Hudud al- Alam maintains that India, which he
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calls Hindustan,was bounded from the east by China and Ttbpt, from

the south by the Indian Ocean, from the west by the Indus river, and

from the north by Shaknan, which belonged to the region of Vakhan.

He then proceeds to define the borders of Sind. (74)

According to Hamd-J½llah Mustawfi, India "comprises many

kingdoms by land and (numerous islands of the) sea. They have mostly

a hot climate, and by reason of the broad area occupied by all these, it

is said that India covers one sixth of the habitable earth." (75)

Having examined texts related to India and its borders, we

notice that some sources which deal with India do not consider Sind to

be part of it. This is probably due to the political situation which

prevailed there at the time. Other sources, on the other hand, consider

Sind to be part of India, thus disregarding the fact that, politically, Sind

was one of the provinces of the cAbbasid caliphate. Moreover, some

sources do not make any direct references to the kingdoms of the Indian

islands whereas other texts suggest that India's extension into the

Indian Ocean goes beyond the islands opposite the Indian sub-continent.

"The Muslim geographers of the mediaeval period generally used

the term "Hind" td denote regions east of the Indus. It was also

applied to practically all the countries of south east Asia, when used

imprecisely in such phrases as'the Kings of Hind', or the 'lands of

Hind', which included not only India but also Indonesia, Malaya, etc.

The term 'Sind' as used by them referred to Sind, Makfan, Baluchistan,

portions of the Punjab and the North-West Frontier province. Thus no
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single term covered the whole of India. Only 'Hind' and 'Sind' used

together denoted the whole of mediaeval India. •,(76)

1. KIngs and Kingdoms. For several different reasons, it is difficult

to define all the Indian kingdoms, their borders, the names of their

kings and their periods, and their important cities, etc. In a specific

way. However, we can define the Important kingdoms which had

trade relations with the Arab world, their general geographical situation

and some of their kings' names and titles as follows:

A. The east and north-east: According to al_YaCkubt, there were

three Indian kingdoms in the north east: Mayld, Tarsul and Musha (In

Burma), all of which bordered on China and were at war with it. (77)

Some sources mention the kingdom of Kamarun Assam), which

also borders China. These sources add that the kingdom of Kamarun

was known for Its elephants, rhinoceroses and aloes-wood. They say

that the kingdom of Kamarun was not so great as the other kingdoms of

IndIa. (78)

In addition o the above mentioned kingdoms, the kingdom of

Dahmy was situated on the east coast. It bordered the kingdom of

al-Agbab (Aghbab = gulfs) to the south, the kingdom of Ballahra to the

west, and the kingdoms of al-Jurz and Kinnawj to the north. On the

coast of this kingdom lay many big towns, among them a town called

Hadkir. Business was carried on by means of gold and shells, but the

latter were more in use. Our sources maintain that the king called
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Dahmy, possessed a huge army, more than 300, 000 strong. (79)

B. Theporth. There were four main kingdoms. The kingdom of

alTafin(80) was small but rich and well cultivated. Some sources

mention the king called Jaba(81) - Chamba (Himachal Pradesh).

In the north, there was also the kingdom of Kashmir (Kashmir).

This kingdom consisted of the area of the Punjab and around the valley

of Kashmir. When Abu Dulaf returned from China to Khurasan via

India, he described Kashmir as bigger than Kala, and remarked on the

beauty of its women. (82) Al_Mascudiand others talk about the kingdom

of Kashmir, its king, and its trade with the Muslims. (83) In addition

to the above mentioned kingdoms, al-Birunt says that there was the

kingdom of Nepal, which is situated to the west of the Kamarun

(84)
mountains.

C. The Kingdom of Kinnawj - (Uttar Pradesh). This kingdom was

situated to the east of al-Multan and extended to the east to Nepal. (85

This kingdom was known for Its jewellery markets. 
(86) 

It

also had a large aiea and large military capabilities which enabled it

-	 - (87)
to fight neighbouring kingdoms, such as Multan and Ballahra.

Al-Birunt notes that the regions west of the river Ganges lay desolate

because the king had moved his seat of government east of that river. (88)

D. The west and the north west. There were two main kingdoms on

the west coast of India. The king known as Ballahra, 
(89) 

(King of Kings)

reigned in the country called al-Kumkam, which is described as a vast
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kingdom abounding in men, and round it were kings who obeyed

Ballahra. (90) AlMasCudi, who visited India, maintains that the

greatest of all Indian kings at that time was al-Ballahra, whose city

was al-Mankir - Melikhud - and whose kingdom comprised many

(91)
kingdoms.

There was another Indian kingdom on the west coast called

ai_jurz(92) (Girjara - Pratiharas). Some sources point to the close

commercial links between this kingdom and Arab merchants, and to the

favourable treatment of Arab merchants by its king. He had a numerous

army and many elephants. He was at war with Ballahr and other kings.

In the north west there was Sind. Although, from a political

viewpoint, Sind was one of the provinces of the cAbbasid caliphate in the

period of the research, we have considered it as part of India, on

geographical grounds. As the Arab influence receded it regained its former

status to become once again part of India. We shall continue to deal with

(94)
it as such.

From the early days of Is lam, the orthodox caliphs began to think

about conquering'India or at least part of it. 
(95) 

But it was not until the

Umayyad Period when inA.H. 92-93 /A.D. 710-711 Muhammad b.

al-Kasim al-Thakafi led a military expedition which, in conjunction with

a naval force, was able to conquer Sind gradually. (96)

In the CAbbsid period, Sind remained for a long time one of the

provinces of the caliphate. 	 However, it later became linked

- - (98)administratively to Khurasan. 	 When the Ghaznavid state was
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established Sind, together with other parts of India and Khurasari,

(99)became politically dominated by that state.

The political circumstance of the caliphate and the distance of Stnd

from the centre of the caliphate may have contributed to the emergence of

(100)
several Independent kingdoms In it.	 Although political relations

between some of these kingdoms and the Indian kingdoms were by no

means friendly, (101) Sind remained of immense importance to both the

Arabs as well as the Indians by virtue of Its strategic position on land

and maritime trade routes and its cheap merchandIse. (102)

E. The south. According to al-Marwazl and others, there was the

kingdom of Rtyla, the king of which was called Fandin, after whom came

the king called al-Farti, after whom came the king called Al-Saylaman who

was the greatest of the three and had the most numerous army. On the

nearer side of Saylaman there was the country called Aghbab(103) (the gulfs).

The island kingdoms of the Indian Ocean. Some of the texts

describing India consider its extension into the Indian Ocean to be

considerable. Some sources go as far as to consider the islands of the

Indian Ocean as mudh a part of India as the mainland itself. (104)

In view of. the large number of these islands (105)and of the kingdoms

that were established there, and since these islands were economically

Important, we have classified them In three main categories as follows:

1. The Kingdom of al-Zabaj (106) (Java island). This kingdom

was situated In the anf Sea (Sea of Indo-China). It separated China

from India and belonged to India. (b0	 Its monarch, called the Mahraj,
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was one of the richest kings of India thanks to the large area his

kingdom had and to its many exports. Several other kings ruled within

this kingdom all of whom swore allegiance to the Mahraj. (1 0 8)

2. !b(b09) (Ceylon). Here several kings ruled independently of

one another(h10) Sources stress the volume of its trade especially its

exports of Perfumes and jewellery. (111) Its important town was Aghena.(h12)

3. The Kingdom of the Dibajt islands (the Maldives and

Laccadives). This kingdom was made up of the islands of the Indian

Ocean opposite the Malabar coasts as far as the island of Ceylon. This

densely populated kingdom was ruled by a queen. It achieved fame as a

source of ambergris and its inhabitants made use of coconut wood which was

plentiful there to make their kingdom a famous manufacturer of ships. (113)

Other islands. In addition to the kingdoms that have already been

mentioned, some sources point to some other islands. However,

information on these islands, their boundaries, urban centres, their

internal affairs and their relations with other Indian kingdoms are scarce

indeed; hence the need to deal with them under a general heading.

In the forefront of these islands were: Kala (Malaya peninsula),

Lanjabalus (Nicobar islands), al-p	 (Sumatra), Wak Wak (Japan or

Sumatra or Madagascar), Shalahit (h14 ) (in Sumatra), and others.

As we have seen, sources which deal with India give us an idea

of its huge geographical area and sometimes use the term India when

referring to many countries and regions beyond the subcontinent (115)

2. The political situation. The aim in this section is to give a general
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idea of political relations in India and to establish the extent to which

the political situation affected commercial activity.

The examination of the kingdoms and borders of India has shown

that a number of kingdoms were in existence in mainland India and on the

islands of the Indian Ocean. A review of the political situation Indicates

that these kingdoms were engaged in continuous conflict with one another

as well as with neighbouring countries. Externally, some of the eastern

kingdoms of India, such as the kingdoms of Mayid, Tarsul and Musha (in

Burma), were at war with China. 
(116) 

The Kingdom of Kinnawj was engaged

in Intermittent fighting with the ruler of al-Multan over possession of a

statue thought to have been housed there. 
(117) Numerous raids were

-	 (118)
carried out by the Sultan Mahmud al-Ghaznawi against India.

Internally, religious, linguistic and ideological differences (119)

may have given rise to a great deal of conflict. 
(120) 

For instance, the

kingdom of Ballahra was at war with the kingdom of Dahmy, Dahmy was at

war with the kingdom of al-Jurz (121) and al-Aibab. 
(122) 

The kingdom of

Kinnawj was fighting the kingdom of Ballahra in the south. 
(123) 

Moreover,

the ruler of al-Mansura was In continuous conflict with the inhabitants of

(124)
al-Mayd.	 In Ceylon, where several kings ruled independently of one

another, 
(125) 

co'nflicts were not uncommon.

But despite the political instability, trade among the Indian kingdoms

seems to have continued. For instance, trade continued between the Indian

city of Kanbaya (Cambay - Bombay State) and al-Mansura, between Kashmir

and al-Mansura, between the kingdom of JJahmy and Ceylon, and between

Tibet and India. 
(126) By and large, the political situation which prevailed in

India at that time was comparable to the then political situation in the Arab

world.
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3. Economic products. In the period 	 the research, India

(127)
possessed great economic resources	 thanks to Its large area,

including the islands of the Indian Ocean.

India's commercial products can be classified as follows:

1. Slaves. Slaves formed one of India's most lucrative commodities.

Exceptionally skilled and talented especially in such areas as cookery

and money-changing, Indian slaves were more attractive to buy than

slaves from other races. Indian regions known for their 'high-quality'

slaves included the kingdom of al-Tafin as well as other regions in

(128)Sind and India.

2. Animals. The animal kingdom was well represented in India

by such animals as elephants, rhinoceroses, monkeys, buffaloes,

the Falij and Bukhtl breeds of camels, and musk deer. These animals

were much in demand outside India, either because they were rare or

because of their fine reputation. Domestic animals, (129) 
on the other

hand, whose humble reputation outside India meant that they formed no

significant part of Indian exports, were used mainly locally.

3. BIrds. Among famous Indian birds were peacocks, parrots,

which were noted for their exceptionally fine feathers, and hens were

(130)known too.

4. Perfumes and spices. Favourable climatic conditions made

possible the production in India of large variety of spices and perfumes

such as camphor, sandal-wood, pepper and cloves. Animal products
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such as musk and ambergris all of which were important from a

commercial viewpoint, and some of them were used not just as

seasonings and perfumes but also as medIcines. (131)

5. Wood. Teak, coconut, brazllwood and bamboo trees were the

main types of wood for which India was known, and were used

for several purposes including shipbuilding, the manufacture of

furniture, and of spears.(132)

6. Vegetable products. India's most important fruits and crops included

bitter orange, citron, coconuts, myrobalan, indigo and sugar cane

for which India was known.

7. Minerals. Gold and silver were among India's most important

minerals; so were rubies, diamonds, agate and crystal (134)

8. Manufactured products. Indian was known as a manufacturer

of clothes and textiles, shoes, weapons such as swords, spears, and

knives, ships, some types of jam and sweets, as well as perfumes, and

some medicines. (135)

Third: Factors which encouraged Arab-Indian trade. As we have seen,

trade links between the Arab world and India had their roots going back

to ancient times. (136) During the period of the research, however,

several factors contributed to the flourishing of trade between the two

countries. These factors can be summarized as follows.

On the political level, the Byzantine empire represented the

main threat to the coasts and land frontier of the cAbbasid caliphate at
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that time. (137)
	

The °Abb Id were, therefore, more inclined to

trade with the east, including India, and with the coasts of Africa

than with the Byzantines and Andalusians. (138)	 It is true that India

itself, with the exception of Sind, was also a land of unbellevers

from the Muslim point of view. However, the CAbbsid caliphate had,

by that time, reached the point where it could not make any more

territorial gains at the expense of India, (139) while at the same time

the kings of India were not in a position to recover Sind or to fight the

Arabs. As a result, both sides were happy to maintain the status quo.

The resultant political stability contributed in an important way to

promoting trade. Moreover, Sind, which was part of India in

C-.geographical terms, while at the same time part of the Abbasid

caliphate politically, had been turned by the Arabs into a bridgehead

for their merchants who wanted to reach other parts of India. (140)

Different natural and climatic conditions in India and the Arab

world supported different varieties of plants and species of animal

life, thus giving both sides opportunities to exchange goods. The

Arabs, rnoreover,,played an important part in promoting Indian

merchandise beyond the Arab world and exported commodities from

(141)other countries to India. In other words, the Arabs acted as middle-men.

Arab merchants were treated in a friendly manner by the

(142)inhabitants of India and indeed by some Indian kings as well.

That in itself must have encouraged Arab merchants to head forIndia.

We have been unable to trace any reference to cases of maltreatment
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of Indian merchants while they were in the Arab world. As Arab

merchants settled In India in pursuit of their trade, (143) so, too,

Indian merchants settled In some Arab cities for the same purpose. (144)
	 -

The CAbbsjd choice of Baghdad as their capital was in itself

(145)an important boost to trade with the east, especially India.

There was also the protection provided by the CAbb5id authorities,

which made every effort to stamp out piracy in the Indian Ocean as well

as the plundering of trade caravans, and thus ensured a continuous

flow of merchandise between India and the Arab world. (146) In

addition to the above factors, some sources mentioned an exchange of

c	 -	 (147)gifts and envoys between some Indian kings and Abbasid caliphs.

It Is reasonable to assume that the Increase in commercial

exchange between the Arabs and Indians was beneficial to both sides.

However, the flow of merchandise between the two countries was

disrupted from time to time by political events, such as the Zanj

rebellion In Iraq, and the emergence on the scene of the Carmathians.

In other words, trade suffered whenever political stability came under

(148)attack.	 Nevertheless, periods of instability were comparatively

short with the general trend of events in favour of continued trade.
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(75) A1-Mustawfi, Nuzhat al-Kulub, p.255.
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(79) Al-Marwazi, Tabic a l-Hayawan, p.35, al_MasCudi, Muruj
Vol. 1, p. 81 , al-Hamadhni, Mukhtasar Kttb al-Buldan, p. 15.

(80) S.M. Ahmad, India and the nelcihbouring territories. Leiden,
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Visaya," See also Ibn Khurddhba, al-Maslik wa-'l-Mamlik,
p.67, Ibn Rusta, al_AClk al-Nafrsa, p.135.
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territorj, pp. 36, 84,138,156, Ibn Rusta, al_AL15k al-Nafisa,
p.135, who says, 'Najba', Ibn Khurddhba, al-Masltk wa-'I-
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(82) Al-Hamawi, Muciam al-Buldan, Vol. 3, p.454, Vol. 4, p.103.

C -	 -.
(83) Al-Mas udi, Muruj, Vol. 1, p.82 for the king of Kashmir, whom,

on p.166, he calls a1-Rn1. Al-Blruni, ft Tahktk m lt-'l-Hind,
pp.165-7 discusses Kashmir and the trade with it.

(84) Al-Biruni, FtTahkik ma li-'l--Htnd, p.160.
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(85) For details, see S.M. Ahmad, jç,lia and the neighbguring
terrItories, pp. 143-4, and aJ.-9JjJc5t. a1 CArabtyya a 1-Hind iyya,
pp. 203-8, al-Kalkashandr, Subh al'-A h .f1Sinat a1-Insh',
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1841, Vol. 1, p.4021 Anon., Huddal-1am, p.89, J. Dowson,
The history of India_, London, 1867, Vol. 1, p.54.

(86) Al-Kalkashandi,	 Vol. 5, p.65.

(87) See p. 69.

(88) Al-Birunt, FtTahkik ma 1I-'l-Hind mm Makula, p.158.

(89) S,M. Ahmad, India and the neighbouring territories, pp.11-12
says that the Bal1ahrs (Val1abharjas), who belonged to the
Rastrakuta dynasty, welcomed Arab merchants and travellers.
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the north. See also Ibn Rusta, a1_Aclk.al_Nafrsa, p.134,
Ibn Khurd5d1iba, al-Maslik wa-'l-Mamlik, p.67.

(90) Al-Marwazi, Tabahic al-Hayawan, p.34. For its extension on
the western coasts, see Ibn Hawkal,	 rat al-Ard. part 2, p.320.

(91) A1Mas%dt, Muruj, Vol. 1, pp. 82,170,210.

(92) SM. Ahmad, India and the neighbouring territories, p. 135 refers
to it as al-jurz (Giirjara belonging to the Gi:irjara-Pratihr dynasty
of Northern and Western India). On pp.141-2 he adds, "This
name is derived from the original form Giirjara, representing the
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writers either in the sense of the title of the king or as the name
of the people. Anon., Hudud alCAlam, p . 91, states that
al-Jurz was a country called after the name of its king. See
also A. Cunningham, The ancient geography of India, p.3l2, Ibn
Klurddhba, al-Maslik wa-'1-MamliJc p.67.

(93) A1-Marwazr, TabahlCal_Hayawan, p.35, IbnRusta, al_Aclakal_
Nafrsa, p.l35. (1 miskal = 4.25 g.).

(94) Some historians considered it part of India despite its political
affinities with the cAbbS1d caliphate. See al-Kalkashandi,
Subh a1_Acsj fTSinat a l- p J-ia ', Vol. 5, pp.63-5, Abti '1-
Fid5', Takwfm al-Buldan, pp. 353-7, al-Istakhri, al-Masãlik
wa-'l-Mam1lk, pp.16,19.

(95) Al-Baladhuri, Futuh al-Bulda.n, ed. Salab al-Din al-Munajjid,
CaIro, 1957, Part 3, pp. 533-6, Ibn Khayyt, tarikh Khaffla Ibn
Khayyãt, ed. Akram alCUmari, Najaf, 1967, Vol. 1, pp.159,
1 83-4.
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(96) Al-Baladhuri, Futuh al-Buldan, part 3, pp. 533-6, thu
Khayyt, Trtk, Vol. 1, pp.307-8, 311.

(97) Ibn Khayyat, Tarikh, Vol. 1, pp.311,329,342, Vol. 2, pp.375,
384, 389,431,434,436,439,463,479,499,500. He mentions
the names of governors and the periods In which they ruled
from the conquest of the province until the reign of al-Rashrd
came toanend. IbnKhaldin, alcIbar Vol. 3, pp.540,541
names the governor of Sind In the period of al-Ma'm1in.
Al-abart, TriTkh, Vol. 11, p.1233 names the governor of
Sirid In the period of aI_Muctaim.

(98) As happened in the yearA,H. 257/A.D. 870,_when Yackub b.
al-Layth became the governor of Sind, Sijistan, Balkh, etc.
See Ibn Kathir, a1-Bidya, Vol. 11, p.28.

(99) Ibn Khaldun, al_Clbar, Vol. 4, part 4, p.774, al-Dhahabi,
al c Ib	 Vol. 3, pp.101,159.

(100) For the Arab kings of al-Manura and the Multan, and other -
kings, see al-Masid1, Muziij, Vol. 1, pp. 99,167, al-Itakhri,
ai-Maslik wa-'l-Mamli, p.105, al-Marwazr, Tab'i°
a l-Hayawãn , p.36.

(101) See p.69.

(102) Al-Makdist, Ahsan al-Takasim, pp.474,480, Al-Istakhrt,
al-Masltk wa'-'l-Mamãltç, p.105, Ibn Hawkal, Sffrat al-Ard,
part 2, p.321. However, they do not name the merchandise
or its prices. For the commercial importance of Sind to both
the Arabs as well as the Indians, see J. Dowson, The history
of India, Vol. 1, p.467, S.M. Ahmad,	 al_CArabiyya
al-Htndiyya, p.121, S.M. Jaffar, The Arab administration of
Sind, IC, Vol. XVII, 1943, p.128.

(103) Al-Marwa'zI, Tab&iC al-Hayawan, pp.34-5. Ibn Khurdadhba,
al-Masâlik w-'l-Mamfik, p.67, mentions A9hbãb. Ibn Rusta,
al_AC lk a1-Nafisa, pp. 133-4, talks about the country of at-
J\gjbb and its queen, called al-Rbiya. He also mentions the
kings Rtyla, Saylamn and al_CArti. See also al-Yadibi,
Trrlth, Vol. 2, pp.108-9.

(104) For details, see al-Ya ubi, Tarikh, Vol.2, p.108, al-Siraft,
Silsilat al-Tawrflçj, Parts, 1811, 1845, p.50 (on Ceylon),
al-Marwazi, Tabg 't° al-Hayawan, p.34, Ibn Rusta, al_ACla
al-Naftsa, p.84, al_MasciiidT, Muriij, Vol. 1, pp.150, 152.
Other sources which mention these Islands In the course of
describing India Include al-Birn1, Ft Tahkik ma 1t-'l-Hind
mm Makla, p.169, al-Kalkashandr, Subh al_ACsha fTSincat
al-Insha', Vol. 5, pp.63-5, al-Ans grral-Dirria	 T, uJçbk
I-Dahr, pp.152-60, Abi 'I-Ftd', TakwTm ai-uicin, pp . 368-70.

Ibn Khurddhba talks in detail about these Islands, which were
on the sea routes to India and China.
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(105) 1370 islands according to Ibn Rusta, al_Aclak al-Nafisa,
p . 84, 2000 Islands situated between the third sea (the sea of
Harkand) and the second sea (the sea of Larut) according to
al_Mas cudi, Muruj, Vol. 1, pp. 150,152, and 1900 populated
islands, the last one of which was Ceylon, according to the
investigator, who maintains that these islands were called
Dabijt or Dabihat. Ibn Batti:ita, Ribla, Vol.2, p. 195 notes
that their number was 2000, whereas al-Sirafi, Silsilat al-
Tawrfkh, p.5, states that the number was 1900 islands.

(106) Sources disagree as to how the word Zabaj should be spelt
and pronounced. See S.M. Yusuf, al-RanJ, IC, Vol. XXIX,
1955, p.77. For the chief migration by sea from Gujrat to
Java and Cambodia during the seventh and eighth centuries,
see R. Mookerji, Indian shipping, p.169. J.00 Van-Leure,
Indonesian trade and society, p.184 says that "from the first
century of the Christian era until into the fifteenth century
Hindu culture is said to have dominated Indonesia." See
also M. Elphlnstone, The history of India, Vol. 1, p.320.

(107) Al_MasCudi, Muruj, Vol. 1, p.82.

(108) Ibn Rusta, al_AClak al-Nafisa, p.137. He adds that Mahraj
means king of kings. See also al_Mas C iidl, Muruj, Vol. 1,. p.153.

(109) Ceylon was Indian country, see a1YaCkubi,	 Jjh, Vol. 2,
p.108, al-Sirafi, Silsilat a1-TawrikJi p.50.

(110) Al-KazwLnt, Ajer al-BI1.d, p. 83, where he maintains that
Ceylon was the main island of which SarandTb was part.

(111) See chapter four, pp.197-213, Ibn Khurdadhba, al-Masalik
wa-'l-Mamlik, pp.64,70.

(112) E.H.G. Osers, Merchants make history, London, 1936, p.97.
N. Ahmad,' The Arabs' knowledge of Ceylon, IC, Vol. XIX,
1945, pp.235-6.

(113) Al-Sirafi., ' Silsilat a1-Tawrrkh, pp.6,7.

(114) According to al-Hamawl, MuCjam al-Buldan, Vol. 3, p.312,
beyond the sea of Harkand, there was the sea of Shalahit.
In Vol. 4, p.936 he mentions that beyond China, there was a
country called Wãk Wãk. In Vol. 2, p. 739, he says that in
the sea of Shalhit, and in the farthest part of India, Rmt
island was situated. He adds that there were many kings
there. In Vol. 4, p.302, he says that in the middle of the sea
route between Oman and China, Kala island was situated.
He adds that Kala is an Indian country.
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(115) "The full meaning of the sea boundary of the southern
peninsula is yet unclear", see T. Raychaudhuri and I. Habib
(eds.), TheCambrldge ecnomtc htstor y Qf India, Vol. 1, p.17.

(116) Al_YaCkubt, TaricIi, Vol. 2, pp.108-9,al-Marwazi, Tab
al-la yawn, p.37, Anon., Hudi5d al_cAlam, p.87.

(117) Al_MasCudi, Murul. Vol. 1, pp.165-6.

(118) Ibn Khaldun, al_clbar, Vol. 4, part 4, p.774, al-Dhahabt,
al_ Clbar fFKhabar man Ghaba Kuwait, 1960, Vol. 3, pp.101,
159. H.C. Verma, Medtaeval routes to India, p.234 says:
"The invasions of Mahmud, from 1000 A.IJ,, brought about a
change in the character of Indian demography and, since then,
Muslim immigration to India became a general phenomenon
of the Indian society." H. M. Elliot, The histor y of Indi,
Vol. II, pp.434-74 says, "between A.H. 390-417 there were
seventeen expeditions by Mahmud against India."

(119) Al_Yackubi, Trf, Vol. 2, p.108, al-Marwazi, TabahtC

al-Hayawn, p.26, al_MasCiidi, Murtii, Vol. 1, p.82.

(120) Al-Masd1,	 1jj, Vol. 1, p.82.

(121) Ibid, Vol. 1, pp.170-1. Al-Marwazi, Tabahical_Hayawan,
p.35, mentions wars waged by the king of al-Jurz against
Ballahra.

(122) Al-Marwazi, Tab&iCal_Hayawai, p.37.

(123) Al_Mascudt, Murjj, Vol. 1, pp.165-6.

(124) Ibid, Vol. 1, p.168.

(125) Al-Kazwlni, Athar al-Bilad, p.83.

(126) For exports of Kanbaya shoes to al-Mans ura, and Musk from
Tibet to India, see chapter four, pp. 190,200. For trade links
between Dahum's kingdom and Ceylon, see Anon., -Iudid a!-
Clam, p . 87. For trade links between al-Mansüra and Kashmir,
see Buzurk, CAjalib al-Hind, Tehran, 1966, pp.103-4.

(127) For ancient Indian economic products, see E.H. Warmington,
The commerce between the Roman Empire and India. For Indian
economic products in various times, see G. Watt, A dictionary
of the economic products of India, 6 vols. London and Calcutta,
1889-93.
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(128) For Indian slaves, see Ibn Butlan, Risala fi5J-ilra' al-Rakik
wa-Takifli alCAb1d, ed. cAbd al-Salm Muhammad Hriin,
Cairo, 1954, p.352, al-Jhiz,	 thRas5'il, ed. G. Van
Vioten, Leiden, 1903, p.79, al-Hayawn, Vol. 3, p.435,
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First: Trade routes.

1. Land routes. Since the reign of Alexander the Great and his

Seleucid and Ptolemaic successors, Syria and Iraq had been connected

with Iran, India and China by land routes which enabled east-west

trade to flourish. The most famous of these was the Silk Road. (1)

After Islam the Arabs paid more attention to these routes for

military as well as trade considerations. The CAbb5lds who were

more inclined to deal with the east than their Umayyad predecessors,

paid even greater attention to these routes than did the Umayyads. In

addition to commercial considerations, the CAbb_jd were anxious to

maintain their grip over the eastern parts of their empire. Naturally,

they would have striven to maintain an efficient network of routes to

ensure the speedy transport of troops, official mail, etc. (2)

From Iraq originated two main caravan routes which headed

eastward; one route (the Khurasan Road) originated In Baghdad, crossed

Iran and made for Rayy. After it had crossed the province of Khurasan

and Transoxiana It led to the land of the Turks and to China, following

the path of an ancient route. (3)

The second highway originated in Basra - or from Baghdad to

Basra - travelled through Khuzistan, across the provinces of Fans and

-	 -	 -- (4)Kirman,and headed towards Sijistan and Khurasan.

These two highways had many cross-links In Iraq, Iran and

Khurasan. Trade routes to and from India can be classified as follows:
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1. From the town of jiruft In the east of Kirman province

to Fahraj ( about 20 miles north of Regan and south-east of Kirman

(Iran) ) and on to Sind. (5)

Taxation figures indicate that this route was very busy and

(6)
highly profitable	 as it was used by commercial traffic from several

(7)regions.

2. A route from Ghazna to Multan - West Punjab - stretching

over a distance of some eighty parasangs of desert. This road stretched

from Ghazna to Gardiz (1 stage), proceeded to Awgh (1 stage) and LuJan

where there was a water spring, and on to Wayhind (17 stages), which

formed the last stretch of its journey to Sind and India. 
(8) 

At some

point in its journey the road split; one road headed to Bmiyan, Khuttal

and Khurasan; the other road south-west to the city of Bust and

Sijistn.	 The fact that this highway originated in Ghazna made the

city a very important centre of commerce. Commercial traffic using

(10)
this highway was liable to pay a levy of 150 dirhams per load.

Al-Idrisi may have referred to this highway in the course of his

description of Mansura and Sijistan, noting that this road was neglected. (11)

3. A rod along which MlsCerb. Muhaihil -Abu Dulaf -

travelled on his way back from China via India to Khurasan. It stretched

from Kabul to Kashmir town and on to Jajulla town. Abu Dulaf

mentioned another road: from Mansura to BaQhanln - belonging to

-	 c-	 (12)
Multan - , then to Ta rnn and on to Ghazna. 	 Also there was a
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road which stretched from Balkh to Andaraba and on to Kabul, and

from Kabul or perhaps from the tiwn of Parwan, north of Kabul via the

-	 .	 -	 (13)Hindu Kush mountains to the town of Awja, and onto Multan.

4. A road which originated in the city of Khuttal. After It

(14)had crossed the Oxus 	 river, the road split; one branch headed to

Multan while the other headed to China. 15

5. A road which stretched from the city of Panjhtr to the city

of Karwan which was a gateway to India. (16) It covered the distance

between the two cities In two stages.

6. A road which stretched from the city of Balkh to Multan

covering the distance In thirty stages. (17) From Balkh the road headed

to the city of Talakan before making for the city of Badhakhshan,

covering the distance in seven stages. The city of Badhakhshan was

linked with the Indian region of Kinnawj (1 8) (Uttar Pradesh), and was

(19)also the gateway to Tibet.

7. A road which stretched from the city of Banjaway (in Sijistan)

to the city of Balis (Sibf In the Sind). (20)

Al_MasCudl confirms the existence of caravan routes to India.

"Beyond Mansura and Multan, India adjoins Khurasan and Slnd, and caravans

travel constantly from Sind to Khurasan, and to IndIa." 2 Al-Birunt,

moreover, asserts that "Sind can be reached from the land of Nimruz, I

mean the land of Sijistan, whereas India can be reached from Kabul, though

this is not essential, since It can be reached from any part provIded there are

(22)no hindrances.

It is worth mentioning that these routes roughly corresponded
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to the ancient routes to India - the Silk Road and its branches -

referred to earlier. (23)

The question arises, which route did trade caravans heading

for India use from Iraq? Was it the Baghdad to Khurasan highway or

was it the Baghdad - Basra to Kirman highway, and why? Our sources

do not state categorically that one route was used by commercial

traffic to the exclusion of the other. However, the fact that some

sources make frequent references to the roads of the desert of Khurasan

which linked the two highways at more than one point suggests that

(24)
both were used.	 Such a state of affairs would have enabled a

caravan using the Basra to Kirman highway to enter Sind through Jiruft,

or to proceed towards Bust, Ghazna and Kabul and on to India. A

caravan could also make for Rayy from Kirman or Fans. Alternatively,

it could travel across Kirman to Khurasan, whence it could take any of

the routes, such as that from Balkh, already referred to.

If a caravan used the Baghdad to Khurasan highway, It could

have struck out from Nisapur using the Kuhtstan route to Harat, whence

it could take any ot the routes which stretched from Sijistan to Jiruft

or to Ghazna. It could also take the route from Harat to Balkh. At

Marw, the main route divided and one branch went to Balkh. (25)

We take the view that caravans which made for India using the

Baghdad to Khurasan highway would have had no reason to proceed further

on the Silk Road than Marw. 2

Throughout most of the ninth-tenth centuries A.D. ,commercial routes
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from Baghdad to Khurasan and Baghdad - Basra to Kirman were passable.

The authorities were committed to the maintenance of them and to

securing them against bandits and other hazards.2

But despite all the facilities on the roads, the conditions of

weather and terrain, which were often punishing, (28) would have made

an overland journey very time-consuming, costly, and hazardous. This

leads us to believe that, from a commercial viewpoint, maritime routes

must have been more important than land routes. (29)

Trade caravans. The emryjnrJe of trade caravans was connected

with the rise of early civilizations on the banks of the Tigris, the

Euphrates, the Nile and the Indus. Caravans played a vital role In

that process carrying merchandise between Babylon, Syria, Egypt and

the Arabian Peninsula whence It was shipped to India. Merchandise

may have been sent overland to India by caravan too. (30)

During the last three centuries B. C. trade caravans grew in

importance and continued to link together the centres of civilization in

the Hellenistic period, (31) during which the commercially Important

Silk Road (32) was established.

East-west commercial exchange by land and sea reached its

zenith in the early centuries A.D. under the Roman and Sassanian

empires. Commercial exchange was no longer confined to the Middle

East and India, but had now spread to the Roman Empire and China along

the famous Silk Road.
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By then routes used by caravans in the Middle East, Central

Asia, the Roman Empire and North Africa had become established and

well-defined. Moreover, many cities and ports sprang up along these

routes, for example Petra, Bostra, and Seleucia. (33)

The advent of Is lam in the sixth century A. D. brought about a

decline in trade which lasted over a century. This is attributable to

the fact that the Arabs were preoccupied with extending Islam and also

to the change in the international balance of power; the downfall of

the Sassanlan Empire and the elimination from the Middle East of Roman

political influence.

During the period under investigation, a number of factors

encouraged resumed trade between the Arab world and India, in

particular, (34) by caravan. There is also evidence that facilities were

provided and protection was accorded to these routes by the cAbb8Sld

authorities and kings of India, depending on the political circumstances

of each country as follows:

1. The cAbbasids and the_caravan routes. For political,

military as well as commercial considerations the CAbbsid caliphate

paid a lot of attention to the land routes which headed towards Iran,

India and China and provided them with the following facilities:

A. The governor of the Khurasan road was appointed by the

caliphate, whose duties Included protecting road users. (35)

B. The caliphate was known to have been ruthless when dealing

with thieves and robbers; the caliphate would order them executed,
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flogged or would have their hands or legs cut off. Sometimes military

expeditions were des patched to eliminate them. (36)

C. Caliphal authorities built many bridges over rivers and

valleys to facilitate the passage of caravans. (37)

(38)
D. Caravans could, and often did, break their journey

at rest-houses and water-points situated along the highways and

designed to facilitate journeys. (39)

E. Highways were patrolled by military detachments stationed

along them with a view to providing protection against robbers and

(40)other hazards.

F. The task of providing protection for caravans was sometimes

entrusted to the people through whose territories they passed. (41) 
In

the main cities of Khurasan for instance, resided a post master, a

judge and informers (42) to tell officials about the state of the roads.

Such facilities were not confined to the Khurasan highway; the southern

highway and its branches had similar facilities.

2. The Indian kings and the caravan routes. Unlike their

description of the Arab world, Persia and Khurasan, the primary sources

provide only little Information about protection and facilities given by

the Indian kings to caravan routes.

For Instance, ibn Hawkal and al-Istakhri, both of whom drew

similar maps of Sind and some parts of India and described routes and

their distances, rivers, the topography, towns and cities and the
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population, 
(42) 

make no mention of rest-houses, bridges, stop-over

points or any other facilities which were required on the roads. It

is true that some Indian and Sindi. cities were located near one another, on

the highways. However, there were other roads which travelled through

deserts, especially the ones which ran through the western and north-
-	 -	 (44)

western parts of Sind before reaching Mansura and Multan.

Moreover, there were rivers in Sind such as the Mihrn,

Slndrudh and Jandrur, (45) in addition to the rivers of India. Sources,

however, do not explain how caravans crossed such rivers. This is

particularly unfortunate since Mansura, by far the most important city

in Sind, was surrounded by a branch of the Mihrn river. (46)

There is, therefore, the possibility that caravans heading for

Mansura unloaded at the Mihran River. The animals may have swltm

across the river, while the passengers and the cargoes would have been

shipped across. River transport was known to and used by the

Indians. (47)	 This conclusion is based on the fact that sources make

no reference to the existence of any bridges on Indian rivers crossed by

caravans from th West, even before the period of our research. (48)

Ibn Khurdadhba, who deals with the Sind highway stage by

stage, from Fahraj to Makrn and then to Mansura, makes no reference

to any facilities on the caravan route except that "the Zu are the

protectors of the highway when it runs through their territories. (49)

Al-Biruni, on the other hand, speaks of the existence of several bridges

on Indian roads in his time. 	 However, these bridges were distant

from the roads here.
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H. C. Verma 
(51) 

mentions many fords and ferry stations on

some rivers in India and Sind but he does not refer to primary sources.

This suggests that these bridges were built after the period of the

research. Verma also refers to the extensive use of boat bridges

In mediaeval times and to the existence of rafts of reeds, and skin rafts.

He also indicates that officials observed caravans en route 2 and

provides other Information not referred to by primary sources.

The fact that trade caravans heading eastward for India did not

go beyond Sind, and the safety enjoyed by Arab merchants when in

India, may explain why primary sources do not mention facilities on

(53)
caravan routes in India.

Caravans. It is now necessary to refer to the animals used in

the caravans, their burdens, and the climatic conditions which

affected the roads.

Ibn Fadlan,who inA.H. 309/A.D. 921 set out from Baghdad

C-at the head of the Abbasid delegation to the King of the Sla ys and

passed through Persia, Khurasan and 	 Transoxtana, reports that the

Oxus River became so frozen in winter as to allow horses, mules, and

donkeys to cross bver the ice, and that the river remained frozen for

(54)
three months. He also mentions camels struggling in deep snow.

In the course of describing the roads of the Khurasan desert,

Ibn Hawkal observes that camels were better equipped to cross these

regions than horses, and that loaded animals could only cross them
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using specific routes. (55)
	

Ibn Battuta,who toured India and entered

"the great desert" near the land of the Turks, says that it could not be

entered except In one season, that was after the rain fall in Sind and

(56)India early in July.

There is also a reference which indicates that caravans

travelled through the Indian deserts during the night to avoid the heat

(57)of the day,	 and another reference to the effect that early Indian

caravans used carts, 
(58) 

although primary sources do not mention this.

This means that those in charge of caravan traffic must have

been knowledgeable about weather conditions and the nature of the

roads to be used. Finally, a camel carried an average cargo of 450

pounds. (59)

2. Sea routes. Thanks to the sources at our disposal, we are able

to identify the two main sea routes used by merchant ships between the

Arab world and India. The first originated In Basra in Iraq and headed

towards the eastern coast of the Gulf, along the coast of Persia and on

to the Indian and bhinese coasts. The second route originated at

several points on the southern coast of the Arabian Peninsula, headed

directly to the Indian west coast, and on to China.

In the following we shall attempt to examine these two routes in

greater detail.

The route from Iraq. Ships bound for India from Basra would

have taken the route which led to the Persian coast and on to the coasts
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of Sind and India. Ibn Khurdadhba(60) provides a fairly accurate

description of this route. From Basra to Kharak Island (Kharg island)

frpm	 there to Lawan island, then to the Abrun Island, then to Khayn

Is land, from there to Kays Island (Kish is land ) , then to the Ibn

Kawan island (Kishm island), then to Armuz (Hurmuz) 
,(61) 

then to

Tjara which Is located on the borderline between Fans and Sind.

From there to Ttz (in Makran) and on to Daybul (near Karachi

(Sind) ) , from Daybul it strode towards the estuary of the Mihran river

(the Sind river) , from Mihran to the Indian region of Awtktn (Oykman)

where live the Mayds. From there to Kuli (Kodinar, north-west of

Dlu or Korl Creek (Bombay State) ), and on to Sindan ( Sanjan, 50

miles north of Thana (Bombay State)), then to Mulay (Klam Malay,

Kuilon (Kerala)), then to BullIn (two days journey from Ceylon) on to

the great Lagga.

At Bullin the sea routes diverge; one branch, hugging the coast,

proceeds towards Babattan (Jirbattan), this Is the region where the

provisions for the Inhabitants of Sarandib (Ceylon ) come. From

Babattan to Sinjilj and Kabshan, from there to the mouth of Kudafarid

(Godavart river) , then to Kayilkan (Calingapatam (east coast of India))

or to the south of the Perlyar (south-west coast of India) , then to

al-Luwa (near Ganjam - and Kanja - Ganjam or Conjeevaram ) , from

there to Samundar (between Ganjam and Baruva (Ortssa) ).

From Samundar to the great Kingdom of Aurtnsh1n (Uris in), a

region lying to the north of the lower course of the Mahanadi river(62)
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Ibn Khurdadhba adds that a journey from BullIn to Sarandib (Ceylon)

would take a day.

Those whose destination is China head from Bullin to Ceylon

to their left. From Ceylon to Lankabalus island (Nicobar Islands),

then to Kala island (Kedah, on the western coast of the Malay Peninsula),

then to the islands of Shalahit (in Sumatra), Jaba (Jawa), Ttyuma (Port

of Kala), Sanf (Sea of Indo-China), Lukin (L-frn, 12 miles south-

east of Hanoi.), and on to China. (63)

From the coasts of the Arabian Peninsula. rn addition to the

sea route from Basra along the Persian and the Indian coasts and the

other sea route from Basra to the east coasts of the Arabian

there were other sea routes which linked several ports on the south

coast of the Arabian Peninsula with Indian ports.

These sea routes can be classified as follows:

1. The main sea routes described by Buzurk are:

A. From Oman to the Dibajat islands (the Maldives and the

Laccadives islands) in both directions.

B. FromSindan (Sanjan, 50 miles north of Thana (Bombay State),

and Saymiir (Chaul in the Kolaba District (Bombay State) ) to Oman.

C. From Fansur (on the west coast of Sumatra) to Oman.

D. From Oman to unspecified Indian ports.

E. In addition, from Kala to Oman or Aden. He also mentioned

a sea route from Oman to Sanf(65) without mentioning any ports on the way

to Sanf, or saying that ships sailed non-stop to Sanf, which is a remote
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possibility.

2. According to al-Sirafi and Sulayman al-Tajlr, sea routes were

as follows:

A. From Maskat to Kulam Malay (Quilon (Kerala) ),

Lanjabalus (Nicobar islands ) , and onto Kala Bar in the direction of

China.

B. From Oman to the Zbaj (Java) or Kala. (66)

3. According to Ibn al-Fakih al-Hamadhani, they ran as follows:

A. From Oman to Kulam Malay (Quilon (Kerala) )

B. From Maskat to Kulam Malay. (67)

4. However, Abu 'l-Fida' and al-Kalkashandimaintain that the sea

route ran from Kulam Malay to Aden. (68)

S. Al-Idrisimaintains that they ran from Oman to a l _Ttz (69) (j

the bay of Chahbar, to the west of Chahbar village (Makrr, Iran) ).

6. Ibn-Battuta maintains that they ran:

A. From Zafar to Kalik t (in Madras area).

B. Prom Sarandlb (Ceylon) to the Yemen, (70) although he

does not name the port in the Yemen.

Merchants ships also sailed from the south Arabian seaport of

Raysut to India, although we do not know the Indian port(s) at which

they finished their voyages. (71)

When describing the sea routes followed by slps, especially

Chinese ships, which ran from Siraf to Maskat and on to the port of
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Kulam Malay in the direction of Kala Bar and China, al-Sirafi. tends

to concentrate on ports visited by ships with the aim of securing

supplies of drinking water. (72)

From the Red Sea.	 Sea routes followed by Arab and Indian

ships were not confined to the South Arabian coast and the Gulf.

Ships sometimes voyaged from ports on southern coasts of the Arabian

peninsuia 3 through Bab al-Mandab and up the Red Sea to the ports

of Jedda and cAYab to unload merchandise from India and Iraq, (74)

(75)and to pick up merchandise shipped from the port of Kuizum.	 This

route was used by Radhani. merchants who sailed their ships down the

(76)
Red Sea before heading towards India.	 Ships were liable to pay

levies when passing by some fortress along the Red Sea.

(7w)Although shipping into Basra and on to Baghdad 	 was

Interrupted during periods of political instability, and ships in the

Indian Ocean were occasionally attacked by Indian pirates, 	 these

routes were generally safe.

During such periods of political instability, ships which could

not make the journey to Basra and Baghdad could have unloaded in ports

on the coasts of the Arabian peninsula. Alternatively, they could have

sailed to ports on the coasts of the Red Sea. The Red Sea was used

more in the second half of the 10th century A.jj. when the Fatimid

caliphate emerged in Egypt as a new force competing with the CAbbsid

caliphate for political domination. (80)
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In view of the importance of Arab-Indian maritime

trade, it is essential to consider Arab as well as Indian ships, their

types, methods of construction, tonnage, dates of commencement and

ending of journeys, methods of navigation and shipbuilding centres.

1. Arab ships. Some sources indicate that the caliph

CUmar b. al-Khattab advised the Moslems against journeying overseas. 8

c -	c -	 c-	 -Nevertheless, the caliph Uthman b. Affan permitted Mu awiya b. Abt

Sufyan, the then governor of Syria to send a fleet which inA.H. 34/A.D. 654

engaged the Greek navy in the Mediterranean Sea and scored a great

naval victory for Islam. In this naval engagement which is referred

to as Dhat al-Sawari, the Arabs demonstrated skill and ingenuity of the

highest order. (82)	 Later on, the Arabs continued to use ships at sea

(83)as well as in inland waters.

The Umayyad period witnessed an increase in the use by the

Arabs of ships; an increase which could best be demonstrated by the

new shipbuilding centre established during the Umayyad period. (84)

References to the use during the cAbbasid period of ships for

commercial, and occasionally, military purposes 
(8S) 

are numerous. The uses

of ships for military purposes included the suppression of rebellions

and the stamping out of pirates. (86) The paying of salaries to state

sailors 
(87) 

and the establishment of new shipbuilding centrest8

reflect increased attention by the state to shipping.

When designing a craft, shipwrights took into account the purpose

for which It was built, whether it was a pleasure boat(89) for use in
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rivers or an ocean-going vessel, 90 and tried to cater for the special

requirement of each environment.

Maritime trade had now - in the 9th and 10th centuries -

acquired new significance in political terms; it influenced the

caliphate as much as it was influenced by it. In fact the degree of

political stability in the capital of the caliphate could be measured in

terms of how safe sea routes between Arab and Indian ports were.

Increased commercial exchange by sea resulted in Increased

state revenues from duties on imported and exported merchandise. (91)

Types of ships and shipbuilding centres. Some sources

mention several types of ships which were used for commercial and

other purposes. Al_YaCkubi refers to ships called Khaytiyyat which

sailed the Atlantic coast of North West Africa. These ships, he says,

(92)were buLlt at Ubulla, and also sailed as far as China.	 He does

not explain how the ships found their way from Ubulla to the Atlantic.This type

was also used in Inland waters. (9 ) Ibn Jubayr refers to ships

called Ja1bt 9 which were used for commercial purposes in the Red

Sea.

Sources mention several types of ships used exclusively in Iraq

(95)
for various purposes.

However, there is no direct reference to the types of ships of the

coasts of the Arabian Peninsula, whether or not they were of the types

already mentioned.
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It is noteworthy, however, that the ships of the Indian Ocean

were made of coconut timber impcf ted from certain Indian islands.

These ships were built with their hull planking sewn together whereas

ships in the Mediterranean were built with their hull planking nailed

to an internal framework. Moreover, sails were made of coconut

fibre. Oil derived from a sea animal - called Baba - was used to caulk

the bottoms of ships to close the holes drilled for the sewing twine.

Cordage used to fasten together the planking of the hulls was also

made of coconut fibre. (96) Ships of the Indian Ocean were also made

(97)of teak-wood of India.

According to al_yaCkbf, ships of the Khaytiy,et type were built

in the town of Ubulla in Iraq. AI-Ya ubialso notes that the town of

Susa - in Morocco - had a shipbuilding centre. (98)

Other shipbuilding centres 	 were	 in existence in Alexandria,

- (9) CAkk_	 -	 (100)
Cairo, Dimyat,	 Tunis	 and probably on the eastern

(101)
coasts of the Arabian Peninsula.

2. Indian ships.	 Since pre-Islamic times, Indian trade ships

had made the journey to Ubulla in Iraq and were frequently to be seen

moored as high up the Tigris River as the region of Madain.(102)

Moreover, sources make frequent references to the presence of Indian

pirate ships in the Indian Ocean at different times in the Umayyad and

cAbb S d periods. (103)

Some sources indicate that during our era Indian ships were

(104)constantly to be seen moored in various Arab ports.
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-
Al-Mas udi refers to Indian ships called Bawarlj. These ships,

he says, were owned by some of the inhabitants of Manura. He adds

that those people used these Bawarlj to attack the Muslims' ships

sailing to India, China, Jedda and Kuizum. (105) According to al-Jahlz,

there was another kind of ship called Sanbuka, which was used by the

people of the Zabaj kingdom - Java. This type of ship could carry one

(106)	 c-	 -thousand men.	 But al-Mas udi and al-Jahiz do not explicitly say

whether these types of ships were used for trade or not.

A. Appadorat mentions several names of Indian ships, but he does

not specify the exact period. In the forefront of these ships were zamuquo,

"large sea-going craft, very much used in trade" and fusta, "used to make

(10 7)longer voyages.

According to A. L. Basham, "normally the timbers of ancient Indian

ships were not nailed or riveted, but lashed together; this was done to

avoid the imaginary danger of magnetic rocks, for the technique of nailing

a ship's timbers was certainly known in India in the mediaeval period. In

fact sewn or lashed timbers were more resilient than nailed ones, and could

stand up better to the fierce storms of the monsoon period and the many

coral reefs of the Indian ocean. (108;)

According' to al-Idrist, the ships of the Indian Ocean in general

have the same specifications. (109) It follows that these specifications

apply to both the Arab and the Indian ships. But al-Idrist does not tell

us about the names or the sizes, for example, of these ships.

As far as the shipbuilding centres in India are concerned, we

could not find many details in the sources. Al-Strait said that the

people of the Indian Islands of Babr Ilirkind and Laroy achieved fame

as shlpwrights. (110) On the other hand C.N. Parkinson points out

I
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that Surat was a shipbuilding centre (11' 
without specifying the

exact period. Moreover, "the hulls of the ocean-going vessels were

built of teak-wood from the rain-forests of Western India and it may

be assumed that by this period they were mostly built there. ,,(h12)

R. Mookerjt also gives more detail for Indian ships, their

names and the measurements of their respective lengths, breadths,

heights and tonnage. (113) But we do not know whether these ships

were used during our era, or not.

(114)Finally, the Indians too, used ships for river transport.

Times of voyag	 Making use of the monsoon wInds, (115)

Arab and Indian ships sailed the Indian Ocean; on reaching their

destination, the crews had to wait for the monsoon winds to blow In

the opposite direction, then set off back again. Arab and Indian

pilots seem to have possessed a detailed knowledge of the monsoon

(116)winds, their dates and directions. 	 Some sources Indicate that

they were well-Informed about tidal currents In the Gulf and the

Indian Ocean, and that enabled them to avoid many of the dangers

associated with this phenomenon.	 For example, they ascertained

that the tide rlse in the Indian Ocean and the Gulf at different times

despite the fact that the Gulf opens Into the Indian Ocean. Moreover,

they discovered that the waters of the Gulf become extremely rough

towards the end of autumn and calm towards the end of spring. Sources

add that, with the exception of autumn, the Gulf was* navigable throughout

(117)the year.	 This means that ships would have sailed from Arab
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coasts in the spring and set off back in the autumn thus making use

of the change in the monsoon winds in covering a distance of some

(118)
50 parasangs each day.

A voyage from the port of Maskat to Kilam Malay (Kuilon Kerala)

-	 ---(118)
took a whole month, so did a voyage from Zafar to Kalikut 	 (in the

Madras area). Ships had to wait for six months in India before

(120)
returning.

(1 21)Because the compass was unused In the ships, 	 the sun,

movement of wind, the stars and the moon were used by the pilots as

(122)navigational aids.

Although the main sources at our disposal do not give details

(12)about the sizes, loads and sails 	 of ships, the ships were

apparently big enough to carry horses and even elephants, which were

sometimes carried in them. Buzurk mentions a tax of one million

dirhams levied on a single ship, (124) suggesting that its cargo was

considerable.

Second: Seaports and commercial cities. In the following we shall

endeavour to study Arab and Indian ports which played a major part in

commercial activities between the two countries. We shall also outline

the facilities provided at port cities (warehouses, merchants'

accommodation, etc.). Cities located on land borders and their role

in the export and import of merchandise will also be considered.
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1. Arab ports. In addition to being centres for exporting and

Importing merchandise, the then port cities played host to numerous

merchants of various nationalities and attracted many people who

came from nearby regions In pursuit of employment and better

opportunities and who became porters, dockers, etc.	 This expansion

may have raised living standards In these cities.

Iraq. A.	 The port of Ubulla,which had a history of commercial

activity with India and other countries that preceded Islam, was by far

the oldest port in Iraq. (125)	 Through this port merchant ships passed

and continued their voyages as far up the Tigris River as the region of

-p.	 (126)Mada in.

When the Arab armies entered Iraq the caliph CUmar b. al-

Khattab instructed the commander of the conquering army SaCd b. Abi

Wakkas to des patch an expedition to be led by another prominent

c	 -	 .	 .	 (127)commander, Utba b. Ghazwan,to capture Farj al-Hind 	 or

Ubulla; a clear indication of strong trade links between Ubulla and

India.

The port of Ubulla, together with the port of J3asra provided

• .	 •	 .	 (128)facilities for trade between the Arabs and India. 	 Moreover, It

was from the port of Ubulla that Radhani merchants sailed to Oman,

(129)Sind, India and China.

The port of Ubulla continueci to play an important part In

commerce until A.H, 256/A.D. 869° when it was attacked and burned down

(131)by the Zanj. The once great port Was now reduced to a mere village.
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B. Basra. The second important port in Iraq was the

port city of Basra which was founded in A.H. 1 7/A.D. 638 in the reign of the

caliph CUmar b. al-Khatab and was located near Ubulla. (132)

Throughout the period prior to the destruction, at the hands

of the Zanj, of Ubulla, Basra was a large commercial city and a very

busy port. (13)

Although Basra, too, suffered at the hands of the Zanj, (134)

the extent of destruction was not as great as that inflicted upon Ubulla.

Basra remained an important port receiving Indian merchandise either

directly or via the coasts of the Arabian peninsula. (135

Judging by the amount of dues levied on ships using It, the port

of Basra must have been very Important from a commercial viewpoint.

At times it was leased to Individuals while at other times It was run

directly by the state which appointed officials whose duties included

collecting dues. (136)

Periods of upheaval such as the Zanj and Baridi rebellions, and

the interference by the Zut with the shipping route to Baghdad (137)

were temporary. Nevertheless, the political situation in the port seems

to have had a diiect effect on economic life in Baghdad. In Other

words, the more stable the port was the more stable prices in Baghdad

were and the more prosperous the economy in general became, and vice

versa. (138) This shows the vital role ports played in the economic

life of Iraq as a whole.
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B. Ports of the Arabian Peninsula. There were several ports

on the Arabian coasts which had direct commercial links with India.

On the eastern coasts there were the following ports.

A) The port of Aden in south west Arabia, was one of the

busiest Arab ports which, according to Ibn Khurdadhba received

"merchandise from Sind, India, China, Abyssinia, East Africa, Persia,

,(139)Basra, Jedda and Kuizum.'	 This account is confirmed by other

historians such as al_YaCkubI, Ibn Khaldun, al-Kalkashandi, Abu l-

and Ibn Battuja who maintained that Indian merchants had

taken up residence there. (14	 The inhabitants of Aden were mostly

merchants, porters, and fishermen. (142)

B) The port of Suhar (the capital of Oman). 	 This highly

Important port is described by al-Makdisi as unrivalled with regard to

(143)its facilities and its stocks of foreign merchandise.	 Other

historians note that this port received ships from India, China and

(144)East Africa.

C. Ports on the S. E. Arabian coast were: the port of Zafar

whence ships set off to India carrying Arab horses, 
(145) the port of

(146)Maskat, a stopover for ships seeking supplies of drinking water,

-	 (147)and the port of Raysut whence ships set off to the port of Kulam Malay.

Along the coasts of the Red Sea spread a number of Arab ports.

Ports on the eastern coast. A - The port of Jedda. Situated

not far from Mecca, the port of Jedda was second only to Mecca In terms

of the volume of trade it handled. (148) Ships en route up the Red Sea
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C-to the port of Aydhab docked in this port which also received

c	 - (149)merchandise from the ports of Kuizum and Aydhab.

B - The port of al-Jar. In this port, which was situated not

far from Medina, (15,0) docked ships en route up the Red Sea. It was

the second stop-over point for ships; the first was the port of

(15)Jedda.	 Moreover, ships travelling from the port of Kuizum down

(152)
the Red Sea also docked there.

Ports on the western coast of the Red Sea:

A - The port of CAyb received Arab, Indian and other ships

en route up the Red Sea. These ships, which stopped over in the ports

of Jedda and al-Jar, unloaded in the port of cAyab whence their

cargoes were transported by caravan to Egypt and North Africa. Pilgrims

from Egypt and North Africa set sail from the port of CAyb on the last

(153)stage of their journey to Jedda.

B - The port of Kuizum - Suez - was situated at the head of the

Red Sea and was considered the gateway to Egypt and Syria. It was

from this port that ships carrying merchandise from Egypt and Syria

sailed towards the ' Hejaz and the yemen(15	 and returned loaded with

Arab and Indian merchandise.

2. Arab commercial cities. The following Is a survey of other

Arab cities which played an important part in commerce with India.

Iraq. A. Baghdad. The founding inA.H. 141/A.D. 758

of Baghdad represented a considerable boost to commerce

with the east In general and with India
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in particular. (15 )
	

It is worth recalling that al-Mansur's Umayyad

predecessors were more inclined to trade with the west than with the

east.

In his choice of the site of Baghdad, al-Mansur was influenced

by the opinion of, among others, a local dihkan who pointed to the

immense advantages the proposed site of the new capital would confer

upon the caliph. He would be in a position to receive provisions by

boat from the west by the Euphrates, to receive gifts from Egypt,

Syria, to receive provisions by ships from China, India, Basra, and

Was it by the Tigris.	 lie would also receive provisions from Armenia

and adjacent regions by the Tigris. (15

Al_Yackubi describes the bazaar street of Baghdad and observes

that the city itself was divided into localities bearing names of

prominent merchants who lived there. 	 For instance, there were

quarters whose residents were predominantly from Balkh, Khuttal,

Bukhara', Sbishab (IsbIjb, a region between the Muslims and Turks)

Ishtakhanj, Kabul, Khuwarjzm and Khursn. A quarter known as

Kati% al_Rabic was inhabited by cloth merchants from Khurasan who

specialized in selling clothes imported exclusively from Khursan. (157)

Baghdad was destined to become a great city, thanks to the fact

that it had now become the capital of the caliphate, and to its strategic

position on the crossroads of international commerce.	 Trade caravans

- -	 (158)set out from Baghdad towards Khurasan and India. 	 Baghdad was

linked with India by sea route. Baghdad remained an important trade
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centre although its prosperity came under threat in times of crisis,

such as the conflict between al-Ma'mun and al-Amin, 
(159) and the

Zanj and Carmathian rebellIons. (160)

B. Samarra' was an important trade city. Ships from Basra

and Ubulla (1 61) docked there.

Egyptian commercial cities.

A - The city of Kaws east of the Nile was by far the largest city

in upper Egypt. (162) Its commercial significance lay in the fact that

it was located on the caravan route leading to the port of CAydb

Indian and Arab merchandise unloaded in the port of cAfb was then

transported by caravan across the desert to the city of Kaws and from

there it was distributed to various towns and cities in and outside

(163)Egypt.	 The city of Kaws was frequented by merchants from India,

(164)the Yemen and Abyss inla in pursuit of their trade.

B - The city of Farama was situated near the Mediterranean

coast of Egypt to the east of the Nile delta. Its commercial significance

lay in the fact that it served as a terminai(165) at which trade caravans

ended their journeys. These caravans brought merchandise which

included gifts, perfumes, medicines, jewellery, slaves, etc. from the

regions bordering on or adjacent to the Mediterranean and Red Sea.

Significantly, therefore, this city served as terminal for all the countries

of that region. (166) In Farama, moreover, docked Radhani merchant

ships en route from Europe down the Red Sea to India and China )167)
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C - The city of Fustt, which was the main city in Egypt prior

to the founding of Cairo, was also an important trade city. It

received merchandise from the south down the Nile, or from the

- (168)
Mediterranean since it was linked with Farama.	 In addition,

it was an important centre of trade with north west Africa.

In the second half of the 10th centuryA.D. Fustat was replaced

by Cairo, the new political capital of Ftimid Egypt, as the main trade

(16 9)city.

Commercial cities of the Arabian peninsula.

A - Mecca, which was linked with several Arab provinces by a

network of highways, was an important commercial centre. Caravan

routes linked it with Iraq, Syria, Egypt and with the eastern coasts of the

(170)	 (171)peninsula.	 It had access to the sea, through the port of Jedda.

Moreover, Mecca's religious position contributed to its economic

prosperity. Its bazaars which were stocked with Arab and Indian

merchandise (1 72) catered for pilgrims who poured into the city for

Islamic religious observances.

B - Served by the port of Ghalafika north of

al-Mandab, (173) the city of Zabtd was a gathering point for merchants

from Ejaz, Egypt, and Abyss inia. From this city, which was considered

a Yemeni port, was re-exported Indian and Chinese merchandise. (174)

3. Indian ports. Several Indian ports played an important part in
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trade with the West. (175) These ports can be summarized as follows:

A - The ports of Sind, Daybul and Tiz, were the two main ports

which provided facilities for trade with the Arabs. In these two ports

docked merchant ships which sailed from ports on the Arabian coasts

(176)	 (177)
such as Oman,	 or from Basra using the coastal route.

(178)Daybul, one of the largest ports of Sind,	 was closely

associated with trade with the Arabs.

B - Other ports of India. The ma In other ports of India were:

Otktn (Oykman), Ku11 (Kodinar, north west of Diu or Korl Creek (Bombay

State) ), Kanbaya (Cambay (Bombay State) ), Sindan (Sanjan, 50 miles

north of Thana (Bombay State) ), Subar (Sopara, near Bassein In the

Thana district (Bombay State) ), Saymr (Chaul in the Kolaba District

(Bombay State) ), Sindabur (Siddhpur, south of Goa), Kulam Malay

(Quilon (Kerala) ), Sarandth (Ceylon), In addition to the ports of the

(179)Bay of Bengal.

There were a number o Islands which received merchant ships.

The most importafit of these Is lands were: Lankabalus - Nicobar

islands - , Kala- Kedah, on the western coast of the Malay peninsula,

al-Rami - Sumatra, the Zabaj (Java), Dibajat (Laccadive Islands),

Bartyil which was part of Mahraj Kingdom, Wak Wag, Shalahit (in

Sumatra), and Sufala.
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Unfortunately, the sources fail to name any commercial

cities or ports on these islands.

Arab-Indian commercial ties were strengthened by waves of

Arabs, mostly merchants, emigrating to India and settling in Indian

port cities. (181)

4. Indian commercial cities.	 It is thought that the bulk of

Indian merchandise which reached the Arab world (by land routes) was

exported from Sind and adjacent Indian cities such as Kanbya (Cambay

(Bombay State)) - which had access to caravan routes. 
(182) 

Br the

same token, it is highly unlikely that many Arab trade caravans

ventured beyond Sind. We take the view that the bulk of Arab

merchandise was unloaded in Sind and such Indian cities as Kanbaya

and from there it was re-exported to towns and cities inside India.

In addition to the vital commercial role played by ports, there

were a number of cities in Sind which were important trade centres and

were linked with ports (by land routes) and also with main caravan

routes.

In the forefront of these cities were: Mansura (ruins of the

town 47 miles to the north-east of Hyderabad (Sind) )-, the capital of

Sind, which traded with the Arabs by land and sea, 
(18	

the Multan84

(West Punjab ) , Masakan (in Turan (Baluchistan) 3 , 
aI_Rr(185)

ruins near Rohrt (Sind), and Kusdar(186) - 	 uzdar (Baluchistan).
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Other cities played an equally active part in Arab-Indian

trade. However, these cities were situated outside the territorial

borders of India and Sind. They had their own manufacturing Industry

in addition to the considerable volume of merchandise transported to

them from towns and cities inside Sind and India.

In the forefront of these cities were: Kabul, which was the

(187)
main centre for exporting Indian merchandise, 	 Ghazna, Bust,

Kandahar, Lamgan, Karwan and others. (188)
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management of the Baghdad to Khursn highway, see al-Tabart,
Tgrrk, Vol. 12, p.1735. Also for the governor of the Khurasan
highway in the yearA.H, 261/AD. 871, see Ibri al-Jawzf,
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al-Muntaam, Vol. 5, p.26. For bandits on the Khurasan
highway in the yearA.H. 329/A.D. 940, see ibid., Vol. 6,
p . 31 8. Also CAdUd al-Dawla cleared away bandits who had
threatened caravans using the desert routes of Khursãn,
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(28) Al-Istakhri, al-Masalik wa-EMamaltk. p.17 says that a journey
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A,D., see R. Melink, Asian Trade and Eu pean lnfluenç, p.15.

(30) For details, see M. Rostovtzeff, Caravan cities. tr . D. and T.
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of Babylon with India 700-300 13.C_., JRAS, 1898, pp.241-88.

(31) For more details, see M. Rostovtzeff, The social and economic
history of the Hellenistic world. Oxford, Vol. 2, pp.1238-1301,
also by the same author: Caravan cities, p. 23-8.

(32) j. Somogy, A short history of Oriental trade, pp.33-4. On p.24
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Huzayyin, Arabia and the Far East, pp. 87-97.

(33) E.H. Wrmington, The commerce between the Roman Em pire and
India, pp.18-34, M. Rostovtzeff, The social and economic
history of the Hellenistic world, Vol. 2, pp.1246-8.

(34) See chapter one, pp. 71-4.

(35) Al-Tabari, Tarikh, Vol. 12, pp.l42O,1736,l753 1 l887 mentions
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Khurasan road. Ibn al-JawzT, al-Muntazan, Vol. 5, p.26 names
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(36) In the yearA.H.252/A.D.866 Shurayhal-Habashi, a
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killed. See al-Tabart, Trtkh, Vol, 12, p.1657. Musawlr
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killed In A. H. 261/A. D. 871. See al-Tabart, Trtkh, Vol. 12,
p.1887. lnA.H.321/A.D.933 the caliph al-Khir ordered a
man accused of piracy In the Tigris to be flogged. The man
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gang had their hands and legs cut off. See Ibn al-Jawzt, al-
Muntaam_, Vol. 6, p.249. InA.H.360/A.D.970, CAdUd al-
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Miskawayh, Tajrtbal-Umam, Vol. 2, p.298, al-Makdist,
Ahsan al-Takstm, p.489, Ibn Khaldiin, al_Clbar, Vol. 4, part
4, pp.951-2.
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pp.164-6,168-9,172,186, al_YaCkübi, al-Bulda, p.273, Ibn
Hawkal, $ijtal-Ard, part 2, pp.274,278,421-2,475, Ibn
Khurddhba, l-Masallk wa-'l-Mamalik, p.43, Ibn Serapion,
Description of Mesopotamia and Baghdad, tr. G.L. Strange,'
JRAS, 1895, pp.9-32. For pontoons, see Ibn Rusta, al_AClak,
al-Naflsa, pp.182,186-7, al_yaCkibi, juldan, pp.251,253,
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Maslik wa-'l-Mamalik, pp.l8-34,5O,5l,59, al-Mustawfi,
Nuzhat al-Kulub pp.160-79, Kudma, al-araj waSanCat al-
K1tba, pp.194-212, al_YaCkilbI, al-Buldn, pp.269-95.
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pp.16, 167,170, IbnKurdadhba, al-

Masãlik wa-'l-Mamalik, pp. 49, 50-1 , 54; Ibn al-Jawzt, aJ.-
Muntazam, Vol. 6, p. 77, Ibn Hawkal, Surat al-Ag, part 2,
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al-Buldan pp.279,280, Ibn Rusta, al_Aclk al-Naffsa,
pp.169-70, Ibn Hawal, Suratal-Arçl, part2, pp. 258,403-4.

(41) Ibn Hawkal, Sürat al-Arci, part 2, p.269, Ibn Khurdadhba,
a1-Maslik wa-'l-Mamlik, p. 56, al-Makdlst, 1hsan al-Taks1
p. 488.

(42) Ibn Hawkal, Sirat al-Ard, part 2, p.430. Kudama, al-Khaxij
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al-Mas11k wa-'l-Mamalik, pp.102-6.
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(45) Ibn Nawkal, Sirat al-Ard, part 2, p.328.

(46) Ibid, p.320, al-Istakhri, al-Mas1ik wa-'l-Mamglik p.103.

(47) A1-Biruni,jiTahktk ma li Lh l_Htnd mm Makiila, p.163, refers
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cAj5 I ib al-Hind, p.lO4.
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(49) Ibn Khurdadhba, al-Masalik wa-'l-Mamaltk pp.54-S.

(50) Al-Biruni, FtTahkik ma li-'l-Hind mm Makula 1 pp.159-60.
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(52) Ibid, pp.188-91,205,206,218.
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see S.M. Yusuf, a1-Raj: The routeofthe Arab mariners across
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(68) Abu 'l-FIda', Takwlm al-Buldan, p.361, al-Kalkashandi,
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(69) Al-Idrisr, Nuzhat al-Mushtac, p.63.
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(71) Ibn al-Mujawir, Tarikhal-Mustabsir, Vol. 2, p.268.

(72) A1-S1rff, Silsilat al-Tawartkh, pp.15-20. Al_MasCudi, Murul,
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(74) Al-Makdjsj, Ahsan al-Takasim, pp.104,105, al-Idrist,
Nuzhatal-Mushtã)ç, p.47, Ibnjubayr, Rihia, p.66.
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(76) Ibn Khurdadhba, al-Masalik wa-'l--Mamalik, p.153, al-
Hamadhnt, Mukhtasar Kltãb al-Buld gn, p.271. Also, for
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and the land of Radh5n, JESHO, Vol. XVII, 1974, pp.300-23,
M. Lombard, The golden age of Islam, p.209.

(77) For levies, see al-Makdisi, Ahsan al-Takasirn, pp.104,105,
Ibn Jubayr, Rihla, p.66, al-IdrIsi, Nuzhat al-Mushtak, p.47.
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See al-Tabart, Tarfkh, Vol. 12, pp.l837,1849. Also the
rebellion by the Zutt in the region of al-Bat D. see al-Baladjrnrl,
Futiihal-Buldn, part 2, p.462, Ibnal-Athir, a1-KmtL Vol. 5,
pp . 232-3.

(79) AlMasCiid1, al-Tanbih wa-'l-I, p.307, which contains
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al_Muctasim, al-Biri:ini, FTTahkTk m lI-'l-Htnd mm Maula,
p.167. For the protection of the Tigris route in the reign of
al-Khir (A.H. 321/A.D. 933), see Ibn al-Jawzi, al-Muntazam
Vol: 6, p.249.

(80) S.M. Imamuddin, Commercial relations of Spain with Iraq,
Persia, Khursan, China and India in the 10th century,, IC, -
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XXXVII, 1963, p.200, E. Ashtor, A social and economic histoy
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(81) IbnTiktaka,.al-FakhrL p.81, al-Makrizi, a 1-Jthita Vol. 1,
p. 293.

(82) Al-Kindi, al-Wulatwa--'l-Kudat, Beirut; 1908, p.13,
al-Makrlzi, al-Khltat, Vol. 1, p.296.

(83) Ibn Khald n, al_Clbar, Vol. 3, pp.19,145,171.
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and flat-bottomed ships, see a1-Jhiz, al-Hayawn, Vol. 1,
p.82, Ibn Rusta, al_AC15k al-Naftsa, pp.195-6. The ship-
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(87) a1-Sabi,JWuzara', p.24. Ibnai-Jawzi, al-Muntazam,
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(92) Ai_YaCkibi, al-J3uldan, p.360.
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A short history of Oriental trade s p. 31 ,states that since the
Greek times, the journey from the coast of the Red Sea to India
and Ceylon, takes forty days.

(120) Al-Marwazf, Taba,ic al-Hayawan, p.11, maIntains that the
Chinese bannd visiting traders from selling and buying pending
the arrival of more merchant ships.
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(121) Our main sources do not mention the use of the compass.
H. Hasan, A history of Persian navigation, p.111, says:
"the use of the mariner's compass was unknown before the
twelfth century." C.N. Parkinson, Trade In the eastern
seas, p. 391, suggests that the use of the compass was known
in India as early as sixth or seventh century A.D.

(122) Ibn Mjib, al-Fawa'Ic, p.67, Ibn Kutayba, al-Anwa', pp.
190-1. In addition, there was a lighthouse near
to warn ships against the dangers of the tide, and a flame
on the mountain of Ceylon which served a similar purpose,
as we have already seen.

(123) A1-.Hamdn1, SifatJaziJatal_cAIb, Leiden, 1884, p.200,
says that Yemen achieved fame as producer of sails.
G.R. Tibbetts, Arab navigation 1 pp. 52-63, discusses the
sails, but his information is too late.

(124) Reference to the transport of horses is to be found in the parts
of export of horses, and also with the Zanj rebellion. For the
transport of elephants by ships, see, al-Bal gdhurf, Futu at-
Buldan, part 2, p.357, al-Tanikhi, Nishwral-Muhdara,
Damascus, 1930, Vol. 8, p.124. For a tax of one million
dirhams levied on a single ship, see Buzurk, Aj5'ib al-Hind,
p.107.

(125) For the importance of Ubulta (Apologus) as a pre-Muhammadari.
settlement, see C.A.W, Stiffe, Ancient tradin g centres of the
Fersian Gulf, GJflGS, Vol. IX, 1897, p.312, W.H. Schoff,
The peri plus of the Erythrean Sea, p.149, S O A Q T. Wilson, The

ian Gulf, p.63.

(126) IbnRusta, al_AClakal_Nafisa, p . 93 . al-Mutahharb. Thir
al-Makdist, al-BaI', Vol. 4, p.74.

(127) Al-Bagdd1, 1jJkh Baqjdad, Vol. 1, p.155. For Ard al-Hind,
see al-Mutahhar b. Thir al-Makdisi, al-Bad', Vol. 5, p.175,
Abu Ysuf, l-Khaj, p. 34. For the importance of Ubulla
to ships from Oman, Bahrein, India and China, see al-Dtnawari,
al-Akhbãr al-Tiwj, Leiden, 1888-1912, p.123, al_YaCkübl,
a1-Buldj, pp. 320, 364.

(128) They are compared by G.F. Hourani, Arab seafaring in the
Indian Ocean, p.69, to the cities of Manchester and Liverpool.
See also S.A.T. Wilson, The Persian Gulf, p.63.

(129) Ibri Khurdadhba, al-Masalik wa-'l-Mamalik,p.154.
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(130) Al-Tabari, Tarikh, Vol. 12, p.1837, Ibnal-Athir, al-Kmil,
Vol. 5, p.359. Al_Ya c ibt, al-Buldgn, p.250, however
maintains that it continued to play an important role well
into the reign of al_MuCtasim. Also, for evidence that it
continued to play an important role until A.H. 256/A,D. 869,
see S.S. Nadavi, Arab navigation, Ic, 1941, Vol. XV, p.447.

(131) Ibn Battuta,Rilia, Vol. 1, p.143. Al-Istakhri, al-Masalik
wa-'l--Mamalik, p.57, notes, however, that it was a small
town.

(132) Al-Yaubl, al-Buldan, p.223. It was ten miles from Ubulla
according to Ibn Battiita, Ri 	 Vol. 1, p.142.

(133) SeeA.J. Naji and Y.N. All, Miscellanea JESHO, 1981,
Vol. XXIV, p. 298, J. Somogy, The part of Islam in Oriental
trade 1 p.182, S.A.T. Wilson, The Persian Gulf, p.66.
Quoting al-Hamadhni, M.R.A. Nadvi, Industry and commerce
under the Abbasids, PHS, 1953, p.255, says: "After Baghdad,
Basra was the second greatest commercial centre in the
caliphate. It handled the entire seaborne trade of the east
and served as the main exchange depot for the trade of the
east and west. The merchants of Basra were often engaged
in international trade and were the principal trade brokers of
the world."

(134) Al-Tabart, Tarikh, Vol. 12, p. 1849 reports that they entered
it thA.H. 257/A. D. 870 and killed a large number of its population.

(135) J. Somogy, The part of Islam in Oriental trade, p.182.

(136) Miskawayh, Tajarib a1-Umam, Vol. 2, p.128, notes that in
A.H.339/A.D.950, when the Bartdi influence in Basra was at
at end, harbour-dues reached the equivalent of 2,000,000
dirhams. Ibn Hawkal, Siirat al-Ajç, part 1, p.247 mentions
that he hadattended the ceremonies of leasing the port of Basra
toAbt-'l-Fadlal-Sh1rz1, which took place inA.H 0 358/A.D. 968,
and that due amounted to 6,000,000 dlrhams. These figures
are confirthed by Ibn Khurddhba, al-Masalik wa-'l-Mamlik,
p.59, and Kudmã, al-K1arj wa_ancat al-Kitba, p.239.
Anon., Hudiid al_CAlam, p.139 says: "Basra is the only country
of the tithes (ushri)." S.M. Ahmad, 	 a1.cArabiyya al-
llindiyya, p.122 calls Basra the Liverpool of the Arabs.
Mustawfr, Nuzhat a1-Kulib, p.46, says "The revenues of Basra
and its dependencies in the time prior to the late disturbances,
amounted to 441,000 currency dinars." S S. Nadavi, ommerc1al
relations of India with Arabia, tr. Sayeed UI Haq, IC, 1933,
Vol.VII, pp . 2 85-6, mentions the duties levied on the entry of
boats and ships in A.H.306/AOD. 918, during the days of al-
Muktadir, and that the total income from this port was 22,575
dinars.

(137) Al _Mas cud i, al-Tanbihwa-'l-Ishraj, p.307.
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(138) Mlskawayh, Tajarib al-Umam, Vol.. 2, p.112 maintains
that InA.H.336/A.D 0 947, prices In Baghdad fell when
a1-Muti and the Amir MuClzz al-Dawla managed to recapture
Basra from Abi al-Kasim al-Baridi.

(139) Ibn Khurdadhba, al-Masalik wa-'l-Mamalik, p.61. For its
importance in Pre-Islamic times, see W.H. Schoff, The
periplus of the Erythrean Sea, p.115.

(140) Al_YaCkubi, al-Buld, p.319, Ibn Khaldun, al_Clbar, Vol.4,
part 2, p.473, al-Kalkashandt, Subh al_A C ia ftSinat al-
Insha, Vol. 5, p.T0,Abii 'l-Fid", akwrmal-Buidn, p.93,
al-AnsrT al-Dimashkt, Nukhbat al-Dahr ft CAjIjb al-Barr wa-
'l-Bahr, Lelden, 1865, p.216, al-Idrist, Nuzhatal-Mushtak
p.29.

(141) Ibn Eattuta, Rthla Vol. 1, p.195.

(142) Ibid, p.195.

(143) Al-Makdtst, Ahsan al-Taks1m. p.92. Chau ju-Kua,
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pearls and dates which they get in exchange for cloves,
cardamon seeds and camphor."

(144) Abi 'l-Fida', Takwim ai.-Buldaa, p.99, al-Hamadhant,
Mukhtasar Kitab al-Buldan, p.11, al-Kalkashandt, Subh al-
ACsJ-i ftSlnãcat al-In, Vol.3, p.243, Vol. 5, p.S5.

(145) See chapter four, p. 172.

(146) Al_MasCudi, Muruj, Vol. 1, p.149, al-Sirafi, Silsilat
al-Tawrtkh, pp.l5-16. C.A.W. Stiffe, Ancient tradin,g
centres of the Persian Gulf, GJRGS, Vol. X, 1897, p.608,
says about Maskat: "This place Is still an important place of
call, and trade with India, the Red Sea, and Zanzubar, chiefly
only transshipment."

(147) According to Ibn al-Mujawir, Tarikh ai-Mustabir, Vol. 2,
p.268, Raysit was a great town connected with Baghdad by
a road paved with gypsum and busy with caravan traffic bound
for India.
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(148) Al-Istakhri, al-Masalik wa-'l-MamaUk, p.23.

(149) Al-Idrisi, Nuzhat . al-Mushtk, pp. 28, 48.

(150) Al-Istakhrt, al-Masalik wa-'l-Mamallk, p.23.

(151) Al-Idrist, Nuzhat a1-MuJtak 1 p.50, Ibn al-Mujawir, Tarikh
al-Mustabsir, Vol. 1, p.50.

(152) A1-Makdist, Ahsan al-Takasim, pp.12,215, Ibn al-Mujawir,
Tar[khal-Mustabslr, Vol. 1, p.SO.

(153) Al-Makrizl, al-Khltat. Vol. 1, pp.356-8, al-Idrtst, .Nuz1t
al-Mushtk, pp.46-8.

(154) Ai-Istakhrf, al-MasJ.jk wa-'l-Mamallk, p.30. Al-Hamawt,
Muam al-Buldn, Vol. 4, p.160 confirms this account.
However, he reports that in his time the town of Kuizum lay
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(155) S.M. Ahmad, al_cllakat al-Arabiyya al-Hindiyya, p.121.
See also: chapter one, p . 73.

(156) Al-Tabarl, Tarikh, Vol. 10, p.275.

(157) For more details about Baghdad and Its bazaars, see al-Yakiibl,
aj-Bu1dn, pp. 233-54.
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Baghdad to Khurãsin, Baghdad to Basra, Baghdad to Kufa,
Baghdad to Anbr and on to Syria. Also, for Baghdad's
Importance, anon., HUdÜd al_cAlam. p . l38 , says that It was
"the most prosperous town In the world." M.R.A. Nadvi,
Industry and commerce under the Abbasids, PHS., 1953, Vol. 1,
p.25 5, says: "During the reigns of al-Rashtd and al-Ma'miin
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on Baghdad." Chau-ju--Kua, Chinese and Arab trade. p.135,
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the Ta-shi," (the Arabs).

(159) Ibn Kathir, aI-Bidaya,, Vol. 10, p.239, al-Tabart, Tarikh,
Vol. II, pp.783,817, IbnAjamal-Kiifi, al-Futiih, Vol.8, p.296.

(160) The Zanj rebel leader staged his rebellion lnA.H. 255/A.D. 868,
and was killed inA.H.270/A.D.883. See al-Tabari, Tarikh,
Vol. 13, pp.2095-6. The CarmathianrebelleaderAbuSa°id
al-Janb1, staged his rebellion In Bahrein inA.H.286/A.D.899,
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and was killed inA,H.301/A.1J 0 913. The Carmathians
influenced events in Basra, on the coasts of the Arabian
Peninsula, and on certain land routes. See al-Tabarf,
Tarrkh, Vol. 13, pp. 2188,2192-3,2205-6,2222,2270.

(161) Al_YaCkilbi, al-Buldan, p.263.

(162) A1-Makrtzi, al-KhJtat, Vol. 1, p.415, al-Hamawi, MuCjm
al-Buldn. Vol. 4, p.201.

(163) Al-IdrIsi, Nuzhat a1-Mushtaic pp. 20-1.

(164) Al-Makrizi,al-Khttat, Vol. 1, pp.356-8, Abu 'l-Fida',
Takwlm al-Buldãn, p.111.

(165) Al-Hamawi, MuCjarflal_Buldaji, Vol. 3, pp. 2 82-4.

(166) A1_Mas cudt , al-Tanbih wa-'l-Ishraf, pl9, al-Makdist, Ahsa
al-Takãslm, p.194.

(167) Al-Hamadhant, Mu1ctasar Kit_ab al-Buldan. p.270-i, where he
calls them Randnis. See also, Ibn Khurddhba, al-Maslik
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(168) A1_Masclrdr, al-Tanbih wa-'l-Ishraf, pp.19-20, and Muruj,
Vol. 1, p.100, al-Idrisi, Nuzhat al-Mushtk, pp. 20-1, al-
Makdisf, Ahsanal-Taks[m, p.213.
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(171) Al-Istak.Iri, al-Masalik wa-'1-Mama1ik p.23, al-Kaikashandj,
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(173) Ghalfika is a port of Zabid, situated on the Yement coast.
See a1-fiamawT, MuCjam al-Buld5n, Vol. 3, p.808.

(174) A1-Kalkashandi, Subh a1A Csh , Vol. 5, pp.9-10, uotinga1
Brrunr. - For the Importance of Zabfd, see al-Hamawi, Mu jam
al-Buldan, Vol. 2, pp.915-16.
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coast, see E.H.G. Osers, Merchants make history, pp.81-2.

(176) For reference to the shipping route from Oman to Tiz, see
al-Idrist, Nuzhat a1-Musjtk, p.63. For Daybul and TIz,
see Ibn Khurddhba, al-Masã1l1cwa- t l-MamLik4 p.62 and the
footnote on the same page. For the Importance of the port of
TTz, see aI-Anãrral-Dlmas14r, Nukhbat al-DaJj. p.151,
al-Mutahharb. Tahlral-Makdlsf, al-Bad, Vol. 4, part 2, p.91.

(177) Ibn Khurdadhba, j-Maalik wa-'l-Mamaljjc,, p.62.

(178) Ab 'l-Fida°, Takwim_al-Buldan, p.349, Ibn Hawkal, Sürat al-
part 2, pp.50,323, al_YaCkib1, a1-BuIdxi, p.365-6.
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(179) Ibn Khurdadhba, al-Masalik wa-'l-Mamalik, pp.62-4. For the
port of Kijiam Malay and Kanbya, see Ab '1-Fld', Takwlm p 1-
Buldn. pp.357,36l, Ibn Battüta, Rihia, Vol. 2, p.19. For
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Hind, p.119, al-Btruni, al-Jamhir fr MaCrifat al-Jawhlr,
Hydarabad, 1938, p.43.

(180) For Wak Wak Island (Japan), see al-Mustawfl, Nuzhat al-Kulub,
p.222, S.S.NadvI, Arab navigation, IC, 1942, Vol. XVI, pp.
186-92. GF. Hourani, Arab seafaring in the Indian Ocean,
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Kitb a1-Buldn, p.11. Ibn Khurddhba, a1-Masãlikwa-'1-Mama1I,
pp.66,68, al-Bfriint, al-Jamhir, p.184, Buzurk, CAjIiba1..HInd
pp. 8-11,150, Abii 'l-Fidã', Tawtma1-Bu1dn, p.369, al-KazwTnt,
Athãra1-Bild, pp.29,44.
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(181) Al_MasCudt, Murj, Vol. 1, p.210 reports that InA.H.304/A.D.
916, he saw in Saymur around ten thousand Omanis, Basris,
Baghdadts and Strfis, some of whom were prominent merchants,
such as Mus b. Ishk. Ibn Battita, Rihia, Vol. 2, p.9
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were Iraqis such as cA1I al-Dtn al-Awjf.

(182) For the Importance of Kanbaya and its trade links with Mansura,
see al-Makdisf, Ahsan al-Takãsfm, p.482, alMas C tidf, Muruj,
Vol. 1, p.116.

(183) For the Importance of Mansura, see Ibn Hawkal, Siirat al-Ard,
part 2, Pp. 320-1, al-Makdlsi, Ahsan al-Taksim, pp.479,482,
al-Mustawfi, Nuzhat al-Kuli:ib, p. 252.

(1 84) For the Importance of the Multan, see Ibn Hawkal, Surat al-Ard,
part 2, pp.321-2, al-Makdlsr, Ahsanal-Takstm, pp.480,482,
al-Mustawfi, Nuzhat al-Ku1j, p. 252.

(1 85) For the Importance of Masakan and Rur, see al-Hamawl, MuCJam
al-Buldan, Vol. 4, p.614 and Vol. 2, p.833.

(186) Al-Makdist,Absan al-Takasim, p.478, says that Kusdar Is the
capital of Turn.

(187) Ibn Hawkal, Surat al-Ard, part 2, p.450, al-Biruni, al-Jamahir,
p.82, aI-Idrtst, Nuzhat al-Mushtk, p.72, al-Anrtal-
Dimashkf, Nukhbat al-Dah, p.181, al-I akhrl, al-Mas5lik
wa-'l-Mam1ik, p.157, al_YaCkilbi,	 p.281, Abti '1-
Fidã', Takwimal-Buldn, p.469.

(188) For Ghazna, see Ibn Khaldun, al_cibar (al-Mukaddimab p.109.
For Lamghãn, see al_Clbar, Vol. 4, part 4, p. '174, al-Istakhrt,
al-Masãlik wa-'l-Mamllk, p.141, Anon., Hudiid al_CAlam.
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This chapter deals with various methods of commercial

exchange between the Arab world and India, taxes imposed on

merchandise in ports and customs posts in both countries, the

Importance of currencies in the process of trade, and prices.

1. Methods of commercial exchange. Having examined available

texts on commercial exchange between the Arabs and Indians in the

period of the research, we can point to three methods of exchange (1)

as follows:

A. Barter. The history of barter long precedes the period of the

research. However, sources clearly indicate that this method

continued to he used by merchants during the period of the research,

especially in their dealings with the islands of the Indian Ocean. Their

ships sailed for those islands to make purchases of such commodities

as cloves, ambergris and others. (2) However, the sources do not

suggest that bartering was common In mainland India and In the Arab

world as well. From this we argue that even in the period of the

research this method was considered old In comparison with other

methods of exchange.

B. The method of"double trading Although sources do not indicate

how common this method was (3) it is possible to come to the

conclusion that both Arab and Indian merchants used it in their trading.

The method of double trading means that the merchant would sell
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his merchandise in the other country, and use his earnings in the

currency of that country to purchase merchandise with which he would

re-load his ship to return home. Traders from abroad who of

necessity had to spend considerable periods of time in waiting

(maritime traders, for instance, had to wait for long periods dictated

by seasonal winds) may have taken part in internal trade alongside

local traders and made profits as a result. This method of trading

must have promoted internal trade in the host country.

C. Dealing with money. As might be expected, exchange using

money was the most important method of commercial exchange at the

disposal of Arab and Indian merchants. This can be explained as follows:

1. The currency of India. In India more than one type of

currency was in circulation. This is attributable to India's massive

geographical area and to the fact that a number of Indian kingdoms were

in existence. The currency in circulation in some parts of India was

rather primitive and antiquated, while in others, it could be considered

advanced as It was made of the metals gold and silver. (4)

In his account of his visit to India and of the coinage of the

Dibajat Islands (Laccadive islands), ai-Mas%dt maintains that 'seashells

were used as a medium of exchange' and that 'whenever the queen was In

a financial difficulty she would command her subjects to fell coconut

palm leaves, and drop them in seawater, whereupon seashells would

accumulate on them, the leaves would be collected, nd exposed to the
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heat of the sun, which would waste away the body and leave the

(5)empty shell.

The use of shells as a medium of exchange Is confirmed by

lbn Battuta. In the course of describing the coinage used In Dhlbat

al-Mahi (perhaps the Maldives and the Laccadive islands), Ibn

Battuta states that the inhabitants of these islands exchange shells,

which are animals they pick up from the sea, keep in holes to waste

away the flesh and leave the white shell, and which they exchange

with the inhabitants of Benhala for rice, which is the means of exchange

of the people of BenQhala, while the Yemenis exchange it for sand in

their boats. (6)

The use of shells as a medium of exchange was not confined to

the above-mentioned Islands. In the course of describing the kingdom'

C - -of Dahmy, al-Mas udi maintains that the inhabitants of that kingdom

used shells as a medium of exchange, and that shells were in fact the

official currency of the kingdom. (7)

In view of this use of shells the question arises how Arab merchants

dealt with the Inhabitants of those islands. We know that this type of

currency could not be exchanged in the Arab world but could, perhaps,

in other parts of India. (8) Ibn Battuta's reference that the people of

Yemen accepted shells instead of sand might not apply to peoples in

other parts of the Arab world. It is not unlikely, therefore, that

merchants who traded with those islands used the method of double

trading earlier referred to. They might have used the local currency
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'shells' while in those islands, orthay have used barter as well.

In other parts of India the currency in circulation was coins

struck of gold and silver. For instance, the inhabitants of Malabar

used coins of gold and silver for thea purpose of trade, twelve silver

coins being worth one gold. (9) The inhabitants of the kingdom of

al-Jurz (Gurjara) with which the Arabs traded, used ingots of gold as

well as dirhams of a type called Tatariyya bearing the figure of the

King. Each dirham weighed one MiskalP 	 The coins used in the

kingdom of Ballahra (Rastrakitas - Vallabharajas) were also dirhams

(Thiriyya or Zahiriyya), each of these dirhams weighing the same as

an Arab dirham and a half. They were first minted at the beginning

of the reign of their king. (11)

In the course of his description of the inhabitants of the island

of I3artayil, in the Kingdom of the Zabaj (Java), which formed part of

the kingdom of al-Mahraj (the King of Java), Ibn Khurdadhba mentions

that al-Mahrj collected 200 Mannas (1 Manna 7&5g) of go)d every

day in taxes, and that he collected 50 Mannas of gold daily in taxes

(12)levied upon cock fights. 	 This indicates that gold served as a

medium of exchange in the kingdom of Java.

In Sind the local coins were called Kahtriyyat, and Tatra

dirhams. The dirhams of Multan had designs derived from Fatimid

prototypes. (13) Al-Istakhri agrees with al-Makdisi's account - the

above-mentioned text - although they disagree about the weight of

(14)	 -	 -(15)dirhams.	 Ibn Hawkal, however, calls those dirhams al-Kandahariyyat
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rather than al-Kahlriyyat. It may be that these coins were named

after Cairo, perhaps suggesting the influence of the Fattmtds in

Egypt after Cairo was founded in the 4th/i 0th century. Alternatively,

the coins could well have been called Kandahariyyat after the well-

known city of Kandahar.

Other sources gave details of the currency of India.

Al-Kalkashandi, for instance, gave details of the names and weights

of the coinage of India. (16) However, his Information seems to be

related to the period which follows the period of the research.

Furthermore, his information deals with India as a whole rather than

with the currencies of individual Indian kingdoms, each of which had

its own currency. Al-IdrisT, too, mentions the coinage of Mansura

city(17) without explaining whether that currency was accepted as

legal tender throughout Sind or whether its use was restricted to the

Mansura region only. In fact, the information provided by the sources

on coinage and methods of commercial exchange do not cover the whole

of India. For example no reference is made to the coinage ad trading

in the kingdom of lçlnnawj (Kanauj-Uttar Pradesh) or in other small

kingdoms. This could be attributed to the fact that very little direct

trading took place with those kingdoms.

2. The currencies of the Arab world. Arab currencies at that

time differed greatly from Indian currencies with regard to the amount

of information available on them and theii degree of sophistication.

The difference is attributable to the fact that most sources which deal
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with the subject are written in Arabic and also to the fact that, unlike

India, the Arabs did not have primitive methods of exchange in that

period.

Al-Makrizi, among other historians, carried out detailed studies

of the coinage in circulation in various regions of the Arab world in the

period of the research. (18) His study deals with such aspects of

coins as their types, names, weights, and appearance, their intrinsic

values, the metals used, their value in relation to other coins and

whether they were exchanged on the basis of the number of coins or

on the basis of the weight of them. (19)

The dtnar and the dirham were the basic units of currency in

the Arab world. Some Arab regions had their own alternative forms of

currency. However, the issuing of these regional currencies was

c -	-authorised by the Abbasid and Fatimid caliphal authorities. These

currencies were used alongside centrally issued currencies which

served as a criterion for the purpose of determining their values and

exchange rates. As a result, regional currencies were accepted as

legal tender in Baglcdad, the CAbs1d capital, and in Cairo, the Fatimid

capital. It is reasonable to assume that Indian merchants who traded

in the Arab world used these currencies whose values would have been

known to them.

D. Other methods of exchang.

There are several indications to suggest that tle coinage of each

country was accepted as legal tender in the other country. Some sources
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indicate that when Arab merchants headed for the Sufala island of

India to make purchases there they would carry their own Arab coins

with them. When they reached their distinations, they would leave

their coins in a certain place, and when they returned to that place

the following day they would find cloves in amounts equal to the

(20)value of their money. 	 This is a clear Indication that Arab coins

were accepted by those islanders. Sources also indicate that the

coins of certain Indian regions were accepted In other parts of India,

and that the inhabitants of these regions may have used the dinar or

the dirham as a medium of exchange. (21) Reference is also made to

taxes levied in the Arab world on gold and silver brought b merchants

from outside the Arab world, (22) and to the availability of gold and

silver in large quantities in certain regions of India. (23)

In addition to the above-mentioned methods of exchange, the

period of the research witnessed the extensive use of various banking

facilities which must have served trade between the two countries.

Matters related to banking included the exchange of gold and

silver coins according to the intrinsic values of their metals. This

duty was performed by money-changers whose offices grew up In many

(24)Arab and Indian cities. 	 Not only did these money-changers make

profits but they also facilitated trade.

The use in commercial transactions of cheques, bills of exchange

(Suftaja), money orders (Hawla), delayed payments (Nast'a), also

contributed to facilitating trade. (25) There were also several banks
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(Buyt al-Mal). These financial institutions, whether owned by the

(26)state or by individual merchants 	 represented an important

development in finance and signified the expansion of banking

facilities in response to increased demand on them.

2. Taxation. A tax system was in operation not just in the Arab

world and India but on a world-wide scale. For example, Arab merchants

(27)	 (28)
had to pay taxes on entering Byzantine 	 and Chinese	 territories

and waters. Imposing taxes on trade was considered a right, and that

right was exercised by states as part of their sovereignty, as is the

case at present.

A. Taxation in the Arab world. The legislative foundations of the

Arab tax system were laid down in the reign of the second orthodox

C -	 - --	 C -caliph, Umar b. al-Khattab. Abu Musa al-Ash art, the governor of

Kufa, and later of Basra, is reported by some sources to have written

to CUmar Informing him that Muslim merchants were having to pay a

levy of one-tenth when trading in non-Muslim territories. In reply,

CUmar instructed al-Ash%rito impose a levy of one-tenth on foreign

merchants when they traded in Muslim territories, lie further instructed

him to impose half.that amount in taxes on Dhimmt merchants, and five

dirhams on the first two hundred on Muslim merchants. If they had tn

excess of two hundred then he should levy one dirham on each additional

(29)
forty dirhams.

The callph t s instructions formed the basis of a'taxation system

that was to continue long after the originator had gone. During the
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CAbbs\id period, some aspects of that system were elaborated on.

Directed by al-Rashid, Abu Yusuf the Judge laid down detailed rules

regulating taxation and other commercial matters. These rules,

which were inspired by and based upon the Islamic canon law, are

contained in Abu Yusuf's book "Kitab al-KharaJ." In his book, which

became the standard reference on the subject, Abu Yusuf rules that if

a merchant from a hostile country who has paid one-tenth in taxes

returns to that hostile country, and leaves It after one month since

the date of his paying the levy, he shall be liable to pay another levy.

A Muslim merchant, however, shall swear before the tax authorities

that what he has is personal property, whereupon he Is exempted from

taxes since he is presumed to have paid 'Zakat' on it. Merchandise,

not personal property, shall be liable for taxation. (30)

In his book "al-Kharaj", Yahya b. Adam al-Kurasht concurs with

Abu Yusuf with regard to the amounts of taxes levied from Muslims and

other merchants. (31)

However, Abu Yusuf's and Yahya b. Adam's accounts of the

subject differ from that of al-Kalkashandi, who maintains that merchants

arriving in Egypt by sea had to pay a levy which amounted to one-tenth

of the merchandise they imported from abroad. Increasing the amount

of the levy of reducing it to half that amount was entirely at the

discretion of the Imam, and the levy was imposed once a year Irrespective

of the number of Journeys a merchant made during that year. Any

additional levy had to be agreed to by the merchant. A levy of one-fifth

was imposed on Byzantine and Frankish merchants trading in Egypt,at
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Alexandria and Dimyat."

With regard to Zakat on Muslims and its relation to commercial

taxes al-Kalkashandi reports that merchants and others had to pay a

levy on what they had in gold and silver, which amounted to 5 dirhams

on every 200 dirhams. That tax was levied once every ten months

regardless of the number of journeys a merchant made in and out of

(32)
the country.

Unlike AbuYusuf and Yahya b. Adam al-KurashT, al-Klkashandt

refers to the right of the Imam to authorise an increase or a reduction

in the amount of the levy. Whereas Abu Yusuf and Yahya b. Adam at-

Kurashi maintain that taxes levied from Frankish and Byzantine merchants

amounted to one-tenth of their merchandise, al-Kalkashandt holds that

it amounted to a fifth. Moreover, al-Kalkashandi indicates that

merchants, presumably Muslim merchants, were required to pay in

addition to Zakat a levy the amount of which was determined in accordance

with the regulations of the Islamic canon law. That levy was payable

once a year regardless of the number of journeys they made. This

1	 (33)account is confirmed by Ibn Jubayr.

Discrepancies in al-Kalkashandi's account may have been caused

by his focussing on the period in which he lived, and on Egypt, since

the majority of references which deal with the question of taxes imposed

on merchandise imported by land and sea from India and China are

unanimous in stating that they amounted to one tenth, and in terming

those whose duty was to collect those taxes CAfl - leviers of

the tenth.
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Although the same tax regulations applied to all merchandise

imported to the Arab world, whether by land or sea, the volume of

tax revenues from maritime trade was greater than that from overland

trade. (35)	 Moreover, it appears that some ports were run by

officials appointed directly by the state. Sometimes the state would

lease ports for certain periods. (36) Revenues from these ports were

bound to dwindle in times of political upheaval, as happened during

rebellions against the cAbbasid caliphate which took place in southern

Iraq. (37)

Revenues from taxes levied on Indian merchandise entering the

Arab world by sea were greater and more clearly defined than taxes

imposed on merchandise entering by land via Iraq. Customs points

Inside the Arab world were to be found on provincial borders, and at

ports.	 In this respect, sources refer to these taxes without

mentioning whether they were levied on Indian merchandise imported

by Indian merchants or whether they were levied on Indian merchandise

purchased by Muslim merchants at main ports. This means that Arab

internal trade and international trade were interwoven.

An examination of taxes Imposed on merchandise imported into

the Arab world, the tenth, and other taxes levied on merchandise

inside the Arab world before it reached the consumer, reveals that in

more than one Arab region, their amounts were higher than the average.

This applies to taxes from internal trade. (39)

Nevertheless, it appears that trading with India and other
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countries was given considerable attention by caliphs and other

officials In terms of protecting routes (40) and reducing taxes in

certain periods. For instance, al-Rashid exempted the inhabitants

(41)of Iraq from paying the tithe.

Sources indicate that the caliph al-Wathik (P.H. 227-232/

AD. 842-847) exempted merchandise imported via the Indian Ocean

(42)	 -,	 c -from the one-tenth tax.	 Moreover, when Abu 1-Hasan AU b.

C]sa became a vizier inA.H. 301/A.D. 913, he decided to drop the

tax called al-takmila in Persia, the tax called al-maks in .Mecca, the

takmila in the market of Ahwaz, and the tax on alcohol in Diyar

RabiCa. (43)	 Saladin, at a later stage, ordered the amounts of

certain taxes to be reduced in Egypt. (44) However, the sources do

not tell us whether these measures were designed to encourage trade

and ease the tax burden on it, or whether rulers were forced by special

circumstances to take such measures.

B. Taxation th India. When studying taxation In India, the

following must be taken into consideration:

1. Trading between some regions of India, especially some

islands in the Indian Ocean, and Arab maritime merchants, was

primitive in character. For instance, some of the inhabitants of

these regions used seashells as a medium of exchange while others

employed barter. (45) The sources make no mention of the existence

of any taxation. We do not expect that any tax system was in operation

in these regions since the inhabitants of these regions, whose currency
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was seashells, would not have accepted Arab gold and silver coins.

Furthermore, sources make no mention of the existence of important

' ports under the supervision of the governments of these regions, or

of the exchange of shells for coins and vice versa, which would have

enabled Arab merchants to pay taxes.

2. According to the method of research, we have considered

Sind as part of India. Since Sind was then under Arab Islamic rule

one would assume that the system of taxtlon there was similar to the

one in operation in the Arab world, in that It was based on the Islamic

canon law which required Muslim merchants to pay Zakat, and which

defined Dhimmi merchants as well as a third category of merchants

(Indians, for instance) who were liable to pay a tax which amounted

to one-tenth of the value of their merchandise.	 Sources indicate

that this was the case in the border regions of Sind. Al-Makdisi

mentions that a levy of six dirhams was taken on a commercial load on

entering Turan - the region around Khuzdar in the eastern parts of the

Kalat state (Baluchistan) - and on leaving it; twelve dirhams were

levied on slaves on entry alone, while twenty dlrhams were levied if

a load came from India, otherwise, levies were taken In proportion to

the values of the merchandise. A one dirham levy was imposed on a

single hide. The annual levies amounted to 1,000,000 dirhams

gathered from one-tenth taxes as interpreted by various tax

Although al-MakdlsT's text makes direct refer.ence to the one-

tenth levy practice, it also indicates that levies were taken on the
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basis of the load. However, he does not mention the size or the

contents of the load and whether or not the six dirhams amounted to

one-tenth of its value.

With regard to taxation according to the distance 'a load travels,

al-Makdisi adds that a 150 dtrhams levy became payable on a load if
-	 -	 (48)

it travelled from' Multan to Ghaznin - 80 Parasangs.

These are indications that sometimes taxes were levied on a

one load basis, or on a single-slave basis in addition to the one-tenth

tax referred to by al-Makdisi, as we have seen, and by al-Idrisi, who

maintains that It was Imposed on merchandise using the Mansura to

Sij istan highway, although he notes that during his lifetime that tax

was suspended. (49)

3. Al-BIrunt refers to the taxes indian citizens were liable to

pay to their Indian rulers, such as land taxes (araj), and other taxes

which merchants were liable to pay. He states that a governor is

entitled to collect a levy on land and pastures, and another levy of one

sixth in return for defending his subjects and protecting their properties

and their women. The levy applies to the common people, although

they cheat and lie in this respect. The merchants must pay the same

tax, but Brahmins do not pay any tax. (50) What concerns us most here

is al-Biruni's reference to the one-sixth tax imposed on trade. Although

al-Birunt does not state whether the one-sixth tax was imposed on Indian

merchants only or whether other merchants - Arabs tc. - were liable

to pay it, we believe that it was imposed on all merchants regardless
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of their nationalities or religions. The only exception was that of

the Brahmins, according to al-Blrunt. This Is because the tax

roughly approximates to one which was imposed on merchandise in

India when Ibn Battuta was there. In the course of describing the

valley of Khusru Abad, situated between the town of Awja and the

Multan (West Punjab), Ibn Battuta maintains that this valley was

impassable except by boat. The belongings of those who attempted

to pass it were searched thoroughly. They would impose a levy of

one quarter on all merchandise, and seven dinars on every horse. Two

years after Ibn Battita arrived, the authorities abolished the levy,

-	 (51)leaving only Zakat and the one-tenth tax.

The Indians began to impose the one-tenth tax only after the

spread of Islam In India, and after the Muslims had become rulers of

India. But if we compare the two taxes (the one-sixth and the quarter)

which were imposed before the advent of the one-tenth tax, with taxes

Imposed in the Arab Islamic world, we see that taxes in India were

clearly higher. But how valid would a generalization based on this be,

especially in view of the fact that there were several governments in

India whose relations with one another were by no means cordial?

One question which must be asked is whether a generalization

on Indian ports would be possible? Ibn al-Fakih al-Hamadhani maintains

that ships set sail from KUlam Malay (Qutlon (Kerald) ) in India, which

had an Indian garrison and fresh water, and where the tndians imposed

a 1,000 dirham levy on Chinese ships and 10 - 20 dinars on other

Higher taxes on Chinese ships may have resulted from their large sizes
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and from the larger loads they carried. However, the sources do not

say whether the taxes levied in the port of Kulam Malay were Imposed

on the basis of one-sixth or quarter of the value of the cargo or

according to the size of the ship, the quality of its cargo, or the

facilities accorded to it.

Referring to the king of Bartayil island, which was part of the

Kingdom of al-Mahraj, Ibn Khurdadhba states that al-Mahraj levied

200 Manns in gold every day. 
(53) 

However, he does not mention

whether that levy came exclusively from merchants or whether other

sources contributed to It. The same tax arrangements In effect in the

Island of Bartayil were to be found in the island of Sarandib (Ceylon),

(54)where ships would be subjected to extensive search	 for the

purposes of taxation, although we do not know the amount of taxes or

the basis on which they were levied.

An examination of the routes ships followed in India would reveal

that they docked in several ports with the aim of trading on the one hand,

and to obtain supplies of fresh water on the other. (55 However, we do

not know what taxs, if any, were Imposed on these ships. Moreover,

when sources point to the existence of direct commercial links between

the Arab world and some Indian Kingdoms, such as the kingdom of

al-Jurz (Gr Jara), they fail to mention the question of taxes imposed

on Arab merchants, but they give more detail about coins, good treatment

of the Arab merchants, and their protectIon. (56)

We can conclude that taxes In India were not fixed, and their
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imposition did not follow a certain rule as was the case in the

Arab world. The tax rates In some Indian regions are very difficult

to ascertain. However, they were higher in some regions of India

- with the exception of Sind 57 - than they were in the Arab world.

3. PrIces. Several factors have contributed to making a comprehensive

picture of prices difficult to achieve. These factors include the broad

nature of the subject, the fact that It covers a wide geographical area

(the Arab world and India), Its focussing on the economics of the two

countries, and the scarcity of texts related to the prices of exported

and imported goods.

In order to ascertain the prices of goods It Is essential to know

their prices in the country of origin before being exported, and to follow

up the price until they reach the consumer. This method would enable

us to ascertain the amounts of profit made in the process. Al-Jhiz

indicates that merchants made large profits from exporting and

Importing merchandise. "Do you not see," he exclaims, "that the

wealthiest people are often clerks, jewellers, carpet weavers, bankers,

wheat dealers, seafarers, Basrans, and slave	 However,

al-Jahlz does not explain how these people had come to accumulate

wealth, which we can only assume to have resulted from the difference

between the prices at which these commodities were purchased In their

countries or origin and the prices at which they were sold to the consumer.

As we are left with only a few scattered texts n Arab and Indian

goods, we have been unable to provide as full an account of the prices
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of these goods as we would have liked, and as a result, we are

left with no alternative but to deal with the prices of Indian and Arab

goods separately. This is not the best method of tackling the matter,

because it does not allow for the fact that Arab and Indian goods

were often found in the other country, it does not state the full

amounts of profit, and the prices of some goods mentioned are

irrelevant to the research through lack of any indication that these

goods were imported or exported. However, this method can give a

general Impress ion of prices and economic life in both countries.

We have attempted to ascertain prices in a chronological

order and to focus on the period in which the authors of the sources,

on which this research is based, lived. It is also the period of the

research. Other primary sources written after the period of the

research have also been consulted, since historians often deal with

periods prior to the periods in which they live.

The following is an attempt to give a general impress ion of the

prices of Arab and Indian goods:

A. Prices in the Arab world. Sources indicate that the prices of

goods in some parts of the Arab world were often influenced by political

circumstances, on the one hand, 
(59) and by natural conditions on the

other. (60) Furthermore, inefficient administration of Irrigation projects,

mismanagement of arable land, and unreasonable policies of land

ownership contributed to pushing up prices. (61) 
In the Arab world,

there was an official - al-Muhtasib - whose job was to fix prices and
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supervise scales and weights (6 2) as indicated by different political

and economic circumstances. In the following, we shall attempt to

deal with the prices of certain goods in the light of indications

provided by our sources:

Swords: Swords of the Yement type were famous throughout

the Arab world. Although the Arabs imported swords from Andalusia,(63)

the reputation of Indian swords was unrivalled - as we have already

mentioned. (64) We have only one example of the price of an Indian

sword in the Arab world. One of al-MutawakkiPs suite is reported by

al-Mas%dI to have said that on hearing that an Indian sword had been

brought to Basra, where it was bought by a man from Yemen, the

Caliph al-Mutawakkil despatched someone to Yemen who bought it

for the Caliph at a staggering 10,000 dirhams, (65) a clear indication

that the sword was of a rare type. However, sources fail to mention

the prices of swords from Yemen or from Andalusia. Even al-Birunt,

who lived after that period and who referred to continued imports of

Indian swords to the Arab world by sea, ignored the question of prices

altogether. (66)

Slaves. According to our sources, the main suppliers of slaves

to the Arab world were sub-Saharan Africa, Turkish Central Asia,

Andalusia, and India. 
(67) 

Slaves were classified according to the

colour of their skins, as black or white. Indian slaves wer often

classed with black slaves. (68)

Indian slaves, male and female, enjoyed a unique position in

some parts of the Arab world. 
(69) 

As a result, the prices of Indian
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-30,000	 -

about

	

1,000	 -

	

500	 -

about
1,000• -

gold MiUjkal

(75)

(76)

(77)
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slaves, or at least some of them, must have been high, although

not enough reference to the prices of Indian slaves is available.

Some sources, however, give some details about the prices of slaves

in general as follows:

PriceType of merchandise	 In the time of/Date Dtnar	 Dirham
(70)

A male slave	 Al-Isfahani	 -	 200

A pretty female slave	 A1-Azdt	 -	 5,000 )
(71)

A female slave who Al-Azdt	 -	 30could sing (Habbba)	 ,000)

A young male slave	 28?/895 30	 -	 (72)

A pretty Indian female	 -Al-Rashid	 - 200,000	 (73)slave who could sing

Other merchandise. Some prices of various other merchandise

are as follows:

Type of merchandise 	 In the time of/Date

A load of Egyptian
clothes Imported to	 Ibn-Hawkai
Iraq

Ghazlt clothing	 Al-Jahiz

Burdi clothing in Ibn-RustaSa nCaI

High quality Omant
pearls, each weighing al-Jahiz
half a Mithkl



(78)

(79)

(80)

(81)

(82)

(83)

(84)

(85)

(86)

(87)
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Price
Type of merchandise	 In the time of/pate	 Dinar	 Dirharn

A piece of pure beryl 	 -	 200 gold	 -
weighing half a Mithkal al-Jahiz	 MIthk5l. .

A stone of Yemeni agate
al-Bir j n1	 3	 -(no reference to weight)

24 ratl of Iraqi dates
313/925	 -	 1in Baghdad

A donkey	 329/940	 10	 -

A new hand mill in the	 around	 -Ibn HawkalJazira	 .	 50

A she-camel	 329/940	 10	 -

A pedigree horse owned
byBakjiir, an associate	 381/991	 1,000	 -
of Sayf ai-Dawla al-
Ha mdani

Shirt and Durraca worn
b Y cAlfb .	the	 301/913	 20	 -
vizier

A Yemeni garment	 around	 36 8/978	 50	 -

Sadatun garment	 372/9 82	 5	 -
made In Baghdad

'?fl 1ffrr.cc 4r1LL4''-"	
345/956	 -	 1	 (88)

Baghdad

2 Mannas of the
Ibn flawkal	 1	 -	 (89)

Wirs plant	 .

30 ratl of bread in	 )Ai-Makdfs j	- 	 1
Egypt	 (90)

8 eggs in Egypt	 Al-Makdist	 - 1 Danik)
)

B. Prices in India. Before providing examples of the prices of

merchandise in India it is worth recalling that Arab and Indian merchants
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used such methods of exchange as barter and multiple trading - as

we have seen - and that the inhabitants of some parts of India were

unwilling to accept gold and silver coins but preferred seashells as

a medium of exchange.	 These factors must have contributed to

making the prices of Indian merchandise, and indeed Arab goods

exported to India, difficult to ascertain. Arab and Indian merchants

were presumably able to estimate the prices of goods as they bartered

with one another; however, the sources do not mention this.

Moreover, the use of seashells as a medium of exchange presents a

similar problem. Seashells were not accepted as legal tender in the

Arab world and indeed in many parts of India itself. Sources indicate

that some financial houses In certain regions of India exchanged

seashells for money. (92) 
However, no mention is made of any

similar arrangement in the Arab world. Nevertheless, we are left

with a great deal of merchandise imported from the Indians and exported

to them, but with a few exceptions, the prices of such merchandise

are unknown. (93)

In the following, we shall try to list the prices of some goods

In the light of some available texts:

- Price

	

Dinar	 rharn

	

100	 -	 (94)

	

100	 -	 (95)

Type of merchandise	 In the time of/Date

One Wikiya Kamari
of aloes-wood in the
Muitãn

Half a miskal of
crystal or red diamond
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Price
Type of merchandise	 In thern time of/DatQ.	 Dnar Dirham

Half a mitjikal of ruby
from Sarandib	 Al_Lhacalibl	 5,000	 (96)

(Ceylon) (red)

Emerald - a dirham Al-BIrunt	 up to 50	 -	 (97)
in weight

A slave woman In AbuDulaf	 200	 -	 (98)
Kashmir

A saddled horse	 Ibn Battuta	 1 , 600	 )
)

A saddled horse	 Ibri Battuta	 800	 - ) ( 99)
)

2 female mules	 Ibn Battuta	 1, 200	 )

7,1s	 7th/I 3th	 220	 -	 (100)

i-in aaoiescent maie	 7
slave

A common female	 7
slave from Delhi

A female slave for	 7
service and sex

Certain Indian female	 7
slaves

30 Mannas of bread	 Al-Makd1s
from the Multan

3 Mannas of Fantdh	 Al-Ma kdlsl

A single belt is made Al_Mascd1
from a rhrnoceros horn

-.	 4)
)
)

8 tankas	 - )
)
)	 (101)

l5tankas	 - )
)

20,000	 -
tankas

-	 1
(102)

-	 1)

4,000 gold	 -	 (103)
mithka ls



Footnotes to Chapter Three.

(1) See,CAA. al-Dun, Tartkhai-9rakalIktii, p.154.

(2) Al-Harnadhanl, Mukhtasar Kitakl-Buldan, pp.11,12, where
he maintains that the Inhab itants of Lanja (Nicobar islands)
exchanged ambergris for pieces_of Iron and used hand signals
in their dealing. Al-Kazwrnt,Ath5r al-Bl1, pp.44 1 81,
indicates that merchants would leave a commodity, and when
they came back to It (in Sufala, the southern part of Mozambique,
and Bartyll island, In the kingdom of the Zbaj (Java) ), they
would find beside It its price. Also, Ibn Battita, Rihla, Vol.2,
p.99, mentions that chickens were exchange1 fr pottery from
the islands. See also, al-Marwazi, Tabic al-Hayawn, p.49,
Ibn Khurdãdhba, al-Mas glik wa-'l-Mamälik, p.

(3) Reference to this is made by al-Marwazi, Taba Pc al-Ha yawan,
p.47. Buzurk, CAj'ib al-Hind, p.33, maintains that some
merchants bought and sold merchandise in the same country
(India) and made profits which amounted to a tenth of their
capital.

(4) For the earliest use gold and silver 'tanks' in Bengal, see
T. Raychaudhurl and I. Habib (eds.), The Cambridge economic
history of India, Vol. 1, p.94.

(5) Al-Masdt, Muruj, Vol. 1, p.152.

(6) Ibn Battuta, Rihia, Vol. 2, p.199.

(7) Al_MasCudi, Muruj, Vol. 1, p.171.

(8) M. Elphinstone, The history of India, Vol. 1, p.93, says that
"money is often mentioned, but it does not appear whether its
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1. Exports from the Arab World to India

1.	 Horses. Several Arab cities and provinces had a reputation

for breeding fine horses, In particular the pure Arab horses called

Cirb (1)

These regions included the province of Akur or Jazira in

(2)	 C.-
particular,	 which bred the famous horses called itak, and Egypt,

which bred fine horses in the city of Ashmunayn. 
(3) 

Horses bred in

SyrIa, 
(4) 

Hejaz, 
(5) 

in the region of Barka in LIbya, 
(6) 

in Bahrein,

and in Iraq were on a par with those bred in the afore-mentioned regions

in terms of their reputation and qualIty. (8)	 It Is thought that Arab

horses owed their reputation to favourable climatic conditions and to

the fact that they were well bred and well looked after. 	 Indian horses,

on the other hand, had a poor reputation	 and as a result, the Indians

had to rely on imported Arab horses.

During the Roman period, Arab horses were exported by sea from

Apologos (Ubulla) and from Ommana (Oman) on the coast of the Arabian

Peninsula to Barygaza on the Indian coast. (10)

In the CAbbsjd period, horses continued to be exported by land

and sea. Al-Tabari, among other historians, notes that in A.H. 152/A. D.

769 the caliph al-Mansur dismissed CUmar b. Hafs, the then viceroy of Sit-id,

for accepting from	 Allah b. Muhammad b. Abd Allah, nicknamed
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al-Ashtar, a gift in the form of excellent horses purchased In Basra.

Al-Ashtar and his fellow-conspirators, who arrived In Sind disguised

as slave traders, were trying to bribe the viceroy Into lending support

for their antlCAbbsid rebellions in Medina and Basra. Al-Tabari

explains that the gift consisted of excellent horses as these "were the

most saleable commodity in India and Sind. (h1)

A similar episode Is reported by lbn Battuta. Realising the

importance the Indians attached to them, he purchased a number of

Arabian horses in Ghazna from an IraqI horse-dealer from Tikrlt, which

he intended as a gift to the Sultan and governors of IndIa. (12)

Basra was not the only port which exported horses. There was

a land route which stretched from Baghdad to the south Arabian port of

Zafar, along which nomads made their journey twice a year, with horses

which would be exported from the port of Zafar to India. They would

return to Iraq with supplies of perfumes. 
(13) 

Zafar, therefore, was a

major port for exporting horses to India, 
(14) 

especially to the kingdom

of the Sultan of MaCbar. (15)

Arab horses were therefore exported by land and sea(16) and,

(17)due to the high demand for them, fetched very high prices.	 Generally

speaking, India and its adjacent regions relied on exports of Arab horses

as conditions in those regions were unsuitable for the breeding of Arabian

(18)
horses in captivity.
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2. Wine. Some Arab cities and provinces had a thriving industry

for the production of wine. The wine of Babylonia was considered by

(19)	 (20)the Arabs to be the best. 	 Egypt produced wine on a large scale,

as did the town of Baclabakk. (21)

Wine was produced in the Arab world to meet local demand and

for export abroad. Like other commodities, wine was subject to

taxation. 
(22) 

Sources indicate that the Arab world exported wine to

Ceylon whose King Is thought to have favoured it, as did many of his

subjects. 
(23) 

Egyptian wine of the kind known as 'Mizra' was known

and consumed in Sind and India, especially in the cities of Kamuhul,

Sindan, Saymur and Kanbaya. The Indians, too, had their own wine

industry whose produce was highly praised. (24)

al-Birunf, who lived in India for a time and wrote about the Indian

way of life, maintained that the Indians "drink wine on an empty stomach.(25)

Other accounts indicate that wine was consumed by people of certain

castes or by women only and that Indians in general disapproved of their

kingst consuming wine, as that would, in their opinion, have an adverse

effect on their performance as rulers. 
(26) 

But despite this, the

consumption of tne was widespread among the Indians. This accounts

for the thriving wine industry in India(27) and also for India's importing

Arab-produced wine.
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3. Emeralds. Emeralds were found in Egypt, in particular upper

Egypt, (28) the district of Kaw29) the oases, and the Mukattam hills.

They were also found in the territory of the Beja, which was situated

in the region of A swan, (30) 
and which could be reached from the

Egyptian city of Kift. 
(31)	

An Arab community from the RablCa tribe In

collaboration with the Beja 2 mined this precious stone. Emeralds

continued to be exploited on a commercial scale till the late Nasirid

period (till the reign of Muhammad b. Kalawun, to be precise). From

then on emerald mining ground to a halt as trade in emeralds became

less and less lucrative.

Egypt was famous for the quality of its much sought-after

emeralds. (34)
	

Egyptian emeralds came In several types. The green

beryl was the most highly prized, the sea emerald for which the kings

of Sind, India, Africa and China were the primary customers;	 a

piece of emerald weighing half a mithkal fetched 2000 mithkals of gold.(36)

The whitish type, however, was the least expensive. (37)

Al-Sirafi and al-Biruni agree with al_Mascudi in his assertion that

emeralds were exported from Egypt to India. However, they add that the

export of this precIous stone to India was discontinued through lack of

buyers, 
(38) although they do not mention any reason for that development.

If this Is true, the halt in emerald exports to India must have been

temporary, or the emerald found in India, because some Indian kings

once presented the caliph al-Rashid with a bar made of emerald and
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crowned with ruby. (39)
	 Moreover, Ib Battuta himself reports that

Indian viceroys would on certain occasions, send gifts In the form of

emeralds to their sovereign. 
(40) 

Sources do not mention whether the

emerald gifts were originally from India or the Arab world.

4. Ivory.	 The Arab world possessed no animals (elephants, etc.)

whose tusks or teeth could be exploited on a commercial scale.

Nevertheless, It acted as a transit zone from which Ivory from Africa

was re-exported to China and India, whose sculptors used It to fashion

handles for daggers and swords, chess pieces, walls of elegant

houses, etc. (41)

Ivory from elephants' tusks was not the only type re-exported

from the Arab world; another type called 'khatw' from the horns of

rhinoceroses was also re-exported by the Arabs from Basra to China

where It was used to fashion ornamentation for objects such as belts,

which fetched very high prices. 
(42) 

Ivory taken from rhinoceroses'

horns Is thought to have been re-exported not just to China but also to

India.

Why India should Import ivory when elephants and rhinoceroses

abounded there is uncertain. However, one possibility is that It needed

extra supplies to meet the demand for ivory at home. Another

possibility is that the Indians might have preferred Imported ivory to

their own.
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5. Iron.	 Some Arab regions yielded substantial amounts of iron.

These regions included Yemen, the mountains around Beirut, and the

Mosul area, whence it was exported. 
(43) 

Several sources maintain

that iron was much in demand in several Indian Islands where merchants

and sailors bartered it for ambergris. (44)
	

Iron was also exported to

China. (45)

However, these sources do not give details about the quality

and quantities of exported iron, or whether it was exported as a raw

material or manuEactured. Nor do these sources elaborate on the uses

to which the islanders put iron or how widespread its use In other parts

of India was. The only direct reference to the use of Iron is that the

Islanders were more likely to use it, rather than coinage, as a medium

of exchange. (46)

Other materials exported were copper, kohl, beads and flInt. (47)

6. Clothing.	 Sources make frequent reference to the fine clothes

(48)
produced in several Arab cities and provinces.	 In the course of

describing the fashions of clothes In Makran, al-Mansura, Bust and

Sijistn, source indicate that clothing was exported by land and sea to

India. Merchants from these regions wore clothes (robes, garments,

veils, head scarfs)	 similar to those worn in Iraq and Persia. There

is also a reference which Indicates that, like any other commodity,

exported clothing was liable to taxation before passing through
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Radhani merchants played an important part in the clothing trade,

(51) (52)
exporting, among other fabrics, the world famous silk produced mainly

in Basra, Ubulla and Kufa, 
(53) 

all of which were stop-over points for

merchants en route to India.

Episodes abound of Arab ships sailing from Oman and Basra to

such Indian islands and cities as Wak Wak, Zabaj Java), Sandabur,

Lankabalus and Fansur (in Sumatra) carrying clothes 
(54) 

much sought-

after by the Indians, 
(55) 

with whom these clothes were bartered for

Indian goods.

(56)
7. Coral.	 Although sources disagree about the definition of coral,

it is clear that this substance was obtained from the sea bed near the

coastal cities of Tabarka, (57) Mandlyya, (58) 
Sabta	 and Buna(6(J)

In the Magrib.

Coral was exported by the Arabs to India (6 
where there was a

considerable demand for it. In addition to India, coral found buyers In

the }-Jejaz, China,	 Egypt, Syria and Iraq. The price of coral was

determined by such factors as demand and supply and the quality of the

- (63)product. The finest coral was the Shakh 	 type which was

characterised by mas sive skeletons.

8. Dates. Favourable climatic conditions contributed to the spread

of date-palms in several Arab regions. Date palms were most plentiful

In Basra which had 49 varieties of dates and where production of dates
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continued throughout most of the year. 
(64)	

Other leading date-

(65)	 (66)producing regions were	 upper Egypt,	 Med ma (Yathrib)

(67)
and Oman.

Cheap and plentiful, 
(68) 

dates found many markets outside the

Arab world. 
(69) 

They were exported by the Arabs to China 
(70) 

and

•(71)	 -	 c
India.	 Quoting Abu Muhammad al-Hasan b. Amr b. Hammawayh

b. Haram b. Hammawayh al-Najrimi in Basra, who was in Mansura In A.H. 288/

A. D. 900, Buzurk writes that date exports were shipped to Zahaj and

Wak Wak where they were bartered for slaves. 
(72) 

Moreover, dateE

(73)
arrived at the port of Daybul from Basra.

Ib Battuta observes that dates formed the staple food in the

coastal city of Hurmuz which he had visited. Dates from Basra and

also formed the staple food in New Hurmuz, another commercial

city situated opposite Hurmuz and acting as a transit zone for Indian

merchandise on its way to the markets of Iraq, Persia, and Khurasan.

This Indicates that dates produced in the Arab world were exported to

more than one Indian region.

9. Coinage. * The export of coinage seems to have preceded the period

of our research. Coinage was exported from Oman port 	 to the port of

Barygaza as early as the Roman period and the early Islamic period.

Quoting Muhammad b. alCAbbas al-Miski, al-Nuwayri maintains

that during the cAbbasid period the export of coinage - the dinar - from

Iraq and probably other Arab regions accompanied the import from India
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of cloves. Al-Miski reported seeing "a group of men in Baghdad

visiting money changers and purchasing Marwanldlnars, struck by

order of CAbd al-Malik b. Marwan and bearing the emblem 'Allah is the

sole God. • I enquired of them and they replied that these coins were

exported by sea in sacks bearing the names of the owners and references

to the weight of each sack. When they approach a great island near

Sulalat al-Hind, they will anchor there and, using small boats and

carrying their sacks with them, head to a certain place on the Island

where they leave the sacks before returning toiheir ships. The

following day they will set out to the Island where they had left the

sacks only to find that they have disappeared and have been replaced

by cloves In proportion to the value of the contents of the sacks, which

they collect before returning to their ships. If someone is unhappy

about the amount of cloves left for him, he will leave it In its place,

return to his ship and come back to the Island the following morning to

collect his original sack with all Its contents. Merchants have no

chance to meet any of the Inhabitants of that Island nor do they know

the source of the cloves." 
(76) 

Al-Miski adds that people from Ubulla

told him that Indian aloes-wood was purchased by the same method. (77)

However, the above text gives no explanation as to why Marwani

coins were exported to the apparent exclusion of other types of coins, nor

does it tell us about the period in which these coins were in circulation

In Baghdad or how widespread their use was.

In the course of our examination of the clove trade we shall see

that they were exported, often to be bartered, from several Indian regions
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including the island of SiSfalat al-Hind. 
(78) 

We have not, however,

come across any other reference to the method of exchange described

in this text. Al-Miski's account indicates that coins were exported

exclusively to the island mentioned in the text and for a limited period

only. After all, al-Miski obtained his information from Ubulla which

was razed to the ground by the Zanj inA.H. 256/A.D.869P 9 Moreover, it is

thought that Arab merchants and sailors could not secure cloves from

that island directly and continuously but had to purchase them from

other parts of India. Some of those cloves might well have been brought

by the inhabitants of that island themselves to India, where they were

re-sold. Furthermore, subsequent sources do not repeat the information

contained in the text.

Nonetheless, some sources do confirm that coins were exported

to India.al-BirunI and al-Sirafi indicate that Sindidinars were exported

to India, that each dinr fetched three or more dinars, and that emeralds

were brought to India from Egypt. 
(80) 

Although they do not mention when

these coins were exported, we do know the period during which Sind was

under Arab rule. Moreover,al-BIruni and al-Sirafido indicate that coins

were exported together with emeralds. In the light of all this, the

possibility that these Sindldinars were the official currency of Sind under

Arab rule cannot be ruled out.

Silver, copper, and cinnabar were also exported to India through

Raysut on the coast of the Arabian peninsula. Caravans carrying these

commodities set off from Baghdad to Raysut and returned loaded with
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Indian merchandise. (81)

10. Rose water. Quoting Abu Yusuf b. Muslim, who obtained his

information from Abu Bakr al-Fasawi in Saymur city, who obtained his

information from Musa al-Sindaburi, Buzurk states that, like clothing

and other commodities, rose water(82) was exported from Oman to

Sindabur. It is highly likely that rose water exported from Oman had

come from other Arab regions such as Basra 8 which was famous for

this product, and Syria, whence it was exported to various regions. (84

The possibility that rose water was exported to Indian regions other than

those mentioned by Buzurk cannot be ruled out.

11. Henna. Some sources maintained that henna was exported from

the Arab world to India, (85) especially from the Yemen to the port of

Daybul. (86) However, these sources do not give details about the

quantities of exported henna, or its price and method of exchange.

12. Other commodities. Sources make frequent references to the

availability of other commodities in the Arab world. Despite the high

demand for these commodities inside the Arab world itself, and although

we do not have any direct information to this effect, nevertheless, we

do believe that these commodities, or at least some of them, were

exported to India. This is because of the reputation these commodities

had, and because of the extent of trade activity between the two countries.
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These commodities were:

1. Gems such as Omani diamonds and Yemeni agate. (87)

2. Perfumes such as ambergris of the type known as shihri. (88)

3. Gums and resin such as frankincense for which the Yemen was

famous and which was exported to Iraq and the east.

In fact, the reputation of the frankincense trade rivalled that of

camphor. 
(89) 

Oil derived from the fat of the animal called the baba

which lived in the waters of the China Sea and the Indian Ocean, was

used to seal the bottoms of ships used in the Indian Ocean. These oils

were produced mainly in Oman and the Yemen. 
(90) 

Rose oil, for which

Kufa was famous, 
(91) was also exported.

4. Dried fruits, such as dried grapes, and walnuts, which were

exported to China. (92)

5. Pack animals, such as Egyptian mules and donkeys, which are

described as "the world's fastest, best, and most expensive." (93)

2. Imports from India to the Arab world

1. Slaves.	 Slaves constituted a lucrative market in the Arab world

at that time. Black slaves were brought from Africa and India, 
(94) 

with

the bulk of white slaves coming from Andalusia and Turkish Central Asia.

The trade was so lucrative that al-Jahiz classed importers of slaves with

shipmasters, money changers and jewellers. (95)

The sources provide considerable amounts of information regarding
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Indian slaves in the Arab world, their numbers, attributes, the nature

of their duties, methods of importing them and even the price at

which they were furnished.

Al_MasCudi reports that the caliph al-Hadi A.H.169-17O/

A.,D.785-786), ordered all Sindi slaves out of his kingdom and that

brought prices of Sindi slaves tumbling.	 However, slaves from

other Indian countries do not seem to have been affected by that

ruling. Moreover, the fact that al-Jahiz refers to Indian female slaves

in Basra indicates that aI-HadL's rulIng did not outlive film.

On the attributes of slaves, al-Jahiz notes that the inhabitants

of Basra preferred Indian female slaves and their daughters, the Yemen

and the inhabitants of the lowlands (Pjiwar) preferred Abyss inian

slaves and their daughters, whereas the inhabitants of Syria preferred

Byzantine fem3le slaves and their daughters. People tended to prefer

the slaves that were usually brought to them. (97)

Describing Indian slaves, Ibn Butlan observes that their women

are handsome, dark, beautiful, and soft, they have a pleasant fragrance

but they seem to grow old premture1y, they are extremely faithful and

conservative . . , they behave themselves, they do not tolerate

humiliation ..., they are good mothers. Indian male slaves, Ibn

Butlan goes on are trustworthy and have a talent for making delicate

articles. However, they are prone to certain illnesses.

On female slaves from Sind, ibn Butlan notes that they look like
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Indians because of their country's proximity to India, however, they

are exceptionally slim and have long hair, Kandaharl. female slaves are

superior to all other women in the sense that a previously married one

(98)	 -
is as good as a virgin.	 bD Butlan's account indicates that there

were Indian slaves, males as well as females from more than one Indian

region.

Trustworthy and reliable, Indian slaves were employed to guard

lives and property. 
(99) 

They were also excellent cooks. According to

a l-Ja h i z, they were the best cooks among all slaves. Money changers

employed them and their sons as they found they were more reliable than

slaves from Khurasan or from Byzantine lands. The merchants of Basra

and dealers In spices all bought Sindi male slaves to bring them good

fortune 
(100) 

when they saw how much a Sindi slave called Faraj Abu

Rawh had earned for his master.

Indian slaves were also employed as pharmacists, by virtue of

their knowledge of various medicines, 
(101) 

for making and repairing

shoes, 
(102) 

and many of them were bought to look after elephants owned

by caliphs such as l-Muktadir(A.H. 295-320 /A.D. 908-932) who is

said to have treated a Byzantine envoy to a parade of elephants seen

(103)
ridden by a number of people from Sind.

Indian slaves seem to have been imported to the Arab world by

land and sea; Buzurk relates many episodes oE merchants voyaging to

India and purchasing Indian slaves. 
(104) 

Gradually, merchants and

seamen became experts on Indian regions which had the most attractive
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female slaves. Describing the women of the kingdom of al-Tafin,

al_MasCudi remarks that they were the best, the most beautiful and

the whitest women in India, so much so that seafarers scrambled to

purchase them" (105) The women of Kashmir were also noted for

their beauty which was probably the result of Inter-marriages with

(106)	 -S
their Turkish neighbours.	 Al-Makdlsi s reference to taxes

Imposed on slaves entering Sind or exported from it indicates that

the land route was used for this traffic. (107)

Ibn Battuta who visited India using the land route through

the Hindu Kush mountains maintained that Hindu Kush means 'the

killer of Indians' since so many Indian slaves died there because of

heavy snow, as It takes a day's march to cross the Hindu Kush. (108)

However, the sources do not provide Information about the

prices at which these considerable numbers of slaves were purchased

(109)during those times.	 Nevertheless, we do know that a limited

number of slaves who excelled in certain pursuits, musicians, singers,

etc. fetched extremely high prices. Al-Jahiz notes that slaves from

Sind had good voics 110) though not as brilliant, It would appear, as

those employed by the caliphs and the wealthy.

A1-Kalkasl-iandt Is the only historian to mention prices of slaves

(111)inside India, although his information is considered to be rather late.

1. Weapons. Indian arms exports to the Arabs included the following:

1. Swords. Exactly when the Arabs knew and used Indian swords

Is uncertain. What Is certain, however, is that their Introduction Into
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the Arab world preceded the period under Investigation; such early

Arab poets as al-Farazdak made frequent references to them. (112)

Important though they were,	 Indian swords were occasionally

referred to alongside Yemenite ones, an Indication of how famous

Yemenite swords were. 	 As one observer put it "a sword which Is

made in India and bears the Yemenite seal is a perfect one lndeed.I8(h13)

Another episode in this respect states that when the caliph

al-Rashid (A.H. 170-193 /A.D. 786-809) was contemplating taking up

temporary residence in Antioch, an elderly man from that city warned

him: "the best perfumes become so foul in this country that they cannot

be used, and arms go rusty in this land,	 Commander of the Faithful,

even if they were made In KalCat al-Hind itself. KalCat al-Hind was a

great castle situated In the region of Kalah which bordered on China.

c-	 ,,(].14)
In this castle Kal i swords were made to be certified in the Yemen.

From such an episode we can conclude that although Indian swords

were of outstanding quality they still had to meet the Yemenite standards

before they could be used. This resulted In a certain amount of mutual

co-operation between the sword Industries of both India and the Yemen.

But despite such co-operation each country had a sword-making

industry of its own; there were distinctly Yemenite swords as well as

Indian ones. This is indicated by the fact that the general shape

differed as also did the materials from which the swords were made and

the method of manufacture. (115)

But despite the mutual co-operation between India and the Yemen
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In the field of sword-making there is no evidence to indicate that

swords were	 exported from the Yemen to India. By contrast, all

the available evidence tends to support the proposition that Indian

swords were widely used in the Arab world.

Al-Buhturi. was reported by al_Mascudi. to have said: "one

evening we attended al-Mutawakkil's (A.H. 232-247 /A.D. 847-861)

court. Our conversation focussed on the subject of swords." They

heard," al-Butituriwent on, "of a sword of Indian origin in Basra

whereupon the caliph al-Mutawakkil ordered his viceroy there to

requisition it, and when the caliph was Informed that the sword had

been purchased by a man from the Yemen he des patched a mission to

that country with orders to search for the sword and purchase it.

Eventually they were able to track It down and purchase it for 10, 000

dirhams. (11 6)

If this episode is anything to go by, It illustrates how fashionable

and therefore expensive Indian swords were in the Arab world In the time

of al-Mutawakkil.

However, a sword for 10, 000 dirhams would have been beyond

the reach of the majority of people in the Arab world and it would have

been impractical to Issue large armies with such weapons.

This sword must have been a special case and its price can not

therefore be adopted as representing the standard prices of Indian swords

in general, and it appears that trade In Indian swords was a regular

feature of mercantile activity between the west coast of the Indian sub-
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continent and the Yemen. This view is supported by al-Biruni who,

warning against the dangers posed to ships by a magnet in the sea - the

Indian Ocean - and referring to methods of protecting ships against

such hazards (in the Mediterranean Sea they used Iron nails whereas

they sewed the ships with fibre In the Indian Ocean)(h17) advises that

"such techniques of construction are unreliable since ships still carry

iron in the form of anchors and other instruments, and merchandise,

,,(118)
especially Indian swords.

Moreover, quoting Ibn Hayyan's al-Muktabas, %b Khaldun notes

that when CAbd al-Rahman III al-Nasir cl' in A.H. 350/A.D. 961, his son,

al-Hakam al-Mustansir succeeded him tnAndalusia "and on that occasion

he was given gifts which included swords, arrows, shields and armour

(119)
as well as Indian caps."

Such merchandise could only have reached Andalusia through

the Arab world which Is an Indication that Indian swords were exported

to the Arab world, and from there some of them were re-exported by the

Arabs to other countries.

2.	 ws and shields. Arrows and shields were used by

individuals and armies alike. Al_MasCudt., who visited India, notes

that the Indians as well as the Africans fashioned shields from the skins

(120)	 ,,	 -of elephants.	 He adds that when al-Amin was besieged in
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Baghdad by al-Ma'mun's army, common people used Tibetan arrows

and shields 
(121) 

in the fighting which raged in Baghdad." However,

he does not state whether these Indian weapons came from the stores

of the caliphate, given the turmoil that had ensued, or whether they

were available at prices the majority of people could afford.

What Is certain, however, was that these Indian weapons

continued to be exported to the Arab world.

Ibn Khurdadhba maintains that arrows were brought from

(122)	 -
Sind.	 Al-Hamadhant maintains that shields from Tibet were

(123)	 .
used in the Arab world.	 This is in addition to the reference to

their introduction by the Arabs into Andalusla lnA.H.350/A.D.961.24)

3. Knives. Information on the exporting of Indian knives to the

Arab world is extremely rare. Nevertheless, we have been able to

trace one text which speaks of Kanbya's knives being used in Baghdad

(1 25)
alongside other Indian goods.

3. Shoes. Since the time of the caliph al-Rashid (A.H.170-193/A.D.

786-809) state revenues included in the Kharaj of Sind taxes on "two

,,(126)
thousand pairs o shoes.

Al_MasCudi refers to the importance and reputation of shoes

made in the Indian city of Kanbaya. (127)

A1-Makdisl, moreover, maintains that shoes made in Kanbaya
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were exported from Mansura, the capital of Sind.	 In fact,

historical sources provide ample evidence of the exporting of shoes

from India.

Muhammad b. al-Hasan was reported by al-Tabarl to have said

that in A.H. 225/A.D. 839 he heard the Zanj leader saying following

one battle: "It was daytime, I became separated from my companions,

I was left with only Musith and a colleague; and I was wearing a

,,(129)
Sindi pair of slippers.

Al-Jahiz mentions a conversation he had with Assad b. Jan

who was notorious for his greed: 'I have known him for a long time,

he will carry his shoes or use a worn-out pair of shoes, painful to

the user, he said: look at the Maj tans, they tour Basra, Baghdad,

Persia, Ahwaz and the whole world wearing Sindt shoes, and someone

replied: a Majian is not allowed to behave as a Muslim, on religious

grounds, so you can only see him wearing Sindi shoes or else bare-

footed whereas you are a Muslim. ,,(130)

Al-Jahiz mentions an encounter he had with his slave: Which

occupation Is better for you?" He said to him: "I could make Sindi

,,(131)shoes.

Such texts indicate that Indian shoes continued to be imported

and various sections of society continued to use them. The caliphate

imported shoes as Kharj and shoes were worn by the greedy, the Maj tan

arid the Zanj leader alike.

Al--Isfahantnotes that the sons of MaCan b,. Z&tda in the

time of al-Rashid, were wearing Sindi-manufactured
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(132)
shoes.

Finally, these shoes were reported to have been used in

Baghdad at the time of Hikayat Abu 'l-Kaslm al_Baghdadi(133) and in

-	 c(134)
the Yemen at the time of the state of Bant Zuray

4. Clothing.	 Since the time of the caliph al-Rashid (A.H. 170-193 /

A.D. 786-809) Sind-manufactured clothes were known to the caliphate. A

list of Kharaj from Sind includes a reference to "Hashbashtya clothes,

(135)
two thousand clothes .. and four thousand aprons.' 	 Had these

clothes not been of fine quality they would not have been included in

the Kharaj list nor indeed would they have been used by members of the

caliphal household.

Other Indian regions which were famous for the manufacturing

and exporting of clothes included the city of Sindan, 
(136) 

the city of

Baruj (Broach in Bombay state) which was famous for its Baruji clothes,

Kanbaya, famous for its Kanbaya's clothes. In addition, India as a

whole achieved fame as producer of velvet fabrics. (137)

The regions of Kalah-bar and the Sanf sea were famous for making

aprons. 
(138) 

The Kuss country (near the river War) was famous for

exporting certain types of coloured clothes considered to be the best of

(139)
their ki.nd.

We have a very few texts which indicate that Indian exports also

included:

1. Cotton,which was reportedly exported to Zafar where it was
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(140)
used for making clothes.

2. There is a reference to the effect that mattresses stuffed

with feathers from Indian birds of the type known as SaCu (14 1) were

(142)
used in Baghdad,	 although we do not know whether these

mattresses were exported as a finished product or whether they were

stuffed In Baghdad with feathers imported from India.

3. PIllows and leather mats 
(1	

were exported too.

5. Timber. India exported the following types of timber:

1. Teak. Teak was In the forefront of Indian timber exported

to the Arab world. According to some sources, It was used In

building In the period of the Orthodox caliphs as well as In the

Umayyad period. 
(144)	

In the CAbbsjd period, moreover, sources

indicate that teak was used on an even greater scale, and give details

about methods of importing It and its qualities. 	 The teak tree was

described as "larger than a date palm, or a walnut tree. ,,(145)

	

(146)	 - --in SindabulatTeak was indigenous In Ba ltahr's Kingdom	 ,

tsland(147) and in Kuli(148) (Kodinar), in Bombay State).	 From a

carpe nter's point of view, the dark teak "works well with the adze,

,,(149)drill a nd saw.	 By virtue of Its outstanding qualities, teak was Imported
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(150)	 (151)	 (152)
from India	 by ships	 to Basra, Iraq and Egypt.

Al-Tabarinotes that inA.H0 145 /A.D. 762 when al-Mansur

started building Baghdad "he procured the amounts of teak needed

(153)
for the purposes of building."	 Ubulla, which was burnt down

bytheZanj lnA.H. 256/A.D. 869(154) was built of teak, which

was also used In the construction of Samarra'. 
(155)	

al-Malçdisi.

maintains that the shops of Mecca were built of stone and teak. So

was the city of Suhar (capital of Oman). 
(156) 

In Egypt Khammaruwayh

- -	 (157)
b. Ahmad b. Tulun used teak for decorating his palace.

Together with iron, teak was used in Mosul, 
(158) 

among other

places, for the construction of water-powered stone mills. 	 It was

used for the building of arched bridges and, according to al_Tabart,(159)

by the Zanj leader for combat purposes in southern Iraq lnA.H. 269 /

A,D. 882.	 It was used for the construction of prayer niches such as

-	 -	 -	 (160)	 (161)Au. s mihrab in Kufa,	 making chairs in Baghdad, 	 In the

building of canals(162) and, together with ivory, 
(163) 

for the decoration

of houses, especially roofs, in Baghdad.

Therefore, teak must have been a familiar commodity in the

Arab world.	 The jurist Abu Yusuf ruled that "the theft of wood or

teak is not to be punished by cutting off the thief's hand, however, the

theft of objects and doors made of these materials is. 	 If a person

steals 10 dlrhems worth of such property his hand shall be cut off.l (164)
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It seems that teak continued to be imported by the Arabs; ibn

al-Mujawir notes that it was used in the building of Ahwab village in

the Yemen in A.H.532/A.D.1137. (165)

2. Coconut Wood. India t s climate which made possible the growing

of coconut trees 
(166) 

gave it an advantage over the Arab world. Coconut

trees were to be found in such regions as Lankabalus (Nicobar islands)

whose inhabitants mixed with visiting merchants, Sarandib (Ceylon),

Shalahtt(167) (in Sumatra), DTbajt	 (168) (the Maldives and theislands

(169)
Laccadives), and Sind.

Texts indicate that timber from Indian coconut trees was used

by the Arabs as well as the Indians in the building of ships, large and

small, which sailed the Indian Ocean and the Red Sea. 	 "Omanis

would go to the islands of India carrying with them cutting tools; they

would fell coconut trees, leave them to dry then cut them into boards;

they used coconut fibres for sewing wood together, they used

coconut wood in making boats, they used its leaves to make sails,

its fibre to make ropes. When they finished collecting trees, they

would load them on ships which sailed back to Oman where the timber

,,(170)
was sold and great profits were made.

In the above text, the island India may have been the numerous

islands of the Harkand - Bay of Bengal - and Larwi - Eastern stretched

- of the Arabian Sea.

Ibn Battuta (1 71) notes that coconut trees were similar to date

palms which abounded in the Arab world. Al-Jahlz, moreover, refers to
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the Inhabitants of Flcjaz's claim that Muki or Duwam were coconut

trees. 
(172)	

Furthermore, coconut trees were to be found in Zafar

because of Its proximity to India and because climatic conditions

similar to those experienced in India prevailed there. 
(173) 

Why, then,

should coconut timber be Imported from India?

It would appear that unlike coconut timber, timbers from Duwam

or date palms were not suitable for the building of ships. Moreover,

the possibility that Zafari coconut timber was not of the same quality as

Indian produce cannot be ruled out,not to mention the many other uses

to which coconut trees could be put: the use of its fibres for making

cords for ships and its leaves for making sails. (174)
	

Coconut

timber must have continued to be exported to the Arab world to meet

continued demand on it.

3. Bimboo. Bamboo and bamboo shafts are referred to as part

of Indian exports. 	 Bamboo was brought to the Arab world from

"Kalah (or Kedah, on the western coast of the Malay Peninsula), which

is in India, located halt way between Oman and China." (175)

Bamboo shafts and bamboo were also brought from Sind,

Kult ( Kodinar, north-west of Diu or Kor Creek (Bombay State)), and

Malay (or Manibar, Malabar (Kerala)). 	 Bamboo was indigenous in

-	 - (176)	 -
Sarandib (Ceylon) and the region of Barus	 ( Barui or Broach

(Bombay state)).

Apart from Buzurk's reference that bamboo was used for
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making bedsteads, 
(177) 

sources do not give details about the uses to which

bamboo and bamboo shafts were put or how widespread their use In the

Arab world was. Shafts are likely to have been used In the Yemen for

making arrows, for which the Yemen was famous.

6. Minerals.

1. Corundum.	 Corundum is	 described as "the finest of all

indissoluble stones. It comes in four colours and types; the red, the

yellow, the blue and the grey, the most valued of which is the red type

known as the Bahrmani and is similar in colour to the seeds of ripe

pomegranate .	 The grey is the least prized. ,,(178)

The Island of Sarandib 9 - Ceylon - was the main source of

all types of corundum. Most corundum from Sarandtb - Ceylon - had

been thrown ashore from caves and the seabed by tidal waters. The

King of Sarandib - Ceylon - was reported to have imposed a "watch and

guard" 
(180) 

and is thought to have assigned to himself the best types of

(181)corundum - the red ruby - and left the rest to be traded.

Al-Birunteports that the caliph al-Rashid (A.H. 170-193 /A.D.

786-809) was a keen collector of gemstones and that he had sent

al-Sabab, who happened to be al-Kindi's grandfather, to buy gems from

Sarandib and to see the king of Sarandib's collection of jewels and

(182)
gems.	 Al-Biruni adds that the collection of the caliphate continued

to be built up until the time of al-Muktadir A.H. 295-320 /A.D. 908-932

who was dominated by his mother and was over indulgent and, It appears,

(183)
generous to a fault.
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Given the high prices at which corundum from SarandTb(184)

was sold ("a flawless ruby stone which weighed a miskal fetOhed 400

dinars," (1 85)) its possess ion would have been restricted to caliphs

viz iers and the wealthy In general. For example, the caliph al-Ras hid

had a ruby (known as mountain) which weighed fourteen and a half

miskals and which he purchased for 80,000 dinars. 
(186) 

Al-Muktadirs

uncle had a ruby which weighed 28 miskals. Abu Tahir Baha' al-Dawla

who lived in Basra lnA.H. 389 /A.D. 998 and, together with his brother

Abu S huj a c j Baghdad in the amirate of Baha' al-Dawla in A.H. 392 /

A.D. 1007, also owned large rubies. 
(187) 

The caliph al-Mutawakkll

(A,H. 232-247/A.D. 847-861) owned a 6 kirat stone which he bought

for 6,000 dinrs. (188)

The types of corundum owned by caliphs and the wealthy were of

the same high quality corundum for which Sarandtb was famous. Since

it had been circulated among them over a long period of time we take the

view that corundum continued to be exported to the Arab world although

the possibility that these precious stones had been handed down from

generation to geneatlon cannot be ruled out.

Following' his conversion to Islam the Isbahbadh of Kabul made a

gift of corundum to the caliph al-Ma'mun and it was that same stone

c	 .	 (189)
which used to be hung on the Ka ba during religious seasons.

2. Agate. Although some Arab regions (the Yemen and al-Mahrlb)

as well as Sind yielded agate, al-Birunt nevertheless maintains that It
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- (190)	 -.
was exported from the Indian city of Barus	 or Baruj (Broach

(Bombay State) - although it seems that it was used on a lesser scale

than corundum. Yemenite agate was used for making handles for swords

and knives. 
(191) 

Whether or not agate Imported from India was used

for a similar purpose is uncertain.

3. Crystal. Crystal was brought from the Zanj is land, the Dibajat

(Laccadive islands) and Kashmir to Basra where it was used for making

glassware and other articles. (192)

(193)
4. Diamonds. Diamonds were found in Sarandib islands	 and

were exported to Khurasan and Iraq. Diamonds came in several colouts

the most prized of which were the crystal and the red. Half a miskal

of diamonds fetched 100 dinars. (194)

5. Lead. Abu 'l-Fida' maintains that lead was brought from Kalah(195)

(Kedah, on the western coast of the Malay peninsula) but does not give

any details regarding the quantities of lead imports, their prices or

uses in the Arab world.

7. Perfumes and spices.	 India exported the following perfumes.

1. Musk. Musk has been defined as "a blood matter which

accumulates on the body of the musk beast at a certain time of the

year. 
,,(196)	

There were conflicting accounts as to which animal yielded

,,(197)
musk. Some sources claim that it was the musk mouse 	 or the

"new-born deerIl(198) while others held that it "had the limbs of a deer,
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the claws of a cheetah, the hoof of a deer, was black and had two

horns and two tusks in the lower jaw, 
,(1	

or It was a "Tibetan

dog. ,(200)	
Some sources refer to it simply as the "musk beast. ,,(201)

-	 C--To add to the confusion, some authors such as al-Jahlz and al-Ya kubi

alternate between the "musk mouse" and the musk deer when referring

to the same creature. (202) Nevertheless, sources do agree that

the musk creature lived in India, Tibet, China and the land of the

Turks. (203) AccordIng to these sources musk was exported from

these regions to the Arab world.

The Tibetan musk was famous in the Arab world and was

exported from the port of Daybul (Karachi). 	 Musk from India, Sind

-	 (204)and Sarandib was also well-known in the Arab world,	 and was

exported by one of the land routes to Khurasan and to the rest of the

(205)Islamic world.	 In the following we shall try to determine how

widespread the use of musk in the Arab world was.

In Iraq, from the time of Ibh al-Furat, an official was appointed

to supervise the inusk market. (206) Moreover, Abu Yusuf, the judge,

referred to musk: "if a person steals ten dirhams or more worth of

,,(207)musk, his hand shall be cut off.	 Indian musk was easily

detected by taxmen stationed In Arab ports. 	 "When a musk

shipment approaches Ubulla Its fragrance betrays those merchants

who try to evade taxation." 
(208)	 The huge taxes levied
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on musk entering the Arab world indicate that It was Imported In

great quantities and was, therefore, used on a large scale. 	 In

this respect, Buzurk reports Ishk b. al-Yahudi, who had been closely

associated with dealers In Oman, to have said that he had had a

quarrel with someone and as a result he had to flee Oman to India.

When he returned to Oman in A.H. 300 /A.D. 912, he was reported

by a seaman to have returned from China on a boat loaded with

merchandise which belonged to him and of which he told Ahmad b.

Hilal - the ruler of Oman - that his musk was worth over 1,000,000

dinrs. Moreover, he sold toAhmad b. Marwan 100,000 miskals of

(209)
top quality musk at one stroke.

It Is highly likely that he had brought that musk from India

rather than China since Chinese musk was known to the Arabs to have

been of Inferior quality, as It was bound to be spoilt by sea humidity

(210)	 - - (211)during its long sea journey from China to the Arab world.	 Darin

in Bahreln was one of the main Arab ports In which Indian ships

(212)
carrying musk docked.	 Musk was used to treat heart Illnesses,

,(213)
to stop bleeding, and was used in making eye kohl.	 Good

quality musk was described as "rather reddish with a strong pleasant

fragrance and tastes moderately bitter; these characteristics should

be borne in mind as musk might be adulterated through the use of other

substances.. ,, 	 Sources make frequent references to the use in large

quantities of musk by caliphs In their circumcision and wedding ceremonies ,(215)
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to the gifts of musk exchanged among caliphs and rulers 
(216) 

and

(2 1 7
Indicate that viziers kept large quantities of musk.	 Nevertheless,

the prices of musk could not have been high and people with average

incomes would almost certainly have been able to buy it since it was

used not just as perfume but also as medicine, because it was

imported in very large quantities and may have been produced Inside

the Arab world itself in a process which would have involved using

other perfumes such as aloes-wood, camphor, cloves and spikenard.218

Finally, a reference that musk was used by water suppliers in

mugs 
(219) 

serves as an indication of how cheap'and widely used it

was.

2. Camphor. Camphor was obtained from the camphor tree which,

according to b! Khurdad.hba "could shade over a hundred people. (220)

Lb Battuta, however, described it as "reeds similar to our own save

that its stalks are longer and larger. 
,,(221)	

Clearly there is

discrepancy between the two accounts. Camphor was said to have

been extracted by drilling a hole in the tree from which camphor liquid

comes together with the camphor gum, and as a result the tree dies. (222)

The camphor tree was widely cultivated in and exported from such

Indian regions as Kalah island(223) (Kedah, on the western coast of the

(224)
Malay peninsula ) , Ramini LSland	 (or Ram, Sumatra ) , the Zabaj

(225)
mountains	 (Java) , Kaysr (226) (perhaps Fansr), the

Kingdom of the Mahraj, and Lankablus2 	
(Nicobarislands ).
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There are numerous historical references to the uses of

camphor In the Arab world. The best type of camphor "is known as

Rabahi, other types are Marjanl with larger seeds, rather dark, and

Kandarj - which Is similar to the teak sawdust. Rabahicamphor
-	 ,,(228)brought from Fansur Is an ingredient of many medicines. 	 There

Is also a reference which states that the best type of camphor "has a

sweet taste, a pleasant smell and should be kept in glass bottles." (229)

Some sources indicate that camphor was blended with other

substances such as aloes-wood, cloves and spikenard to prepare musk,

that it was obtained using other materials such as Arabian gum, (230)

and that it was used for medicinal purposes (231) and as a perfume.

Hence the references to the possession of camphor by caliphs, viziers,

(232)	 (233)etc.,	 who used it themselves and gifted it to other rulers.

Cases of camphor being adulterated were not unheard of. (234)

Camphor was referred to in A.H. 366 /A.D. 976 among Indian exports

arriving in the ports of the Arabian peninsula. (235)	 Moreover, ibn

Jubayr maintains that he had seen it together with other Indian goods

in Mecca. (236) ThIs Indicates that camphor was exported to the Arab

world over a long period of time.

3. Ambergris. Al_Mas%di. maintains that "like certain varieties of

mushroom, ambergris is formed on the seabed, when the sea becomes

rough it casts it ashore together with stones. (237) Al-AnsarTal-Dlmash!d,
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on the other hand, maintains that ambergris "comes from springs located

on mountains on the seabed, when it flows from the springs it is

extremely foamy and hot, but when it comes in contact with water it

becomes solid like wax and piles up on stone, where it remains until

(238)
winter comes when the sea becomes rough and casts it ashore."

This account corresponds in some instances to al_MasCudts.

The fact that ambergris originates at sea means that various littoral

countries could have collected it. The Shihr regions were famous for their

(239)
ambergris,	 so were the Maghrib, China, and Abyssinla.

However, there is no evidence that ambergris from Shihr or the

Marib was exported to India (perhaps It was consumed within

the Arab world itself). By contrast, Indian ambergris was exported

to the Arab world from the following regions: the islands of Shalahit(240)

( in Sumatra ) , the Zabaj (24](Java), an Lankabalus (Nicobar islands),

with whose inhabitants merchants bartered iron for ambergris and

(242)
coconuts.

Ambergris from Shalahit (in Sumatra), especially the extra fatty

blue type, stood out among other 1ndtav type.s	 anbetrts. This type

was an ingredient of several perfumes. (243)

Al-Nuwayrt refers to the existence of another type of ambergris

which he calls Indian ambergris, and maintains that it was brought

to Basra and other regions from the coasts of India. Al-Nuwayri adds

that there was yet another type of ambergris of Indian origin named after
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its importers, the Karak Blus (Indians), who brought it by sea to Oman

(244)
where it was purchased.

Ambergris seems to have been a familiar commodity in the Arab

world. Abu Yusuf, the judge for instance, ruled that if a person stole

ten dinrs or more worth of ambergris his hand would be cut off. (245)

According to the information available, a mbergris seems to

have been blended with musk to make ghaliya (a type of perfume).

It may also have been obtained in a process Involving the blending of

spikenard with wax. Moreover, sandalwood oil may have been obtained

by mixing ambergris with camphor and aloes wood2 46)

Ambergris was used to perfume the walls of the Kacba as

had happened in the time of the caliph al-Mandl. (24 	 This was

confirmed by Jamila, the daughter of Nasir al-Dawla who had gone on

a pilgrimage to Mecca. 
(248) 

It was also used in ceremonies. 	 For

- (249)instance, it was used at the wedding of al-Ma mun, 	 and at the

circumcision of al-Mutawakkil. 
(2	

The caliph al-Muktadir and his

mother were said to have possessed large quantities of ambergris in

A.H. 320 /A.D. 932. Moreover, the caliph al-Kahir's A.H. 320-322/

A. D. 93 2-934) gift to Muhammad b. Tukin on the occasion of the latter's

accession as governor of Egypt, included quantities of ambergris. (251)

The vizierllllal-Furat was said to have possessed a large quantity of

ambergris inA.H. 306 /A.D. 918. (252)

The use of ambergris was by no means confined to Iraq, some
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sources indicate that it was used In Egypt In the time of the

and in the Yemen in the time of the state of Ibn Ztyad inA.H.366/A.t,976(24)

Ambergris exports to the Arab world seem to have continued;

Ibn Jubayr maintains that he had seen it together with other Indian

merchandise in Mecca. (255) As we have seen, some ambergris

consumed In the Arab world had been produced in the Arab world

Itself.

4. Indian aloes-wood.	 Indian aloes-wood is described as

perfumery at its best. (256) 
Quoting people associated with the aloes-

wood trade, al-Nuwayrt points out that aloes-wood was obtained

from giant non-fruit bearing trees similar to the oak with long roots. It

was, he maintained, the roots rather than the rest of the tree which

yielded the perfume. Al-Nuwayrt adds that the tree was widely

(257)	 -	 - (258)	 -	 - (259)
cultivated in such Indian regions	 as Kamarun	 or Kamarun

(Kamrp, probably the ranges In Bhutan, north of the Goalpara and

Kamrup districts of Assam), Java island,(260) the Sanf tsland(261)(the Sanf

sea Is the sea of Indo -China )- , Inner Kashmur (Kashmir valley ),

(262)	 -	 -	 -Ceylon,	 Mandal (in Kamarun), Samundur or Samundar,

(between Ganjam nd Baruva (Orissa) or in the delta of the Ganges),

Kalah (Kedah, on the western coast of the Malay peninsula ) , and

- (263)Sindafur	 (perhapeSindbr, Siddhapur, south of Goa )

Different types of aloes-wood were kow to the Arabs according

to their places of origin; there was Sanfl(264)

	

	 (265)aloes-wood, the Mandali
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and so on. Moreover, the Arabs were able to Identify high-quality

brands: "The best type of Indian aloes-wood Is the one which comes

from Mandal, the harder it Is the better. If It is wet, good quality

aloes-wood can be recognized by pressing the inscribed gems of a

ring on It and It will leave marks, If it Is dry then the fire will reveal

its good qualities. If applied to a piece of clothing, its aroma will

persist for over a week and it keeps lice away." (26
	

On the other

hand, the Sanfi type of aloes-wood was described as "the worst type

and Is no better than firewood. ,,(26 7)

It seems that Indian aloes-wood was extremely fashionable

in the Arab world. For instance, the caliph al-Mansur (A.H 136-158 /

A.D. 754-775) ordered a large quantity of Indian aloes-wood to be

brought from India. Ahmad b. YaCkub, moreover, was reported to have

declared that "as far as sweetness and bitterness, endurance and

resistance to fire Is concerned, Indian aloes-wood Es second to none."

On the virtues of Indian aloes-wood and why caliphs preferred It,

Muhammad b. alCAbbas al-Miski said that "its bitterness is welcome

as it checks lice. ' As caliphs and kings preferred to use it as Incense

It has become extremely fashionable and dearer than other types of

perfumes. ,,(26 )

Indian aloes-wood was also described as "stable, darkish, when

It is burnt, it emits an aroma similar to that of Linufar (perhaps

Nilufar, a great white water lily) .	 Wet aloes-wood which Is soft

and has a pungent taste	 was used mainly as a medicament. ,,(269)
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Another type of aloes-wood - al-Kust - was Imported from

Lower Kashmir (Kashmir valley) and used as a medicine and incense.(270)

Indian aloes-wood was transported not just by sea but also by land.

It was transported by land from the southern coasts of India to

Kabul and from there it was exported. (27 ) In view of the many

uses of Indian aloes-wood in the Arab world, It would have been

(272)
imported in substantial quantities.	 Moreover, the fact that

it was used as medicine indicates that It was sold at prices the

majority of people could afford.

In the time of al-Rashid, the Kharaj from Sind included 150

Manns (1 Mann equals 2 rotls) of Indian aloes-wood and another

(273)
150 Manns of other types of aloes-wood. 	 In the time of

al-Ma'mun, moreover, the Kharaj from Sind included 150 rs4ls of

Indian aloes-wood. 
(274) 

Ab Yiisuf, the judge, ruled that if a person

stole ten dirhams or more worth of aloes-wood his hand would be cut

(275)	 .	 (276)off.	 Cases of adulterating aloes-wood were not unheard of.

Finally, Ibn Jubayr maintained that he had seen Indian aloes-wood

(277)
being bought and sold in Mecca;	 an indication that it continued

to be exported fr 'om India to the Arab world.

5. Pepper. The pepper tree is described as high and requiring a

great deal of water.	 "The fruits which are in spikes are shed by the

wind on the ground and are then collected. (278)
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Pepper was widely cultivated in and exported from such

Indian regions as the Manibar (Malabar (Kerala) ) especially the city

of Manjrur	 , the city of Barus (Broach (Bombay State) ), the

Island of Malay (perhaps Kulam Malay), Kullori (Kerala) - which

produced enormous amounts of pepper, Sindan 280 (Sanjan, 50 miles

north of Thana (Bombay State) ), and the mountains of Sarandtb(281)

(Ceylon).

High quality pepper was described as "free from dust, pebbles,

unburnt and unspoilt. White pepper has a different form and Colour,

it is used in medicine but not in the production of food. (282)

Some sources indicate that pepper was exported in large

quantities by Indians to the Arab world where it was used as a spice

(283)	 (284)by caliphs	 and ordinary people alike.

could not have been very high.

Its price, therefore,

Pepper was exported by the sea route; Ibn Jubayr maintains

that caravans operated what amounted to a shuttle service between

the Egyptian city of Kaws and the port of CAydhb carrying Indian

merchandise whioh, according to him, included consignments of

pepper: "There was so much pepper being unloaded that we thought it

must have been as cheap as sand. (285) 
Pepper was also re-exported

from the Arab world via the Mediterranean Sea to Europe. (286)

It was, according to al-MakdisT, exported from the city of

Nurmasin which was situated on the pilgrim Sljtstan highway in

- (287)Kirman	 in Iran.
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6. Sandal Wood. A scented wood from giant trees (28 that was

exported to the Arab world from the following Indla

Shalahit	 (in Sumatra), the Zabaj(292)Ceylon, (290)	
-	 (291)

(Java),

-	 (293)
Tafin	 (Takka-dea), Kumar or Kamarun (Kmarpa), and Sufalat
.

of India. (294)

The uses of sandal, wood were as numerous as its species.

Although its Scent was said to weaken the sex drIve, (295) the red

odourless kind was nevertheless used In treating tumours and for

fashioning ornaments. The peasant-smelllng yellow SpeCkeS was

used In the preparation of perfumes, for fashioning beads, and was

an ingredient of several medicines.	 The white species was noted

for Its pleasant fragrance. There were other less important species

(296)of sandal wood.

Sandal wood was used for building balconies; during the

siege of Baghdad, the caliph al-Amin (A.H. 193-198 /A.D. 809-813)

would sit on a "balcony made of aloes-wood and sandal wood." (297)

It is said, moreover, that Zubayda, the caliph al-Rashid's wife, was

the first to have built domes of "silver, ebony, and sandal wood.

However, this particular use of sandal wood would, in our opinion,

have been confined to caliphal households.

Imported sandal wood was used on a wide scale for medical

purposes; inA.H. 326 /A.D, 972 al-Hasan b. 'Alib. Mukia had his hand

treated with a mixture of camphor, sandal wood and rose water, 29 and It was
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also used as a perfume. It was with an eye to the latter use that

al-Kindi attempted to vaporize sandal wood sap and demonstrated how

the sap could be obtained by blending aloes-wood with camphor and

(3oc
ambergris in certain proportions.

Sandal wood was used not just in Iraq but also In Egypt in the

time of the Fattmids, (301) in the Arabian peninsula in the time of Ab

Zlyad (A.H. 366 /A.IJ. 976)(302) and perhaps in other regions.

7. Cloves. Al _ Ya Ckubi held that cloves were "one species, the

best variety of which Is the dry sweet-smelling flowers ... the fruits

are similar to date-pits or olive stones and are said to come from giant

trees similar to the lotus trees." Other sources maintain that the

clove was similar to the citron tree or that It was a tree whose leaves

were none other than the Indian Sadhtj; since Sadhlj tastes of

,,(30 3)
cloves.	 Clove trees were "too many to have owners. (304)

(305)India was famous for its cloves	 which were exported to

(306)	 -
the Arab world	 from such regions as Shalahit 30 (in Sumatra),

Suf tat of India, (308) Bartayll, Java island(309) and Sarandib310

(Ceylon).	 The best cloves are described as "the strong-smelling

(31 1)
Kabash If it is unspoilt and free from husk.

Cloves were used "to strengthen the heart, to clean the

liver, to stop vomiting caused by humidity, indigestion or cholera.

If ground with Syrian apple and its juice extracted and taken by the

.3
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chronically ill his nausea will subside ...	 It has a pleasant

fragrance. Oil distilled from it is used In preparing many perfumes

especially the ones used by women, pastes and medicines; it is also

used in fermentation. ,,(31 2)

Some episodes indicate that clove merchants did not have a

chance to meet the inhabitants of the regions with which they traded;

they would leave their money in certain places and later find it replaced

by cloves. (313)

Cloves were one of the Indian commodities that were exempted

from the one-tenth tax. (314)

8. IndIan spikenard. Spikenard is a herbaceous plant native to

India and Tibet. It comes in two types: the yellowish which Is the best

and the darkish. 
(31	

The dried roots of spikenard yield an oil used in

perfumery. They also yield medicines used as stimulants, tonics, etc.

Information at our disposal indicates that spikenard was

exported to the Arab world. For instance It was known to the Arabs:

"the best type of spikenard," one source maintains, "Is the purified

red then the kind which Is sweet-smelling, yellow with white shades,

the latter is not used in high-quality perfumery. ,,(316)

There is a reference to the effect that officials were sent to

inspect ships carrying spikenard from India and bound for, among other

destinations, Ubulla,with a view to eliminating poisonous snakes which

infested spikenard plantations. (317)
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Moreover, al-Kindi makes frequent references to spikenard

and to his extraction of Its sap which he blended with other substances

such as aloes-wood, camphor and cloves to make musk. 	 Al-Kindi

also mixed spikenard sap with wax and other substances to make

(318)
ambergris.

It is thought that the volume of spikenard exports was below

that of aloes-wood or musk, for instance.

9. Dragon's blood. Al-Kindi used dragon's blood (Dam al-Akl-iawayn),

a gum that was brought from Suutra island and India (319)

(320)
to make musk and aloes-wood.

8. Fantdh. Fanidh was a type of candy made in Sind(321) from sugar-

(322)	 - -
cane.	 It was exported to Iraq and Khurasan among other regions.

Makran, in Iran, Masakan, in Turan (Baluchistan), T uran, (the region

around Khuzdar in the eastern parts of the Kalat state (Ba luchistan) ),

Kusdar (Kuzdr, Khuzdar (Baluchistan) and Khirdhan), were famous

centres for exporting it. (323)

Al-Baladhuri quotes one of the caliph al-Mansur's entourage

as having said that "al-Mansur would distribute among us sustenance

,,(324)	 --
Including fani.dh and antidotes, 	 a clear indication that fanidh

was known to the Arabs. Moreover, in the time of the caliph al-

Ma'mun (A.H.198-218/A.D.813-833), Kharaj returns from Sijistan

- -	 (325)
included twenty roLls of fanidh.

Fanldh exports to the Arab world seem to have continued even

after the reign of al_Masmun had ended. Al-Idrisi, for instance, indicates
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that the city of Kizkanan - Kalat (Baluchistan) - was famous for Its

fanjd.h 
(326) 1\j-Hamawi, moreover, maintains that ' t fanith exports

come mainly from Makran, only a small amount comes from the locality

of Masakan' 27 - In Turan (Baluchistan) .	 These are almost the

same regions to which al-Makdlsi. and al-Istakhri had earlier referred.

The fact that fanidh was referred to In HikayatAbt 'l-Kasim al-

Banddi under foods, "it melts in the mouth," (32	 indicates that its

consumption was by no means confined to caliphal circles.

9. Myrobalari. Myrobalan is a yellow fruit which becomes dark

when it is ripe. The most famous variety was known as Kabuli.

Myrobalan	 was used as a medicament to treat diphtheria, mental

disorders and to relieve headaches. (32 )

Referring to the contents of the treasury of the caliphate in the

time of the caliph al-Ma'mun, tbh Khaldun maintains that Khurasan's

contribution to the treasury included 30,000 rotls of myrobalan. (330)

Ibn Khalclun was probably referring to Indian regions which were

administratively part of Khurasafl since al-Birunt asserts that

myrobalan was brought from the southern coasts of India (from Jaihandar)

to Kabul. (331)
	 In addition, there is no evidence to suggest that

Khurasan produced myrobalan. Even if myrobalan were cultivated in

the mountains of Kabul, (332) the product would almost certainly have

been of little importance.
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This proposition is supported by Abu "l-Fida': "Myrobalan

-	 (I	
(333)

was attributed to Kabul, he maintains. 	 Al-Idrisi, moreover,

refers to Kabul simply as "an Indian city, bordering on Tukharlstan -

the district that lay to the eastward of Balkh, stretching along the

south of the Oxus as far as Badakhshan - which has merchandise such

,,(334)as Kabulimyrobalan.

There are several indications that myrobalan continued to be

exported to the Arab world by land and sea. Myrobalan is referred to

-	 (335)	 -in later periods by Ibn Khurdadhba,	 and al-Biruni who maintains

that it was exported through Kabul. Ibn al-Mujawir indicates that

myrobalan was one of the Indian commodities exempted from the

tIthe. (336)	 There are also indications that it was available at

perfumers' shops and that, like camphor and aloes-wood, it was

(337)
occasionally adulterated.

JO. md igg, Al -Zabidi ma inta ins that indfgo was obtaIned from the

CIzlim plant (dyer's weed) and from another plant with hard stems and

small leaves. Indigo, a blue dyestuff was extracted from cizlim In a

process whereby the leaves were submerged in hot water, which would

remove the dye, which would sink to the bottom. The water was then

removed and the substance left to dry.

Al-Zabidi adds that indigo was used as a medicament to "prevent

tumours, as a painkiller, to check spots, leprosy, to relieve the pain

of menstruation, to treat alopecia, fireburns and to relieve depression." (338)
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Indigo was exported from	 and Kabul, which was

famous for its Indigo exports and was me ntioned by Ibn Hawkal:

"roads stretch from Kabul and head everhere, Its merchants put the

value of indigo sold in Kabul at around 2,000,000 drnrs, although

the amounts I saw were less than that, probably because of the

turmoil. (340)

Al-Idrist maintains that Kabul was famous for cultivating and

exporting Indigo to various parts of the world. 
(341)	

This Indicates

that the turmoil to which Ibn Hawkal referred with its disruptive effects

on the Indigo trade did not last very long.

11. Trees and fruits. Indian exports to the Arab world included:

1. Trees and plants. AlMas%dimaintalris that such subtropical

trees as bitter orange, and citron had been introduced in Oman, Basra

and the rest of Iraq, Syria, Antloch and the coasts of Palestine and

Egypt. 
(342) 

He adds that the caliph al-Kahir (A.H. 320-322/A.D. 932-

934) had a garden near by a Jarib - a patch of arable land - In which

bitter orange trees from Basra and Oman were grown. These trees had

originally come from India afterA.H. 300 /A.JJ. 912. (343) 
Moreover,

the possibility that coconut trees which were known in the Hejaz as

Doum palm trees 
(344) had been brought from India and had adapted to

the new climatic conditions In the Hejaz cannot be ruled out. bit Battuta

Indicates that coconut trees were found in Zafar 5 This is supported

by tbn al-Mujawir who refers to Zafar as al-Mansura. (346
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Other Indian trees cultivated in several Arab regions included

tamarind, Anbaj (like a peach) and Tanbul 37 (betel). Tanbul Is a

non-fruit - bearing Indian tree with pleasant-smelling yellow leaves

(348)	 c- -valued by the Indians.	 Al-Mas udj. notes that the leaves were

-	 -	 (349)
chewed with other materials, Nurah and Fufal,	 and maintains

that they were used by the Inhabitants of Mecca, the Hejaz and the

Yemen as an appetizer. According to al-Mas°udi they were used as

a medicine to treat ulcers, for the strengthening of the palate and the

(350)
teeth and could be bought at chemists' shops;	 which Is an Indication

of how widespread their use was.

Several Indian plants were cultivated In the Arab region, Those

(351)
In Egypt Included myrobalan and pepper, 	 both of which were

cultivated in Upper Egypt. Indigo plants were found in Palestine and

(352)	 (353)
Egypt	 and ginger in Oman and the Maghrib.	 This seems to

lend weight to al-Mas 0udi's above mentioned account.

2. Fruits. Some sources Indicate that although Indian trees had

been exported to and cultivated in the Arab world, their produce was

Insufficient to meet demand there, and such fruits as coconut, (354)

(355)	 (356)	 balan, 
(357)

bitter orange,	 citron,	 myro	 and probably preserved

(358)
Anbaj and ginger	 had to be imported from India.

12. Animals. India exported the following animals to the Arab world:

1. Elephants. Most sources agree that there were two kinds of

elephant, the African and the Indian elephant. 
(359) 

However, there is
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no evidence to suggest that elephants were Imported from Africa

although the possibility that they were imported from North Africa In

particular cannot be ruled out. By contrast, there is a lot of evidence

which indicates that elephants were imported from India. (360)

Al-Jahiz Indicates that elephants were known in Iraq, If not

in other Arab provinces. He maintains that elephants were seen In

Baghdad and refers to the "elephant's caretakers", and to poetry

dedicated to elephants. He quotes replies to claims that they could

not reproduce in their new habitat, Iraq and explains how Ivory was

obtained from their tusks. He confirms the existence of pastures for

elephants only and maintains that there were gates in such cities as

Basra, Kufa and Was it known as "the elephant's gates". He further

maintains that elephants were seen in amarrai (361) too. The caliph

al-Mansur, moreover, was known to have kept "forty elephants, twenty

of which were males. ,,(362)

Indian elephants found their way to the zoos of the caliphs in

several ways. They were gifted to caliphs by Indian kings and by their

own viceroys there; an elephant was given as a gift by some Indian

kings to the callh al-Ma'mun 
(363) 

and two more elephants were sent

-	 -	 (364)
from Kabul by Muhammad b. Tahir. 	 Furthermore, elephants were

-.	 (365)
brought from Sind as a part of Its Kharaj to the caliphate.

Elephants were used by the Indians in war and for transport. (366)

The Indians, but not the Arabs, fashioned leather shields from elephants'
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sktns.367) Most sources indicate that elephants were used in

Baghdad and Samarra' to parade outlaws and opponents of the caliphate

before they were executed. Examples of opponents humiliated in this

way before they were executed include Babak al-Khurramt who was

executed in Samarra° by order of the caliph al_Muctasim(368) (A 0 H. 218-

227 /A.D. 833-842), Harun al-Shari who was executed inA.H. 283 /

A.D. 896 by order of the caliph al_Muctadid(369) (A.H. 279-289 /A.D.

892-902), and Abu 'l-Shama, the Carmathian leader who was executed

in A.H. 291 /A.D. 903 by order of the caliph al-Muktaft. (370)

It is worth mentioning that successive caliphs kept elephants;

-	 ,-	 celephants were kept by al-Mansur, al-Ma mun, al-Mu tasim,

al_MuCtadid, al-Muktaft and al-Muktad[r (A. H. 295-320 / A. D.908-932),

who treated a Roman envoy to a parade of elephants driven by people

from Sind. 
(371) 

That successive caliphs should have kept elephants

is an Indication that elephants continued to be exported to the Arab

world. These elephants are thought to have been transported to Iraq

(372)
by land and sea.

2. Buffaloes. Al_MasCudi and Ibn Battuta, who had both visited

India, observed that buffaloes were bred in large numbers in India. (373)

Buffaloes may have begun to be imported into the Arab world since the

conquest in A.H. 92 or 93/A 0 D. 710 or 711 of Sind by Muhammad b.

al-Kasim al-Thakafi. Al-Thakaflis reported by al-Baladhurito have

sent to al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf al-Thakafi, the then vtceroy of Iraq, 4,000
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buffaloes. The viceroy sent some of these buffaloes to the caliph

al-Waild and kept the rest, for himself In the region of Kaskar.

When Yazld b. al-Muhallab was defeated, his properties in

Iraq were confiscated by Yazid b. CAbd 'al-Malik. The confiscated

property included 4, 000 buffaloes kept in the regions of the Tigris and

Kaskar. The confiscated buffaloes were sent to Massisa (on the River

Ceyhan, east of Adana (Turkey) ), thus bringing the total of buffaloes

in that region to 8,000. Moreover, the buffaloes of Antloch and

(a village in the area of Antloch) were originally introduced by the Zutt

(Ja ts).

Al-Baladhurt, also, refers to the arrival in Iraq (in the Bata'th

region) of the Zutt, and maintains that these new arrivals from Sind

threatened stability in southern Iraq in the time of al-Ma'mun and

al_MuCtasim. Routes and ships were especially vulnerable to their

raids. (375) Al_Mascudi, on the other hand, maintains that the Zutt

in southern Iraq were mainly buffalo breeders and that, when in the time

of al_MuCtaim, they began to represent a source of instability, they

were dispersed In such regions as Khanaktn, Jalawla', the roads of

Khurasan and th Thug]ur of Syria and thus buffaloes were introduced

Into Syria for the first time. (376)

An examination of al-Baladhuri's and alMas%di's accounts will

reveal a lapse between the time when buffaloes were seen in Iraq in the

time of al-Hajjaj (a1-Bal 'dhurPs account) and their introduction into Iraq
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by Zutt in the time of al_Muctasim and their subsequent exodus to

the Thug_hur of Syria (al-Masudi's account). 	 This means that

either new waves of Zutt arrived with their buffaloes in Iraq in the

time of al_Muctalm or that, during the Umayyad period, buffaloes

were not completely moved from Iraq to Syria.

Another indication that buffaloes were kept in large numbers in

the Arab world Is provided by Abu cUbayd al-Kasim b. Sallam who

maintains that, like cattle breeders, buffalo breeders were liable to

(377)
pay alms on them.	 Al-Tabari, moreover, maintains that buffaloes

were seen In south Iraq during the events of A.H. 269/A.D. 882 (the

(378)
war between al-Muwaffak and. the Zanj leader).

Fights between lions and buffaloes were reported to have been

c	 .	 (379)
al-Mu tasim s favourite form of entertainment.

Buffaloes were kept in Syria as a whole as in Antioch mainly

as draft animals and for milk and hides. 
(380) 

In the Thug_hr, however,

they were used to keep lions away, since lions dreaded them, and for

(381)
pulling carts.

3. Camels. There were two important kinds of camel in India:

-	 (382)
the Bukhtl or Bukhatt, and the Falij.

The falij is described as "massive and having two humps and

being brought from Sind specifically for breeding. 	 The region
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of udha which was situated between the boundaries of Makran and

Turan, MuI.tan and the city of Mansura, was a famous breeding centre.

Pa lii camels were exported to Khurasan, Persia and wherever the Faltj

kind was found. (384)

The Bukhtt kind was raised by breeding Arabian she-camels and

Fall) camels. (385) The city of Kabul was famous for this kind of

(386)
camel,	 which was rated the best camel.

From the above references we conclude that the Arabs would

have been able to raise Bukhtt camels by importing Fall) camels and

breeding them with Arabian camels. However, It Is unlikely that the

Arabs secured Bukhti camels In sufficient numbers in this way. The

breeders in Kabul presumably Imported Arabian camels and bred them

with their own Falij camels, so that Kabul became famous for Bukhtt

camels , although the sources do not mention this.

Falij camels were used by caliphs, as well as elephants, to

parade their opponents by way of humiliating them before they were

executed. Among'those who suffered this fate were Harun al-Shari

and cAmr b. al-Layth, who were executed In A.H. 283/A.D. 896 and

A. H. 288 / A. D. 900 res pectively by order of al_MuCtadid. (387)

The main aim behind the Importing of Falij camels seems to have

been to obtain the Jawamiz kind of camel, which were famous for their

speed and inherited the characteristics of both Arabian and Bukhtt

(388)
camels.
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Abu CUbayd maintains that the amounts of alms given on

Bukhtl camels were the same as those given on any other kinds of

camei;(389) an indication that Bukhtt camels were found in the Arab

world.

5. RhInoceroses. The rhinoceros was known to the Arabs as an

Indian animal and was thought to have been indigenous to the Rami

(390)	 -
island (Sumatra) as well as other regions.	 Al-Jahiz makes

frequent references to the rhinoceros, which he classes with the

elephant and the buffalo. He maintains that rhinoceros horns were

exported from Basra to China "because horns reach us before they reach

them." He notes that the rhinoceros was highly valued by the Indians,

"the Indians were more infatuated with the rhinoceros than they were

,,(391)	 -
with the elephant. 	 Whether al-Jahiz had seen rhinoceroses in

Iraq or whether his observations were based on accounts provided by

merchants is uncertain. Moreover, rhinoceros horns re-exported from

Basra to China would have been originally brought from Africa. It is

unlikely that the numbers of rhinoceroses were large enough to make

possible the exporting of horns on a commercial scale.

Al_ThaCalibI, however, may have seen rhinoceroses in Iraq or

in other Arab provinces since he makes a direct reference to the importing

of rhinoceroses from India, 
(392) 

although he does not mention the exact

region where he saw them nor does he give any information regarding

their numbers.
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5. Other animals. There is a very little information which

indicates that the following animals were Imported into the Arab world:

1. LIons. Ai-Jhiz maintains that Indian and African animals

were seen in Iraq. (39 3)

2. Leopards and tigers. Al-Jhiz also maintains that leopards

and tigers were brought from India. (394)

3. The greyhound - Saluki - was exported from India to the Arab

world. (395)

13. Hair. Al-Mas%di is the only historian to have pointed to the

existence of a special type of hair known as al-Ijamar which was

imported from India as it entered in the making of fly - whisks (Madhabb)

with Ivory or silver. That type of hair was brought from the kingdom of

Dahmy. 
(L)

14. Birds. The following Indian birds were known to the Arabs:

1. Chickens. According to al-Tha%libt some types of chickens,

peafowis and talking parrots were Imported into the Arab world from

India. 
(397) 

According to l-Hamadhant's account, Sindi chickens were

imported from Sarandtb(398) (Ceylon).

A1-Jahjz refers to the Indian cocks known as Khalasi which were

bred from Indian and Persian varieties. He also refers to Nabataen,

Sindi, African, Chinese and other varieties and maintains that he had

seen chickens of Indian origin. (399)
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From all this we conclude that the importing of chickens into

the Arab world was not confined to Indian varieties. Chickens were

imported from all over the world and new varieties were developed by

breeding chickens from different regions. The Khalast was but one

of the types of chickens bred in this way.

References contained in Hlkayat AbE 'l-Kasim al-Bagdadt and

- -(400)
echoed by al-Tanukhi	 indicate that Indian chickens provided a

better source of meat than any other type of chicken.

(401)
2. Peafowls. Peafowls were considered to be Indian birds.

Al_MasCudi, who visited India, maintains that he saw them there: "I

have seen peacocks with fine feathers in India, their colours are hard

to describe because of their irridescent nature, the birds are large and

(40 2)
have large feathers.

There is a lot of evidence which indicates that peafowls were

found in the Arab world. Poems were written in appreciation of their

resplendence and they were considered to be the epitome of beauty:

"as beautiful as a peacock," ran an Arab proverb. One source claims

that the young would be smaller than their normal size if the eggs were

sat on by a chicken, a practice apparently known in the Arab world. (403)

Al-Hamadhani maintains that peafowls were imported from Sarandib

(Ceylon) whereas green and spotted ones were imported from Zabaj (404)

(Java).

Al-Mas%dt maintains that peafowis bred in the Arab world

tended to have different colours and to be smaller: "The young are
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smaller with dull colours, they seem to lose their irridescence ...,

peafowis, especially peacocks, have very little in common with

,,(405)
Inthan breeds.	 Refuting claims that elephants could not

reproduce in Iraq because of the effects of their new different

habitat, al-Jahiz argues: "if this were true, peafowis would not have

been able to reproduce in our land. ,,(406) a l-J hiz was clearly

stating that peafowis were raised in Iraq and that there was no reason,

therefore, why elephants should not reproduce in Iraq as well.

It is worth mentioning that there was an enclosure known as the

"peacock house" which formed a part of the caliphal household in

Baghdad in the time of the caliph al_MutiC bi Allah 407 (P.H. 334-336/

A. D. 946-948).

3. Talking parrots. Al-Ansaridl-Dimashkiclassifies parrots as

"Indian, Abyssinian, Nubian, Ghanaian and Chinese." 408 However,

there is no evidence to suggest that parrots were imported into the Arab

world from any country other than India. We, therefore, believe that

al-Dimashkl was merely stating that parrots were found in these regions

rather than implying that they were actually exported from these regions

to the Arab world..' Al-Hamadhant, however, maintains that parrots

were brought from Sarandtb (Ceylon) and that Zabaj (Java) was famous

(409)for its white, red, and yellow-feathered talking parrots.

In the course of describing the caliph al-Kahir blAllah's (P.H.
*

320-322/A.D. 932-933) garden, al-Mas%di maintains that it included
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parrots as well as other birds which the caliph had imported from

(410)	 c- -various regions.	 Although al-Mas udi does not specify the

origin of these birds, we, nevertheless, believe that they were

imported from India in view of the strong commercial ties between

the caliphate and India and also of the fact that parrots were native

to that country.

4. Hawks. Al-Jahiz notes that "Indian white hawks were

popular. (411.)
	

But apart from this brief observation, we have been

unable to trace any information related to the exporting of Indian

hawks or their uses in the Arab world.
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In the light of the research plan, we present the findings

of the research, and point to the influences exerted by the Arabs

and Indians on each other as a result of commercial exchange between

them, as follows:

(lj The findings of the research.

1 - Arab-Indian commercial relations prior to the period of the research

I during it.

A. Previous research has established that links, commercial

and otherwise, between the Arab world and India did not start in the

period of this research, but had roots going right back to the Sumerian

period, 3000 B.0O 3 and the Babylonian perIod, 1820 B.C. and

thereafter in Iraq; to Pharaonlc times, (during the 26th dynasty) in

Egypt, and to the Phoenician period In Syria. Historians and

archaeologists who have studied the ancient civilisations of the Arab

world and of India have confirmed the existence of cultural similarities

between the countries, which they attribute to the Influence of

commercial contacts between them. They have given examples of

goods exchanged between the two nations such as livestock, plants,

textiles, and chariots. They have also given examples of ideas and

other cultural aspects exchanged between the two nations In those

periods. (1)

Following Alexander's campaign in the east, in 333 B.C.,

commercial activity between the Arab world and India increased.

Alexander's successors, the Ptolemies In Egypt, and the Seleucids in
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Syria and Iraq, used land and maritime routes in their trading with

India. These contacts contributed to the emergence of Hellenistic

civilisatlon, which was a mixture of eastern and western cultures. (2)

In the pre-Islamic period, 
(3) 

commercIal contacts between the coasts

of the Arabian Peninsula and India continued. However, in that

period commercial activity took place mainly between India, Yemen,

(4)
Mecca, Syria and Iraq. 	 The Arabs played the role of intermediaries

between east and west, and were engaged in promoting goods imported

from India. They also exported their goods to India.

B. The rise of Islam in the 6th century in Arabia contributed in

an important way to stimulating commercial relations between the Arab

world and India. This is attributable to a number of reasons:

In the early years of Islam merchants would accompany Muslim

conquerors with a view to purchasing any spoils of war. 
(6) 

Having

brought down the Sassanian empire In the reign of the second caliph

cumar b. al-Khatab, and eliminated the Byzantine influence in Syria

and North Africa, the Arabs became solely responsible for the protection

of commercial routes, land as well as maritime, In a powerful empire.

In A.H. 92-93/A.D. 710-711 SInd was annexed to the Arab Islamic

empire 
(7) 

and caine under direct Arab rule. 
(8) 

This led to increased

trading activity between the Arab world and India using the two routes,

land and maritime. The Umayyads were not orientated In trade towards

India or the east, and their attitude towards the Byzantine empire

remained hostile, but, this no longer prevented the Arabs from trading
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with the Byzantines in the CAbbsjd period. 
(9) 

Furthermore, the

official CAbJJsjd attitude towards the kings of India encouraged rather

than hindered continued and improved trading with them. The fact

that the capital of the caliphate had now been moved eastward to

Baghdad, and the luxury and extravagance which marked the 3rd and

4th centuries / the 9th and the 10th centuries, and the cultural boom

which accompanied It, resulted in making Arab trade with India greater

than it was with the west. India itself abounded In raw materials and

manufactured goods which the Arabs needed.

In the light of this historical survey of commercial relations

between the Arabs and the Indians it Is possible to make the following

conclusions:

A. The period of the research, the 3rd and 4th centurIes / the

9th and 10th centuries, was by no means the starting-point of Arab-

Indian commercial relations. During this period, however, those ties

became more pronounced owing to factors already referred to.

B. During the Islamic period - Umayyad and CAbbsjd and

Including the period of the research - commercial activity between the

Arabs and Indians took on a new dimension. Commerce became a means

of propagating Islam in India, and this strengthened ties between the

two nations, and served trade as well. This will be referred to In the

following pages.

C. Arab commercial dealing with India in th 3rd and 4th

centuries / 9th and 10th centuries was part of a wider trade which
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included other regions such as Andalusia, sub-Saharan Africa, China,

Russia, and Byzantium. However, trade with India seems to have

enjoyed a special place owing to the existence of a degree of economic

Integration between them, and to the fact that they continued to need

each other's goods which were easy to transport.

2 - The political situation in the period of the research: The research

has shown that the political situation in both India and the Arab world

In the 3rd and 4th centuries / the 9th and 10th centurIes was critical

and complicated. In the Arab world, this period was marked with

revolts, the dismembering of the caliphate and the emergence of

independent amirates, all of which were signs of the political decline

C-.of Baghdad, the capital of the Abbasid caliphate.

It is true that such signs were not unknown prior to the period

of the research. However, the then threat to the caliphate, which the

early CAbb 5 id caliphs(10) were in a position to check, was mainly

external, from Pers inns, Turks and others. The threat to the capital

of the caliphate now came from within the Arab world itself, and was

posed by the Zanj, Carmathians, Fatimids, etc. Furthermore the

emergence of the eastern amirates, such as the Samanlds, the Tahirids,

Ghaznawlds, and the Saffarids, posed another threat to the capital of

the caliphate. So did the emergence of the Buwayhids as a new power

in the east. The Buwayhids, however, were unable to halt their own

eventual political decline let alone that of the caliphate.

The examination of the political situation In the Indian kingdoms
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has shown that In-fighting and attempts to expand at the expense of

other kingdoms marked the period of the research. The sources make

no mention, however, of the emergence in that period of any new

amirates or kingdoms, as happened in the Arab world, or of any

important hostilities between individual or combined kingdoms and

the Arab world, or of any disruption of Arab sea trading. Similarly,

Arab trade with India continued despite the worsening political situation

In the Arab world, which has already been referred to.

From all this we conclude that Arab-Indian commerce was not

seriously affected by the deteriorating political situation. Moreover,

the research has shown that trade between Indian kingdoms continued.

Similarly, and despite the worsening political situation, the sources

make no mention of any disruption of trade among the various Arab

regions. In fact, the Arabs continued to trade not just with India but

also with some parts of Africa, Andalusia, which was ruled by the

Tjmayyads who were politically opposed to the CAbb5id5 and also

with the l3yzantines, the then sworn enemies of the cAbbasids.	 Ibn

Jubayr describes the flow of trade between Egypt, Damascus, and

"bUad al-'jfranj " as "uninterrupted, Christian merchants are welcome.

Muslim merchants are required by the Christians to pay a levy when they

trade in Christian territory, so are Christian merchants when they are

in Muslim territory. The warriors are busy with their war, people are

feeling good and to the victor belongs the world.II(h1)
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3 - The_geography of the Arab world and India: Several geographical

sources Indicate that what was then called India included not just the

present-day countries of India, Pakistan and Bangladesh, but also

other regions which are now part of Afghanistan, Iran and other

countries. Moreover, islands such as Ceylon, Sumatra, Java, the

Maldive and others were considered to be within Indian territorial

waters. While the northern, eastern and western boundaries of India

are clearly defined by the sources, how far Indian territorial waters

extended into the Indian Ocean remains uncertain. 12)

The multiplicity of Indian kingdoms at the time, and the

unceasing wars among their rulers, makes the task of defining the

accurate boundaries of each kingdom difficult Indeed. In addition to

disputed borders, the question of defining borders is further complicated

by the fact that several small kingdoms were politically dominated by

larger Indian kingdoms. When referring to some Indian kingdoms,

some sources use the name of the reigning king, and disregard such

matters relevant to the research as the kingdom's location, boundaries,

political and	 economic situation. Sources proved ample details of

India's minerals, plants, trees, mountains, rivers, plains, roads,

towns and other topographical features. However, more attention is

given by these sources to western kingdoms of India than to the

eastern ones.

With regard to the Island kingdoms of the Indian Ocean, kiery

little is mentioned by the sources about them, their towns, and roads,
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although some information on their products, maritime routes to

them, and their treatment of visitors is given.

The sources concentration on describing the western rather

than the eastern parts of India, and the scarcity of Information on

several aspects of life in island kingdoms, lead us to believe that

the Arabs traded with the eastern regions of India and the island

kingdoms Indirectly rather than directly. That is to say, Indian

Internal trade was responsible for Arab exports to, and imports from,

these parts of India.

The Arab world, on the other hand, Is described clearly and

accurately. A good deal of Information is provided on its international

borders, borders of the Arab regions, their minerals, topography,

plants and routes. The then Arab regions roughly correspond to the

present-day Arab countries.

The clarity of Information on the Arab world is attributable to

the fact that historians and geographers were themselves Arabs or

Muslims, most of whom had toured the Arab world or lived In it and

had, therefore, a first-hand knowledge of It. Although some of them

had toured India it would be unrealistic to expect that they should have

been as completely at home with India as they were with the Arab world.

4 - Trade routes, caravans, and shlp:

The research has shown that the main trading routes between

Iraq and India across Persia preceded the period of the research and

were used In a thriving trade between the Arab regions via Iraq and the
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Sassanian empire, India, Turkey and China before Islam. However,

during the period of the research those routes multiplied and received

Increased attention from the ca].Iphal authorities, which provided

protection, services and rest-houses for travellers. This can be

seen by comparing maps of ancient routes with maps from the period

of the research. 
(13) 

Above comparisons also show that trade caravans

would use large numbers of goods-carrying animals, and were

accompanied by guards, guides and others. 
(14) 

The caliphal

authorities would entrust someone with the task of protecting the

caravan from thieves and highwaymen. Sometimes the responsibility

for the safety of caravans fell upon officials and administrators of

towns and regions through which the caravans passed.

(15) .With the exception of a few Isolated 	 incidents, Indian

routes seem to have been given sufficient protection, as sources

indicate that thieves and highwaymen were ruthlessly dealt with by the

Kings of India.

The same case of the land routes applies to the maritime routes

between the Arab v'orld and India, which were used for trading by both

Arabs and Indians using seasonal winds before the rise of Islam and

after It. However, during the period of the research maritime trade

routes between several Arab and Indian ports multiplied and became

clearly defined. Maritime commercial activity Increased in view of

the relatively shorter time It would take ships to reach their destinations.

That accounted for the increased provision of protection for ships, the
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building of lighthouses for guiding ships at sea and warning them

against the dangers of shallow waters. 
(16) 

It seems that, from a

commercial point of view, maritime routes were more Important,

safer and easier to use than land routes. Like land routes, whose

distances were known and measured by miles and stages between

towns and cities, distances of maritime routes, and the amount of

time as measured In days between ports, were also known. So were

seasonal winds, and the characteristics of sea waters, which were

borne in mind when manufacturing ships. For example, ships

designed for sailing in the Indian Ocean were different from those

designed for the Mediterranean Sea. Such practices were unknown

prior to the period of the research judging by the lack of any reference

to them. With regard to ships used during the period of the research,

hardly anythin is mentioned by the sources about their sizes, the

number of their decks, the size of their sails, etc.

5 -	 pprts_and Imports:

Having examined Arab and Indian exports, In the light of their

volume and price, we concluded that the balance of trade was in

(17)
India s favour.	 Indian exports tended to be of a luxurious nature.

For example Indian exports to the Arab world Included various perfumes,

parrots, peacocks, elephants, jewellery and slaves. There Is no

reason to assume that the vast majority of Arabs were in need of such

goods. Yet, despite their high prices, they found buyers among the

wealthy, top officials, merchants, and of course viziers and caltphs,
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who, despite the fact that they formed only a tiny minority of the

total population, were nevertheless, responsible for a continued and

thriving trade in them.

The Arabs however seem to have exported to India goods

considered essential to large sections of the community. Arab exports

included dates, a commodity thought to have been relatively cheap and

widely consumed by Arabs and Indians alike, and horses, which,

despite their high prices, were owned in large numbers by Indians who

used them in military campaigns, for instance. The same applies to

iron which, we believe, was used In many Indian industries including

the making of jewellery.

Despite the fact that, during the period of the research the Arab

world, especially Iraq and Egypt, was experiencing a revival, and that

many items imported from India were also available from within the Arab

world (jewels, for Instance, which were imported from India were also

available in some regions of the Arabian coasts), it had not reached

the point of self-sufficiency, and therefore continued to import not just

from India but als'o from Africa, Byzantium, and Andalusia. Slaves

from India and elsewhere were high on the list of Arab imports. The

thriving slave trade was a sign not just of increased demand for

manpower, but also of the extravagance which marked the period of

the research.

6 - Ports, commercial cities, and taxation.

The research has shown that a number of Arab ports had direct
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commercial links with IndIa. (18)	 Most of these ports were

situated In Iraq, on the eastern coasts of the Arabian peninsula and

on the coasts of the Red Sea. The existence of such ports is an

Indication of a thriving trade between the Arab world and India In

the period of the research. The existence of these ports may have

preceded the period of the research. However, during that period

these ports seem to have been used almost exclusively for Arab-Indian

trade.

As a result of increased commercial activity Arab towns and

cities located around ports, In regions directly or indirectly linked

with ports by rivers, or at the end of caravan routes, all flourished.

In the forefront of these cities were Baghdad, Basra, Mecca, Fusat,

Cairo, cities on the coasts of the Arabian peninsula, and for a brief

period Samarra'. These cities contained warehouses for storing goods

Imported from India and other countries. In some of these cities lived

Indian merchants following up their trade.

With respect to taxation It has been noticed that many check-

points, whose purose was to levy taxes on imported and exported goods,

existed on the borders of the Arab regions, at the entrances to them,

and In ports. Taxes were levied on a regular basis and according to

theological provisions dating back to the early Islamic period. Under

those provisions taxes levied on a Muslim merchant were different from

those levied on a non-Muslim. There were known tax rates on various

goods. Revenue from these taxes formed an Important source of Income
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for the caliphate, as well as provincial authorities, and that in

itself was an indication of a thriving trade at the time.

India too had many major and minor ports. (1	
These ports

were commercially active and were linked to the main cities by a

network of roads. Several Arab merchants or their agents took up

residence in coastal cities when pursuing their trade.

The research has shown that several important commercial

centres, other than port cities, existed in India, most of which were

in al-Sind, and along the Indian border with Afghanistan and Iran.

From these border cities Indian goods were exported.

Although some sources mention taxes levied in Indian ports,

or at the borders, and the amounts of taxes levied, which were based

on the value and prices of goods or taxes covering the entire cargo of

a ship, the amount of information on Indian taxation is far less than

it is on Arab taxation. For example, apart from a very little information

on Ceylon and Kulam Maidj the sources make no mention of taxation in

any of the Indian is lands. This applies to the ports of these islands

as well.

7 - Methods of selling and buying, and prices.

The research has shown that methods of trading between the

Arabs and the Indians had reached advanced levels, although primitive

methods continued to be used. Bartering was the method commonly

used especially when dealing with the islands of the Indian Ocean.
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Traders would also use the currency of the country in which they

traded. They would sell their merchandise, and use the local money

they earned to make purchases in that country before returning home,

thus dispensing with the bartering process. As traders would spend

a long period of time in the other country they would have had to sell

their merchandise and buy new merchandise more than once during the

same Journey, and Internal trade In the country where that process

took place would have benefited as a result.

In addition to these two methods, the period of the research

witnessed the emergence of state banks and private financial

institutions catering for merchants. In that period, cheques and bills

of exchange became widely used as substitutes for money. Bureaus

of change mushroomed throughout the Arab world and India, (20) and

money changers bought and sold various currencies, thus making

profits and facilitating trade. Such economic terms as commercial

ventures, lending, securities, bankruptcy, speculation, stagnation,

capital etc. which are commonly used in the financial world at present

were also known and used. (21)

Prices of exported and imported merchandise were often

Influenced by political and economic developments on trade routes and

In ports in the Arab world. We have been unable to ascertain the prices

of some goods such as perfumes, because these goods were bartered in

their countries of origin, and the sources fail to mention the prices at

which they were retailed In the importing country. We do know, however,
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that jewellery was re-sold at very high prices and that made its

ownership restricted to the wealthy and the privileged.

We have provided a list of the prices of some goods in the

Arab world and India In order to give a general impression of prices

regulated and supervised by the state, especially the Arab state,

through the office of the 'Muhtasib'. This list Is based on information

contained in some of the sources.

Judging by Arab-md Ian commercial activity, the Arab world

seems to have had an advantage over India. Its strategic position

at the centre of known world contributed to Its economic prosperity.

It exported African merchandise to India and also Indian merchandise

to Europe. Trade between the Arab regions of North Africa and

Andalusia continued. So did trade between Egyptian ports and the

Mediterranean islands, which In turn had direct trading links with

Byzantium, and trade caravans between Syria and Byzantium. (22)

Moreover, the Arab world was a crossroads for many International

traders, such as Russians and Radhanis on journeys to India, Europe,

etc. This mean that some European countries came to know Indian

goods through the Arab world. However, the sources make no mention

of any Arab merchandise re-exported by India or of any non-Indian

goods re-exported by India to the Arab world.

(U) Mutual influences.

During the period of the research relations between the Arabs

and Indians were not confined to the mere commercial exchange of
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goods and services. Trade, the oldest and the strongest means of

human contact, served as a channel for the exchange of culture,

religion and knowledge. That exchange was bound to influence

habits, customs and social behaviour of the two nations concerned.

In the following we shall attempt to survey such influences:

1 - Religious and linguistic influences.

Together with preachers, trade played an Important part In the

propagation of Islam and Arabic culture in many parts of India,

especially in regions other than Sind, the only part of India to be

conquered by the Arabs in the early Islamic period. Indians In large

numbers embraced Islam and became a force to be reckoned with In

the Hindu community. Al_MasCudl, who visited India inA.H. 3O4/A.D 916

reports that he saw in Saymur, which is in the kingdom of Ballahra,

a Muslim population of ten thousand, who were originally Bayasira,

Sirafis, Omanis, and others from Basra, Baghdad and other regions

who had married and settled therj.23)In the course of his description

of the Indian cities of Kamuhul,Sindan, Saymur and Kanbaya, al-Istakh-r

confirms the existence of mosques in these cities and indicates that

Islamic rules were noticably observed in them. 
(24)	

This is confirmed

by ibn Hawkal and others. 
(25)	

Sources indicate that Islam had spre

to other regions of India such as the Island of Ceylon, 
(26) and Slnd.(27)

However, the sources do not mention whether any Arabs had embracecj

any Indian religion, or whether any Indians had abarldoned the Islamic

fa ith.
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The Arabic language was used in certain regions of India

because it was the language of the Koran and the Prophet. 
(28)	

As

was the case in the Arab world, some Muslim sects made more headway

in certain regions of India than others. 
(2	

That could be attributed

to the existence of Muslims in larger numbers in some regions than

in others, or it could be that certain sects were better represented In

those regions than others, more merchants belonged to them and

therefore preached them there. Muslim merchants were as much

committed to propagating Is lam in India as they were to making profits.

Some Arab and Muslim merchants marrted nda wow.v io Lt

embraced Islam, (30) thus increasing the number of Muslims there and

forming a new class of Muslims within Indian socIety. (3 1)

The Indians too came to Influence the Arabs in a similar way,

although it was in the linguistic field that Indian influence was most

noticeable. Many Indian words entered Arabic and with the passage

of time became part of	 At the same time many Arabic words

became common in some Indian regions. In his book "The history of

India," 3	H.M. Elliot says, "The Muhammadan had attained a correct

knowledge of the Sanskrit not long after the establishment of their

religion, even admitting, as was probably the case, that most of the

Arabic translations were made by Indian foreigners resident at Baghdad."

2 - Scientific influences.

In the field of science, Indians made Important contributions in

mathematics, medicine, some branches of geometry and astronomy.
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Al-Jahiz states that 'were it not for the Indian numerals mathematics would

have missed a great deal and multiplication would not have been poss1ble.'34

Al-Khawarizml. too points to the importance of Indian mathematics, which

included the decimal system, 
(35) 

which the Arabs adopted and from

which they benefited. 	 The important role played by the Indians in

this field has been referred to by other historians. (36) The Arabs

adopted Indian numerals and began to use the zero early in the third

Muslim century / the fourth century A,D. when the CAbb5jd caliph

al-Ma'mun established in Baghdad his Bayt al-Hikma (the house of

Wisdom) and ordered the translation of many Indian, Persian, and

other works into Arabic. 
(37) 

The Arabs developed and improved on

Inrilan mathematics and numerals, which are used at present in the

(38)
Arab world.	 It was the Arabs who introduced the Indian numerals

into Europe and other parts of the world. The Arabs seem to have been

influenced most by Indian mathematics. However, they were also

influenced by Indian astronomical treatises. Al-Biruni refers to the

importance of those treatises and how they entered the Islamic world 9)

(40)
and influenced Arab authors who wrote in that field.

With regard to the influence of Indian medical sciences on the

Arabs, sources indicate that an Indian physician was summoned to the

Arab world in the reign of al-Rashid. 
(41) 

However, we have been

unable to find sufficient information on Indian influences in other fields

(42)
such as geometry of which they had a mastery according to the sources.
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3 - Literary influences.

We have already seen how the Arabs drew on Indian knowledge

in medicine, astronomy, and mathematics. However, the Arabs

were also influenced by Indian fiction and mythology which portrayed

the realities of life at that time. Ibnal-Nadim prepared a list of

these books. (43)

4 - Social influences.

Sources which deal with the social aspects of Arab and Indian

life indicate that some social customs and traditions were tentatkabl'j

similar. The Arabs, many of whom emigrated to India, married local

women and settled there 4 in pursuance of their trade and for other

reasons, had a full understanding of Indian society, its social

stratification, religions, languages, beliefs, eating and dressing

habits, etc. 
(45) 

The Indians who had known the Arabs for a long

time improved their understanding of them and their affairs in the period

of the research.

From the days of al-Rashid and the emergence on the scene of

the Barmakids, interest in Indian affairs Increased in some Arab

regions. (46)	 Trade contacts between the two nations resulted, inter

alia, In the following:

A. The game of chess, an Indian game, moved to the Arab

world where it became the caliphs' and their suite's favourite game.

Some Arabs went as far as writing books on the rulesof the game and

its importance. (48)
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B. There were certain similarities in the dressing habits of

the inhabitants of some regions in the Arab world and the inhabitants.

of some Indian regions. For instance, the Inhabitants of al-Mansura

and Makran, especially merchants, adopted the Iraqi style of dress.

Some Arabs in al-Sind imitated the Indians with regard to their long

hair and their wearing of jewellery. (4

C. Some Indians seem to have broken with their tradition of

cremating their dead and begun to bury them in apparent imitation of

the Arabs. (50)

D. Some sources indicate that in order to learn magic and

use it to convey the message of Islam, 
(51) 

ai-Hallaj had gone to

(52)India, the then centre of magic. 	 However, the sources do not

explain how he had harnessed magic for that purpose or whether that

particular use of magic was widespread in the Arab world.

E. Demographic developments. Most Indians who settled in

the Arab world were slaves, Zutt, and merchants. Several theories

have been advanced regarding the Zutt, the history of their emigration

to the Arab world and the causes behind It. 
(53)	

What is certain,

however, is that during the period of the research large numbers of

them were living in Iraq and in some regions near the Byzantine empire.

In times of war, the Zutt were classified with some well-known Arab

tribes, and were mainly buffalo breeders. 
(54) Indian slaves were

known for their skilfulness and intelligence. In addition to this, the

Arabs had come to know many Indian merchants, (55) men of science
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and medicine, who took up residence In Baghdad and In other Arab

cities and ports, and many of whom had distinguished themselves

as theologians, poets, singers, state administrators, or narrators.

Some Arabs too, had emigrated to some parts of India 7) for

economic, political, and religious reasons, who spread the Islamic

faith there and made their mark in the Indian scene by becoming rulers

of towns and provinces of Sind 
8) 

and by running some Indian ports.

Not surprisingly, Arabic became the language of several cities In

al-Sind. It Is not unlikely that the role played by the Arabs at that

period set the stage for later Arabic literary achievements In Indla.(60

It would be difficult to determine which of the two sides had

greater influence on the other, as that would involve taking account

of social behaviour, customs, traditions, tastes, etc. We do,

however, know that each side adopted what it regarded as useful and

compatible with its beliefs, and rejected what was not. This Is

natural and could be repeated by other nations and cultures if they

came under similar circumstances.
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between Europe (such as al-Faranj and Ireland) on the one
hand and Alexandria on the other. Ibn Jubayr, Rihia, p.190
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islands. Al-Kazwinf, Ath5r al-Btld, p.531 reports that an
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(36) Al_TjlacallbI, Thimar al-Kulub, p.237, al-Marwazi, TabaIiC
al-Hayawan4 p.27, al-Blruni,Ras'ilal-Btri:inT, Hyderabad,
1948, p.106.

-.	 --	 c
(37) G. Kirk, Mujez Tarikh al-Shark al-Awsat, tr. Umar al-

Iskandarl, Cairo, not dated, p. 46, states that works in
mathematics and astronomy were translated into Arabic early
In the 9th century. The Middle East adopted Indian numerals
and began to use the zero which replaced the antiquated Roman
numerals. Ibn al-Nadim, al-Flhrist, p.342 mentIons Arabic
Indian names of those who contributed to translating from
Indian into Arabic, which Include Minka al-Hindi, Ishk b.
Sulaymn b. cAlral_Hhlmr and Ibn Dahan al-HIndf, ibid,
p.383. He also claims that Muhammad b. Musa al-IawrIzmI
spent all his time in al-Ma'miin's Dar al-Hikma, and wrote
several books Including al-His5b al-Hlndr, and on p.392 he
refers to the role played by Ibn Sinn b. al-Fath (from Iarrn)
In this field, as represented by his book, al-Tahtrfr-1-Hlsgb
al-HindT. For the Importance of Indian mathematics, see D.F.
Smith, History of Mathematics, Boston, 1923, Vol. 1, pp.33-5,
177. ILL. Basham, The wonder that was India, p.469 says:
"For long It was thought that the decimal system of numerals was
invented by the Arabs, but this certainly was not the case.
The Arabs themselves called mathematics "the Indian art", and
there Is no doubt that the decimal notion, with other mathematical
lore, was learnt by the Muslim world either through merchants
trading with the west coast of India, or through the Arabs who
conquered Sind InA,D. 712."

(38) P.K. Hitti, History of the Arabs, pp.307-8.

(39) Al-Blriinl, Rasa'il al-Biruni, p.106.

(40) In al-Flhrist, p.383, referring to al-Khawarizmi., Ibn al-Nadim
mentions that before the advent of astronomy, and after It,
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people relied heavily on his first and second astronomical
table known as Sind Hind. On p. 388, he adds that Yaib
b. Tirik had distinguished himself In the science of stars,
and that his books Included al-Zij (ephemeris) al-Mahliil
if -'1-Sind Hind. On p. 390, he refers to the works of Ibn
Mjir, (Abi al-Kãsim CAbd Allah), which included ZTj al-Sind
Hind. On p.387 he mentions cUãrId b. Muhammad, an - - -
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FtTahktk ma 1i-'l-jjjd mm Makiila, pp. 351,397, says that
since the days of al-Mansiir, Arab scientists had been
Influenced by these Indian sciences. H.M. Elliot, .j'jj
hlstoryof India, Vol. V, p.572, says "In the khalifate of
al-Ma'min, the Augustan age of Arabian literature, the treatise
of Muhammad bin Musa on Algebra, which was translated by
Dr. Rosen In 1831 and medical treatise of Mikah and lbn Dahan,
who are represented to be Indians, show that Sanskrit must have
been well known at that time." For more details about the role
of the Arabs in the mathematics field, see D.E. Smith, History
of mathematIc, Vol. 1, pp.168-77.

(41) According to al-Tabari, Tari.kh Vol. II, p. 747, the Indian doctor
summoned to treat al-Rashtd was Minka. Al-Dinawarl,
al-Akhi, Vol. 1, p.24 mentions that Minka was summoned to
treat Yahy b. Khalid. Also, on pp.159-60, he mentions an
Indian doctor called Julia al-Hlndr. In aI-Flhrist, p.378, Ibn
al-Nadim mentions names of Indian scientists whose books in
astronomy and medicine were especially useful. Al-Jaiz,
a1-Bayi, Vol. 1, p.92 mentions names of Indian physicians In
Iraq.

(42) Al-'Marwazt, TabahiCal_Hayawan, p.27, al-Kalkashandi, Subh
alAC sh , Vol. 5, p.62.

(43) According to Ibn al-Nadim, al-FihrisL pp. 424-5, Indian books
of mythology and entertainment were Sindbadh al-Kabir,
Sindbdh a1-Saq1r, Adab al-Hind wa-'l-Tn, Hbi1 fl'l-Hlkma,
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al-Karnt al-Kabtr, al-Karanat al-Sagj1r, and that Jiidar al-Hindi
wrote: al-Mawaltd CArabt and that Sanjhil al-Hindr wrote: Asrr
a1-Mas'ji, and that Nahik al-Hind j wrote: al-MawalTd al-Kabir.

(44) See p. 269.

(45) For social stratification In India, see al-Marwazi, TabaIiC
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al-1j, p.26, al-Birunt, FlTahkik ma li-'l-Hind mm
Makia, p.470, Ibn Khurdãdhba, al-Masälik wa-'l-Mamallk,
p.71.

(46) Ibn al-Nadim, al-Fihrist, p.484 reports Muhammad b. Ishak
to have said that Yahy b. Khalld and the Barmakids took an
Interest in the affairs of Indians living In the Arab world.
Al-Jhiz, al-Bay, Vol. 1, p.52, also indicates that
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the days of Yahy b. Khalid. A1-STrf1, Silsilat al-Tawarlkh,
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(47) For Indian use of chess, see a1-BIrin1, FiTahkk m 1l-'1-Hind
minMakila, p.146, al_ThaCalibi, Thimr al-Kulüb, p.237.
For the spread of the game in the Arab world, see al-Azdt,
HIkyat Abi 'l-Ksim al-Bagjidad1, p.95. Al-Rashtd was one
of the caliphs who played chess. See IbnACtham al-Kufi,
al-Futuh, Vol. 8, p.277.	 -Ra	 otne 1trst caiip'n
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Mushkalat al-Nas Ii-Zam5nihim, p.25. Al_MuCtazz too
played chess. See al-Tabarf, Tri!cji, Vol. 12, p.1671. So
did al_MuCtaçlid. See al-Biruni, al-Jamahir, p. 60.

(48) Such as al_CAd1I, al-Razi, al-Suli and others. See Ibn al-
Nadim, al-Fihrist, p.221.

(49) Al-Istakhrt, al-Masãlik wa-'l-Mamalik, p.105, maintains that
Muslims and non-Muslims in the Indian regions of Kanbaya,
Saymür, and neighbouring areas, dressed in the same manner
and wore Ma'zir (aprons), as did the inhabitants of the Multn,
although merchants adopted Iraqi and Persian dressing habits.
Ibn Hawkal, SiTrat al-Ard, part 2, p.3201 indicates that the
fashions bf al-Mansi5ra were similar to those of Iraq, and their
kings wore clothes similar to those worn by Indian kings.

(50) Al-IdrIsi, Nuzhit al-Mushtaç, p.70.

(51) Al_ThaCalibi, Thimaral-Kulub, p.237.

(52) A1-BaghddT, Trrkh Bag_hdad, Vol. 8, p.120, al-Dhahabi,
a1 C Ibar , Vol. 2, p.138, Ibn al-Jawzi, al-Muntazam, Vol. 6, p.160.

(53) See chapter four, pp.183-6 (for slaves).

(54) Ibid, pp. 220-1. With regard to their alliance with some well-
known Arab tribes, al-Baldhurr, Ansb al-AJ-irãf Vol. 4, p.112,
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indicates that the Zutt and the Sayabija were allied to Bani
Hanzala Ibn Malik.

(55) For details about the settlement of Indian merchants in Basra,
see Ibn Hawkal, Si:irat al-A, part 2, pp.290-i.

(56) In his book, Tarikh al-Silat, pp.46-55, M.I. al-Nadawi gives
sufficient information on Indians, slaves and freemen, who
emigrated to the Arab world, especially those who distinguished
themselves in literature, entertainment, theology, and those
who held governmental posts. Others were born in the Arab
world.

(57) For merchant families from Fustat who lived in the ports of
Malabar during the tenth centuryA.D., see K.R. Hall,
international trade and foreign diplomacy in early mediaeval
south India JESHO, Vol. XXI, 1978, p. 92. For the Arabs in
Ceylon in the tenth century A. D., see N. Ahmad,he Arabs'
knowledge of Ceylon, IC, Vol. XIX, 1945, p.224. ForArab
merchants who lived in Indonesia before the tenth century A.D.,
see J.C. Van-Leur, Indgriesian trade and society, p.111.
For Arabic inscriptions in Java in the tenth century A. D., see
M. Lombard, The golden age of lsla, p.222. For the
Important role of Arab merchants in Sind, see S. M. Jaffar,
The Arab administration ofSind, IC, Vol. XVII, 1943, p.128.
He adds that Azdfs lived there.

(58) Referring to Sind, al_Mascudi, Muruj, Vol. 1, p.167, mentions
that descendents of cAll b. Abi Tãlib lived in al-Mansi3ra, and
that its kings were Arabs, as were the kings of other kingdoms
of Sind. Al-Makdisi, Ahsan al-Taks1m, p.480, maintains
that the majority of the population of the Multän were Arabs.

(59) Al_Mascudi, Muruj, Vol. 1, p.120 indicates that many Omanis,
Basrans, and Bacjidadis were settled in Saymiir in the kingdom
of Bal1ahã. Ibn Battiita, Rihla, Vol. 2, p.191, says he had
seen in the city of Kijiam Malay a group of Muslim merchants
headed by CAIaI al-Din al-Awjt, from Iraq. Ibn Battta, ibid,
p.186, also maintains that Ibrahim Sh gh (Amir al-Tujjr),
originally from Bahrein, was the governor of the port of Kalikit
in the region of Madras.

(60) For more details about Arabic literature In India after the 4th/i 0th
century, see Z. Ahmad, al-Adab al_cArabiyya fTshibh al-Kara
al-Hindlyya, tr. CAbd al-Maksiid Muhammad, Baghdad, 1978.
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